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PO-614-01
FACTORS IMPACTING FOLLOW-UP VENTRICULAR
PACING PERCENTAGE (VP%) BURDEN AFTER
TRANSCATHETER AORTIC VALVE IMPLANTATION (TAVI)
FOR PATIENTS RECEIVING PROPHYLACTIC PERMANENT
PACEMAKER (PPM) IMPLANT
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remaining 12 patients had a marked increase of VP% post
TAVI (change-group). 83% (10/12) of change-group had
right bundle branch block (RBBB) as PPM indication
compared to only 31% (4/13, p50.03) of nil-group.
Computer tomography assessed membranous septum (MS)
length and fluoroscopic implant depth (ID) for 10 patients
showed a positive delta MS-ID for the nil-group (2.163.3cm)
compared to a negative delta MS-ID for the change-group
(-3.164.0cm, p50.02).
Conclusion: RBBB and negative delta MS-ID are associated
with greater VP% need after TAVI for patients receiving
prophylactic PPM.

Bradley M. Pitman; Natalie Montarello; Nicholas Montarello;
Ross Roberts-Thomson; Glenn D. Young;
Kurt C. Roberts-Thomson; Jerrett Lau; Joseph Montarello;
Christopher X. Wong; Prashanthan Sanders and
Dennis H. Lau

PO-614-02

Background: Heart block is a known complication of
transcatheter aortic valve implant (TAVI) due to implant
proximity to conduction system (panel A), and high risk
patients may receive prophylactic implant of a permanent
pacemaker (PPM) prior to TAVI. The long term ventricular
pacing percentage (VP%) burden for these prophylactic PPM
implant patients is not well characterized.
Objective: To assess factors associated with VP% burden after
TAVI for patients receiving prophylactic PPM.
Methods: We assessed our institution’s TAVI database to
identify and obtain data for all TAVI patients who received
prophylactic PPM implanted up to 100days prior to TAVI.
Additionally, we sought pacing follow up data for each
patient through until Dec 31st 2021.
Results: 47 patients (37 male, 8366 years at TAVI) were
identified who had prophylactic PPM implanted 31 days
(IQR 15 - 67) pre TAVI. We attained VP% data for 44 (94%)
patients. Prior to TAVI, 55% of patients (n524) did not use
pacing (VP ,1%) at baseline pre TAVI check. Pacing data
was available both pre & post TAVI for 35 patients, with the
first follow up check at 48 days (IQR 19 - 378) post TAVI,
and for n526 with further follow up checks the final follow
up was 759 days (IQR 411 - 1038) post TAVI. As shown in
figure; 13 patients remained VP ,1% pre & post TAVI (nilgroup), 10 had high VP% throughout (high-group), but the

Jessi Bak; Emma A. DeLong and T. Alexander Quinn PhD

MICROTUBULE DETYROSINATION AND TRPA1 DRIVE
STRETCH-INDUCED ARRHYTHMIAS IN THE ISOLATED
RABBIT HEART
Background: In hypertension, acute fluctuations in ventricular
load can trigger arrhythmias due to myocardial stretch. In single
rabbit ventricular myocytes, the incidence of stretch-induced
arrhythmias (SIA) is increased by microtubule (MT) densification
or detyrosination and transient receptor potential ankyrin 1
channel (TRPA1) activation, as occurs in hypertension.
Objective: To determine the dependence of SIA on MT
densification or detyrosination and TRPA1 in the whole rabbit
heart.
Methods: Isolated rabbit hearts were instrumented with surface
electrodes to monitor electrical activity and an intraventricular
balloon to alter left ventricular (LV) load. Transient changes in LV
volume were applied (50-500 mL, 10 mL/s, 20 repetitions of each
volume separated by 30 s) and the volume that resulted in a 50%
SIA incidence (V50) was determined (Fig. 1A). Paclitaxel (5 mM)
was applied alone to increase MT density and detyrosination, with
parthenolide (10 mM) to prevent the increase in detyrosination,
with colchicine (10 mM) to prevent the increase in density, or with
HC-030031 (10 mM) to block TRPA1. Immunofluorescence was
used to determine MT density (Fig. 2A) and the nature of SIA was
assessed by voltage optical mapping.
Results: Paclitaxel reduced the threshold for SIA (decreased
V50: 133616 mL vs 173611 mL in control; n58, p50.02 by paired
t-test; Fig. 1A/B), which was associated with an increase in MT
density (6761% vs 5662% in control; n517, p50.02 by one-way
 a
k post hoc test; Fig. 2A/B) and resulted in
ANOVA Sid
conversion of stretch-induced excitation to sustained activity.
Parthenolide prevented the decrease in V50 (262627 mL vs
256626 mL; n58, p50.75; Fig. 1B) but not the increase in MT
density (5863%; n517, p50.12; Fig. 2B). In contrast, colchicine
prevented the increase in MT density (4963%; n517, p,0.01;
Fig. 2B) but not the decrease in V50 (190636 mL vs 249633 mL;
n58, p50.04; Fig. 1B). The decrease in V50 with paclitaxel was
also prevented by HC-030031 (249626 mL vs 237627 mL; n58,
p50.60; Fig. 1B). Optical mapping showed stretch-induced focal
excitation originating from the LV free wall, which after paclitaxel
lead to re-entrant activity in some cases.
Conclusion: MT detyrosination, not densification, leads to a
reduced threshold for TRPA1-dependent SIA in the rabbit
isolated heart.
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further apart in HF which could perturb both triggered and
propagated Ca2+ release.
Conclusion: Our data suggests loss of t-tubules, decreased
Ca2+ release at triggered and propagated sites and RyR cluster
remodelling all contribute to the decrease in the atrial systolic
Ca2+ transient and dyssynchrony observed in HF.

PO-614-04
STABILIZING CARDIAC RYANODINE RECEPTOR WITH
DANTROLENE PREVENTS BINGE ALCOHOL AND
CAFFEINE INDUCED VENTRICULAR
TACHYARRHYTHMIAS
Youhua Zhang MD, PhD

PO-614-03
ALTERED SUBCELLULAR CALCIUM RELEASE IN THE
HEART FAILURE ATRIA
Charlotte Smith PhD; Lauren Toms PhD; George Madders PhD;
Jessica Clarke PhD; Niall Macquaide PhD; David A. Eisner DPhil;
Andrew Trafford PhD and Katharine Dibb PhD
Background: Transverse (t)-tubules enable close coupling
between L-type calcium (Ca2+) channels and ryanodine
receptors (RyR) to facilitate triggered Ca2+ release throughout
the cell. In heart failure (HF) there is disruption of the t-tubule
network that contributes to dyssynchronous Ca2+ release.
Despite the importance of t-tubules in triggering Ca2+ release in
the atria of large mammals, little is known about Ca2+ release
sites and how they are altered in HF.
Objective: To investigate Ca2+ release in the healthy and failing
sheep atria and examine how this may be contributed to by ttubule and RyR remodelling.
Methods: HF was induced in sheep by right ventricular
tachypacing and left atrial myocytes isolated from control and HF
animals. Cells were loaded with fluo-3 and stimulated under
current clamp control. RyR structure was assessed using
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM).
Results: In control atrial myocytes, triggered Ca2+ release
occurred at discrete sites on the surface and in the centre of
the cell associated with t-tubules. In HF, t-tubule loss was
accompanied by a reduction in central Ca2+ release sites. As
such, triggered Ca2+ release was restricted to the cell
surface with central Ca2+ release decreased and reliant on
propagation. Ca2+ transient amplitude was decreased in both
triggered and propagated sites in HF, and the difference
between triggered and propagated release was exacerbated.
The coefficient of variation for Ca2+ release was greater in
HF indicating variable amplitude of release between beats.
As RyR cluster properties can influence Ca2+ release, their
structure was assessed. Atrial RyRs predominantly localise
to the z-line but also to the cell surface. Compared to
control, RyR clusters were smaller, more fragmented and

Background: Alcohol and caffeine are widely consumed
worldwide. We have shown (Heart Rhythm 2021;18 [8 suppl]:
S202) that binge alcohol and caffeine can synergistically induce
spontaneous ventricular tachyarrhythmias in rats, yet the
underlying mechanism is unclear.
Objective: We hypothesize that cardiac ryanodine receptor
(RyR2) dysfunction may be responsible for alcohol and caffeine
induced ventricular tachyarrhythmias. Thus, this study was
designed to investigate whether stabilizing RyR2 with dantrolene
treatment can prevent binge alcohol and caffeine induced
ventricular tachyarrhythmias in rats.
Methods: A binge drinking model was established in adult
rats (4-5 months old, both sexes) with alcohol injection (2g/
kg, IP) every other day for 3 times. These binge drinking rats
were divided into 2 groups: binge alcohol (A-group, n58)
and binge alcohol + dantrolene (A+D group, n57). In A+D
group, rats were pretreated with dantrolene (10mg/kg, IP)
before each alcohol injection. Caffeine (60mg/kg, IP) was
given 3 hours after the last alcohol injection in both groups.
To investigate whether dantrolene can stabilize RyR2,
ventricular myocytes were isolated and divided into control,
alcohol (50mM) and alcohol + dantrolene (10mM) groups
from 5 rats. The myocytes were treated for 24 hours and
then underwent confocal microscopy with line scanning for
Ca2+ sparks recording.
Results: Binge alcohol + caffeine induced various ventricular
tachyarrhythmias (premature ventricular contractions and VT,
predominantly in the form of bidirectional VT, Figure-ECG) in 8/8
rats. Dantrolene pretreatment prevented ventricular arrhythmia
induction in all 7 rats (0/7, A versus A+D, p,0.001). In isolated
ventricular myocytes, alcohol treatment significantly increased
Ca2+ sparks and dantrolene treatment reduced alcohol induced
Ca2+ sparks (Figure).
Conclusion: Stabilizing RyR2 with dantrolene can prevent
binge alcohol and caffeine induced ventricular
tachyarrhythmias in rats in vivo. Dantrolene treatment can
stabilize RyR2 and decrease alcohol enhanced Ca2+ sparks
in isolated ventricular myocytes.
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PO-614-06
SMART WATCH SYNDROME IN PEDIATRICS - HOW WELL
DOES IT PREDICT ARRHYTHMIA?
Brynn E. Dechert-Crooks APN, FHRS, CCDS and
Martin J. LaPage MD, MS, FHRS, CCDS, CEPS-P

PO-614-05
A COMMUNITY HOSPITAL REVIEW OF WATCHMAN
OUTCOMES TO DETERMINE SAFE DISCHARGE
PROTOCOLS
Jill Boone Schaeffer MSN, CRNP, FHRS, CEPS, CCDS and
Diane N. Bollinger MSN, RN
Background: Left atrial appendage occlusion (LAAO)
devices are increasingly used to decrease the risk of stroke
in atrial fibrillation patients with contraindication to oral
anticoagulation. Discharge protocols after this procedure are
variable, and same day discharge (SDD) may improve
inpatient bed utilization.
Objective: To evaluate outcomes of Watchman FLX LAAO
device (FLX) patients to determine if SDD would be feasible and
safe in a community hospital setting.
Methods: Single center retrospective chart review of all FLX
implants from March through August 2021. Reviewed patient
demographics, procedure duration, complications, length of
stay (LOS), 7-day readmissions, 30-day readmissions.
Results: 38 patients aged 77.11 + 7.86 (47.4% female) received
a FLX. CHADS2VASc score was 4.5 + 1.19. Procedure time was
92.82 + 21.59 minutes. Figure 8 sutures were removed at 4 hours
post procedure in 84.21% of cases. LOS was 1.13 + .66 days.
Two patients accounted for a longer LOS; one due to drop in
hemoglobin that was deemed sheath blood loss and the other
due to hypotension and atrial fibrillation. One patient required
transfusion prior to discharge. Anticoagulation strategies post
procedure were direct oral anticoagulant + aspirin 81.58%,
warfarin + aspirin 15.79%, and dual antiplatelet 2.63%. There
was one death due to stroke 4 months post procedure. One
patient was re-admitted within 7 days with rapid atrial fibrillation. 5
patients (13.16%) were admitted within 30 days with a GI bleed.
There were no significant pericardial effusions or device
migrations. 97.4% of patients had oral anticoagulation
discontinued at the time of chart review. No device related
thromboses or significant leaks were seen on follow up
transesophageal echocardiogram. The two patients that had
longer LOS developed their symptoms within 24 hours post FLX
placement.
Conclusion: During our 6-month evaluation period,
placement of FLX in an elderly population with high
CHADS2VASc score had a low LOS and few acute
complications. With adequate risk assessment related to
anemia, vital signs, and rhythm management, SDD seems
feasible. These data will lead to an institutional SDD plan
with protocols of careful follow up plus re-evaluation of post
procedural anticoagulation strategies to limit bleeding in
vulnerable patients.

Background: Smart watches have the capability of assessing
heart rate (HR) and rhythm; some can produce a single lead ECG
tracing. These features may enhance detection of atrial fibrillation
in adults based on a recent study. Tachyarrhythmias in children
such as supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) may also be
detectable with a smart watch. Alternatively, misunderstood or
inaccurate smart watch data may lead patients to seek
unnecessary evaluation.
Objective: Assess the likelihood of a true arrhythmia in pediatric
patients presenting with concerns about smart watch cardiac data.
Methods: Single center retrospective review of children aged 1018 years who had ever presented to the pediatric cardiology clinic
with concerns related to smart watch cardiac data. The primary
study outcome was diagnosis of arrhythmia based on clinical
evaluation or documentation of arrhythmia by clinical testing.
Results: There were 126 patients (mean age 15.6 6 2.4 yrs) that
presented with a smart watch based rhythm concern tachycardia in 89%. Symptoms were present in 95 (75%); with
palpitations accounting for 78% of those. Smart watch measured
HRs were available in 121/126 (96%) with 45 (37%) reporting HR
 190 bpm. Presenting smart watch data was sufficient to
diagnose SVT in 3. Additional testing was used to confirm or rule
out arrhythmia in 72 (57%). The majority, 83 (66%), were
discharged after a single visit +/- testing. In all, 19 / 126 (15%)
patients were diagnosed with true arrhythmia: 13 SVT, 3 Wolff
Parkinson White, 2 atrial tachycardia, 1 ventricular ectopy. The
odds of a true arrhythmia diagnosis with symptoms vs no
symptoms was 3.2 (95%CI 0.7 - 14.5); and with HR  190 bpm vs
HR , 190 was 14.3 (95%CI 3.8 - 52.8). The positive predictive
value of HR  190 AND symptoms together to predict arrhythmia
was only 39% (95%CI 28 - 52). The negative predictive value for
arrhythmia having neither symptoms nor HR . 190 was 95%
(95%CI 75 - 99).
Conclusion: The likelihood of a true arrhythmia in pediatric
patients presenting with a smart watch based HR concern was
low. Symptoms and HR . 190 improved but did not optimize the
predictability of an arrhythmia. The absence of symptoms or HR .
190bpm predicted no arrhythmia in 95% of patients. Rarely, smart
watch EGMs or trend data was sufficient for arrhythmia diagnosis.

PO-614-07
CONDUCTION SYSTEM PACING - A CHANGING
LANDSCAPE BASED UPON BETTER IMPLANTATION
PARAMETERS OF LEFT BUNDLE COMPARED TO HIS
BUNDLE PACING
Daniel Hunnybun; Omar Hatem Mohamed Amin Riad MBChB,
PhD; John P. Foran MBBS; Julian W.E. Jarman MBBS;
Vias Markides MBBS, MD; Emily-Jane Cantor MBChB;
Matthew O’Connor BChir, MA, MB and Tom Wong
Background: Conduction system pacing (CSP), including His
bundle (HBP) and left bunding (LBP), is a rapidly emerging
modality that facilitates single lead synchronous ventricular
depolarisation. How best to choose between the two pacing
method is not clear.
Objective: To compare the HBP and LBP of the first 72 cases
performed in a single centre.
Methods: All cases of CSP implants from 2017 to 2021 at the
Royal Brompton Hospital were analysed. Patient and procedural
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characteristics were collected including procedure time,
fluoroscopy use and electrical parameters.
Results: A total of 72 CSP implants were performed with a variety
of pacing configurations including HBP (35), His optimised-CRT
(2), LBP (34) and left bundle optimised-CRT (1). Implants were a
mixture of de-novo implants (67) and device upgrades (5). During
the study period there was a transition from HBP to LBP (Figure 1).
Back-up leads were placed in 29% (10) of HBP systems, none were
required in LBP systems. R-waves were larger (12.3 vs 3.2mV,
p,0.01) and capture thresholds lower (0.68 @0.4/0.5ms vs 1.32
@1ms, p,0.01) with LBP. Intrinsic QRS duration was similar
between the two groups (135 vs 120ms, p50.3). LBP resulted in a
significant shortening of QRS duration (135 vs 111ms, p,0.01)
and HBP resulted in a non-significant shortening of QRS duration
(130 vs 118ms, p50.22) (Figure 2). Procedure times were shorter
for LBP compared to HBP (88 vs 106min, p50.03). The only
complication was 1 haematoma not requiring intervention following
a HBP implant; there were no lead dislodgements.
Conclusion: Our early experience of CSP shows that the implant
procedure is shorter and electrical parameters better with LBP
compared to HBP. There was a switch from HBP to LBP over the
period studied. Both are viable, safe techniques in a centre
establishing a CSP program.
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PO-614-08
SODIUM CHANNEL NAV1.6 AND NA-CA EXCHANGER
REMODELING CONTRIBUTES TO ARRHYTHMOGENIC
LATE SODIUM CURRENT AND CA2+ SPARKS IN THE
PRESENCE OF D96V MUTANT CALMODULIN
Heather Struckman; Mikhail Tarasov; yusuf olgar;
Sandor Gyorke PhD; Rengasayee Veeraraghavan PhD and
Przemyslaw Radwanski PharmD, PhD
Background: Calmodulin (CaM) facilitates sodium channel
(NaV) inactivation, thereby preventing proarrhythmic late sodium
current (INa). To date, a link between arrhythmogenic mutations in
CaM and NaV dysfunction is not well established. Outside of
NaV1.5, dysfunctional inactivation of Nav1.6 promotes late INamediated arrhythmias.
Objective: Investigate NaV1.6 dysregulation by arrhythmogenic
calmodulin (CaM) mutant D96V.
Methods: NaV1.6-expressing CHO cells, transgenic mice,
super-resolution microscopy (sub-diffraction confocal imaging
[sDCI], STED, STORM), scanning ion conductance microscopy
(SICM)-guided “smart” patch clamp.
Results: STED revealed enlarged NaV1.6 clusters in CHO cells
transfected with D96V-CaM compared to WT-CaM. In transgenic
mice with cardiac-specific D96V-CaM expression (cD96V), sDCI
revealed D96V-CaM distributed in a striated pattern (consistent
with T-tubular localization) along with ryanodine receptor (RyR2).
NaV1.6 clustering was quantified with STORM: In both WT and
cD96V hearts, w50% of NaV1.6 clusters localized ,100nm from
RyR2. Intriguingly, NaV1.6 density within these regions increased
67% in cD96V relative to WT. The functional consequences of
this structural NaV1.6 remodeling was assessed with SICMguided “smart” patch allowing for the recording of NaV activity
localized at T-tubule openings. cD96V myocytes displayed
increased cluster size and frequency of late NaV1.6 burst
openings. Previous studies have implicated such aberrant late
NaVactivity in proarrhythmic Ca2+ mishandling. To assess the
potential for such, we investigated sodium-calcium exchanger
(NCX) localization near NaV1.6. STORM revealed that 77% of
NaV1.6 clusters localized ,100nm from NCX in WT compared to
89% in D96V hearts. NaV1.6 density within these regions
increased 48% in cD96V relative to WT. Interestingly, NCX
cluster density was preferentially increased near NaV1.6 in
cD96V hearts. In functional imaging studies, cD96V myocytes
displayed larger, more frequent Ca2+ sparks relative to WTwhich
was reversed by cardiac-specific NaV1.6 knockout.
Conclusion: To our knowledge, this is the first report of
proarrhythmic cardiac structural remodeling secondary to a CaM
defect, providing mechanistic insight into calmodulinopathy.
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PO-615-01
ROLE OF KCNQ1 REGULATION IN VARIABILITY IN ACTION
POTENTIAL PROLONGATION BY IKR BLOCK
Yuko Wada MD, PhD; Lili Wang PhD; Lynn D. Hall; Laura L. Short;
Ashli E. Chew MS; Joseph F. Solus PhD and Dan M. Roden MD,
FHRS
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Background: We have previously shown that chronic exposure
to some drugs (e.g., dofetilide [DOF]) that carry a high risk of
torsades de pointes (TdP) not only block IKr but can also increase
late INa (INa-L), while this is not seen with low-risk IKr blockers (e.g.,
moxifloxacin [MOX]).
Objective: We tested the hypothesis that chronic exposure to
TdP-associated IKr blockers at therapeutic concentrations also
regulates IKs.
Methods: We studied the effects of DOF and MOX in induced
pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs). We
first established the IC50 for IKr block in population control cells,
and then determined the effects on action potential duration at
90% repolarization (APD90), IKr, and IKs after chronic (24-48
hours) exposure.
Results: DOF significantly prolonged APD90 at 5nM (IKr block
IC50519.9 nM) compared to untreated cells (311625 vs 434644
ms, n516-29, p50.01). By contrast, APD90 with MOX at 300mM
(IKr block IC505221mM) was 346624 (n526, p50.32 vs
untreated). Chronic MOX increased IKs, assessed as current
sensitive to the IKs-specific blocker HMR-1556, but DOF did not:
IKs at +40mV was 0.760.1 (untreated), 0.560.3 (DOF), and
1.660.2pA/pF (MOX), p50.001, n58-27. Chronic treatment with
MOX increased KCNQ1 transcript abundance 2.9-fold (n54). We
then compared the effects of pharmacological and genetic
ablation of IKs in MOX-exposed cells. Pharmacological ablation of
IKs by chronic exposure to a high concentration of HMR-1556
preserved normal baseline APD90 (315629ms, n520) and
unexpectedly maintained normal APD90 with chronic MOX
treatment (278677ms). However, in iPSC-CMs from a patient
with Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome due to complete loss of
IKs, baseline APD90 (396622ms, n530) was prolonged and cells
did not survive chronic MOX exposure.
Conclusion: These data suggest that an increase in IKs can blunt
the APD prolonging effects of “low risk” IKr blockers. The
difference between pharmacological and genetic IKs ablation is
consistent with the hypothesis that the KCNQ1-encoded protein
not only encodes the IKs channel but serves a second as yet
undefined role in modulating repolarization in the heart when IKr
is blocked.

PO-615-02
MIR-144 KNOCKOUT LEADS TO INCREASED
ARRHYTHMOGENICITY ASSOCIATED WITH IMPAIRED
ATRIAL CALCIUM-HANDLING
Philipp Tomsits MD; Lina-Sophie Volz; Dominik Schu€ ttler MD;
Aparna Sharma S. Chivukula; Funsho Emmanuel E. Fakuade;
Li Mo; Niels Voigt MD and Sebastian Clauss MD
Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac
arrhythmia. Pathophysiology is still incompletely understood and
consequently current AF therapeutics often lack efficacy.
MicroRNAs are involved in various AF remodeling processes. In
a screening study, we identified miR-144 to be significantly
downregulated in AF patients.
Objective: To investigate the effects of in vivo knockout (KO) of
miR-144 on atrial electrophysiology and arrhythmogenesis.
Methods: C57BL/6 wildtype, heterozygous or homozygous miR144-KO mice were phenotyped by ECG, echocardiography,
electrophysiological (EP) study, and cellular EP study. MiR-144
target genes were identified in silico, validated in vitro by
luciferase assay and subsequently measured by qPCR from
atrial tissue samples.
Results: miR-144 KO leads to left atrial enlargement ( 1.72 mm
wt vs. 1.94 mm ko/ko, ****p ,0.0001) and increased atrial
susceptibility to tachyarrhythmia (2.79 % wt vs. 5.79 % ko/ko,
*p50.015) without affecting baseline parameters such as animal
weight, heart mass, ECG parameters or left ventricular function.
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On a cellular level this is accompanied by decreased ICaLtriggered atrial calcium transient amplitudes (218.7 nM wt vs.
157.1 nM ko/ko, *p50.014), a reduced atrial sarcoplasmatic
reticulum (SR) calcium load (511.9 nM wt vs. 408.0 nM ko/ko,
*p50.038) and impaired function of atrial sarco/endoplasmic
reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA) (9.74 s-1 wt vs. 7.38 s-1 ko/
ko, *p50.024). Luciferase assay validated NOS1AP as miR-144
target (1.00 control vs 0.81 miR-144, **p50.004) and tissue
qPCR showed significant NOAS1AP upregulation in atrial
tissues of KO-mice (right atrium 1.00 wt vs. 3.24 ko/ko,
**p50.0024; left atrium 1.00 wt vs. 2.86 ko/ko, ***p50.0002).
Conclusion: Our study uncovered that miR-144 KO leads to
increased atrial arrythmogenicity in mice. This effect is
accompanied by reduced calcium transient amplitudes, a
reduced SR calcium load and impaired SERCA function.
Remodeling processes involve NOS1AP upregulation which
might directly link miR-144 KO to SERCA impairment via NOS1
dependent SERCA S-nitrosylation through NOS1AP
upregulation. Additional studies are warranted to further
investigate this signaling cascade and to determine whether this
mechanism can be subject to pharmacological intervention.

PO-615-03
MUTANT ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE INDUCES
MITOCHONDRIAL DEFECTS AND ION CHANNEL
REMODELING IN A HUMAN INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM
CELL-DERIVED ATRIAL FIBRILLATION MODEL
Olivia Ly; Arvind Sridhar BS, MS and Dawood Darbar MBChB,
MD, FHRS
Background: We identified a mutation in NPPA, encoding atrial
natriuretic peptide (ANP), as the first non-ion channel gene
causing familial atrial fibrillation (AF). However, lack of a mature
and comprehensive model prevents a deeper understanding of
the underlying cellular mechanisms. Induced pluripotent stem
cell (iPSC)-derived cardiomyocytes (CMs) are ideally suited for
modeling heritable AF and personalized pharmacological
therapy, but there is limited data on the maturation of iPSC-atrial
(a) CMs.
Objective: We hypothesized that an electro-metabolic
maturation (EMM) approach using biochemical cues (T3, IGF-1,
dexamethasone), bioenergetic supplement (fatty acids), and
electrical stimulation, synergistically promotes metabolic,
structural, and electrophysiological maturity of iPSC-aCMs to a
level comparable to human atrial cardiomyocytes (haCMs) and
will reveal the novel underlying cellular mechanisms of the NPPA
mutation.
Methods: We applied our EMM approach to iPSC-aCMs and
compared the metabolic (Seahorse Analyzer, western blots
[WB], RT-PCR), structural (immunofluorescence, WB),
electrophysiological (patch clamping, optical voltage mapping),
and transcriptomic (RNA-seq) maturity with immature iPSCaCMs and adult haCMs from the same patient. EMM matured
iPSC-aCMs from a family carrying the NPPA-S64R mutation, and
an isogenic control using CRISPR-Cas9, elucidated the novel
underlying mechanism by which the mutation causes AF.
Results: EMM iPSC-aCMs displayed improved sarcomeric
organization (Fig. 1a) and oxidative capacity (Fig. 1b), as well as
more hyperpolarized RMP and increased APA (Fig. 1c,d). Only
mature NPPA-S64R iPSC-aCMs demonstrated that the NPPA
mutation caused mitochondrial defects resulting in reduced
oxidative capacity and electron transport chain dysfunction
(Fig. 2a), as well as electrophysiological remodeling causing
prolonged APD (Fig. 2b,c) via increased IKs density (Fig. 2d-g).
Conclusion: We established a combinatorial EMM approach
that promoted comprehensive maturation of iPSC-aCMs. Using
this maturation approach, we unmasked the novel
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electrophysiological remodeling and mitochondrial dysfunction
underlying an AF-causing NPPA mutation.
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Results: A mouse model of DS (NaV1.1+/-) exhibited similar
NaV1.5 expression levels relative to wild type (WT); however,
expression of NaV1.6 was increased in DS hearts. To
investigate the structural context of increased NaV1.6
expression we used PLA (,40 nm) and STORM (, 20 nm
lateral resolution) to assess the density of NaV1.6 near RyR2
and NCX. PLA demonstrated higher frequency of colocalization between NaV1.6 and RyR2 and NCX in DS relative
to WT. This correlated with increase in fraction of NaV1.6
clusters near (,100 nm) RyR2 in DS comparing to WT as
revealed by STORM. To asses functional consequences of
NaV1.6 cluster remodeling, we used whole-cell INa patch clamp
recording and confocal Ca2+ imaging. These studies revealed
that DS cardiomyocytes evidenced enhanced late INa coupled
with increased frequency of Ca2+ waves. Global suppression of
NaV1.6 (DS ! NaV1.6+/-) mitigated late INa as well as aberrant
Ca2+ handling. Using in vivo ECG we found that during
bradycardia challenge (carbachol 0.5 mg/kg intraperitoneal) DS
mice exhibited higher incidence of VT relative to WT and DS !
NaV1.6+/-. Importantly, VT incidence correlated with increased
mortality of DS mice.
Conclusion: Remodeling within NaV1.6-rich nanodomains
contributes to Ca2+ mishandling and arrhythmia in DS that may
underlie SUDEP. NaV1.6 may serve as a druggable target for
arrhythmia and SUDEP prevention.

PO-615-05
ACACETIN, A POTENT TRANSIENT OUTWARD CURRENT
BLOCKER, MAY BE A NOVEL THERAPEUTIC FOR
KCND3-ENCODED KV4.3 GAIN-OF-FUNCTION-ASSOCIATED
J-WAVE SYNDROMES
Dan Ye MD; Wei Zhou MD; Samantha K. Hamrick BS;
David Tester BS; Changsung John Kim PhD; Hector M. BarajasMartinez PhD, FHRS; Dan Hu MD, PhD; John R. Giudicessi MD,
PhD; Charles Antzelevitch PhD, FHRS and
Michael John Ackerman MD, PhD

PO-615-04
SODIUM CHANNEL REMODELING UNDERLIES CARDIAC
ARRHYTHMIAS IN A MURINE MODEL OF SUDDEN DEATH
IN EPILEPSY
Mikhail Tarasov; Heather L. Struckman; Dennison Min Alec Miller;
yusuf olgar; Rengasayee Veeraraghavan PhD and
Przemyslaw Radwanski PharmD, PhD
Background: Dravet Syndrome (DS) is an inherited epileptic
condition mostly associated with loss of SCN1A (NaV1.1)
function. DS patients have a higher risk of sudden unexpected
death in epilepsy (SUDEP) linked to arrhythmia. But mechanisms
of arrhythmia in DS remain unknown. Intriguingly, DS cardiac
myocytes exhibit a paradoxical increase in late Na+ currents (INa).
Furthermore, reducing Nav1.6 decreases the incidence of
seizures, suggesting a possible link between Nav1.6 and
arrhythmia in DS. Here we hypothesize that NaV1.6 remodeling,
particularly near ryanodine receptor 2 (RyR2) and Na+/Ca2+
exchange (NCX), underlies Ca2+ mishandling and arrhythmias in
DS.
Objective: To investigate dysregulation of cardiac NaVs and its
arrhythmogenic impact in DS.
Methods: Western blot, proximity ligation assay (PLA),
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), patch
clamp, Ca2+ imaging, in vivo ECG.

Background: The transient outward current (Ito) that mediates
early (phase 1) repolarization is conducted by the KCND3encoded Kv4.3 pore-forming a-subunit. KCND3 gain-offunction mutations have been reported previously as a
pathogenic substrate for J wave syndromes (JWS), including
the Brugada syndrome (BrS) and early repolarization
syndrome (ERS), as well as autopsy-negative sudden
unexplained death (SUD). Acacetin, a natural flavone, is a
potent Ito current blocker.
Objective: We hypothesize that Acacetin may be a novel
therapeutic for KCND3-mediated JWS.
Methods: KCND3-V392I was identified in an 18-year-old male
with JWS/ERS, and a history of cardiac arrest including
ventricular tachycardia/fibrillation and atrial fibrillation/flutter.
KCND3-V392I was engineered by site directed mutagenesis
and expressed in TSA201 cells. Gene-edited/variant-corrected
isogenic control and patient-specific pluripotent stem cellderived cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) from the KCND3-V392Ipositive patient were generated. Ito currents and action
potentials (APs) were recorded before and after treatment with
Acacetin using the whole cell patch-clamp and multielectrode
array (MEA) technique. Western blot and
immunocytochemistry were performed to investigate KCND3
expression.
Results: KCND3-V392I demonstrated a marked gain-offunction phenotype, increasing peak Ito current density by 92%
(p,0.05 vs. KCND3-WT) in TSA201 cells and by 61% in
Kv4.3-V392I iPSC-CM (p,0.05 vs. isogenic control). KCND3
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transcript and translate expression was increased significantly
in KCND3-V392I-derived iPSC-CMs (p,0.05 vs. isogenic
control). While KCND3-WT revealed an IC50 of 7.261.0 mM
for Acacetin effect, 30 mM Acacetin dramatically inhibited
KCND3-V392I peak Ito current density by 96% (p,0.05 vs.
before Acacetin). 10 mM Acacetin, a concentration
approaching its IC50 value, inhibited Ito by 54% (P,0.05 vs.
before Acacetin) in patient-derived iPSC-CMs and reduced the
accentuated AP notch displayed in KCND3-V392I-derived
iPSC-CMs.
Conclusion: This pre-clinical study provides pharmacological
and functional evidence to suggest that Acacetin may be a novel
therapeutic for patients with KCND3 gain-of-function-associated
JWS by inhibiting Ito and abolishing the accentuated AP notch in
patient-derived iPSC-CMs.

PO-615-06
OUTPATIENT REFERRAL REDUCES THE LENGTH OF
HOSPITALIZATION FOR PATIENTS UNDERGOING
NONINVASIVE CARDIAC RADIOABLATION
Kaitlin Moore BS; Cliff Robinson MD; Daniel H. Cooper MD;
Pamela Samson MD; Geoffrey Hugo PhD; Carlos Contreras BA
and Phillip Cuculich MD
Background: Noninvasive cardiac radioablation (CRA) is an
emerging therapy for ventricular tachycardia (VT), but it requires
a complex coordination of care to obtain necessary cardiac
imaging and pre-planning. Little is known about the length of
hospital stay for those being treated with CRA and factors that
influence this workflow.
Objective: To quantify the length of hospital stay, testing
completed before treatment, and hospitalization status for
patients at the time of referral for CRA.
Methods: Retrospective analysis of hospitalization status,
length of stay, and cardiac imaging from single-referral center
for cardiac stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT). Patients
were either referred for CRA while hospitalized or while
outpatient. Necessary pre-treatment cardiac testing included a
combination of chest CT, cardiac MRI, myocardial perfusion
imaging (PET/CTand/or SPECT), cardiac echo, 12-lead ECG in
VT, noninvasive programmed stimulation (NIPS), and SBRT
simulation. A contemporary cohort of similar patients
undergoing catheter ablation for refractory VTwere analyzed for
comparison length of stay.
Results: 102 patients were referred for CRA between 4/2015 and
12/1/2021. 54 patients underwent CRA and were included in the
analysis. 27 patients (50%) were referred while inpatient and
completed pre-treatment testing while hospitalized. 27 patients
(50%) were referred as outpatient and completed pre-treatment
testing during a pre-arranged expedited hospitalization. 21
patients served as the catheter ablation comparison arm.
Duration of hospital stay for inpatient CRA referral (mean 14 days,
range 2-43 days) was similar to the catheter ablation group (mean
12 days, range 1-103 days). Outpatient CRA referral resulted in a
considerably shorter length of stay (mean 3 days, range 0-13
days) (Figure 1).
Of the inpatient CRA referral group, after the cardiac work up,
48.1% remained inpatient until the time of treatment. Of the
outpatient referral group, after the expedited hospital stay,
100% left the hospital and received treatment as an outpatient.
Differences of workflow and frequency of cardiac pre-testing for
the entire CRA cohort is shown in Figure 2.
Conclusion: An expedited outpatient referral is feasible and
dramatically reduces the duration of hospitalization for patients
undergoing CRA.

PO-615-07
USE OF A REMOTE ASSISTANCE DEVICE TO GUIDE
CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE DEVICE PROGRAMING IN
RURAL AREAS: RESULTS OF A FEASIBILITY STUDY
~ as; Jorge Romero MD, FHRS;
Juan C. Diaz MD; Felipe Can
Julian M. Aristizabal MD; Jorge Marin; Isabella Alviz MD;
Marta Lorente-Ros; Daniel Rodriguez MD; Mohamed Gabr MD;
Luigi Di Biase MD, PhD, FHRS; Oriana Bastidas;
Alejandro Velasco MD, CCDS and Mauricio Duque MD, FHRS
Background: Remote monitoring has been proven to increase
the rate of arrhythmia and device malfunction detection.
However, it is not widely available in underdeveloped regions and
changes in device programing are not possible and require office
visits, which may be difficult for patients living in distant rural
areas.
Objective: To describe our experience with the use of the
Realwear HTM-1 (Realwear, Vancouver, WA) to provide remote
assistance for patients with cardiac implantable electronic
devices (CIEDs) living in rural areas. Briefly, the Realwear allows
the user to be directed through on-screen prompts and signals
placed by the recipient. By freeing the user’s hands, the device
allows for expert-guided intervention.
Methods: Between September 2020 and September 2021,
patients requiring CIED follow-up in a distant rural population
(Apartado, Colombia) were seen in a local facility by a primary
care physician using the Realwear HMT-1 guided by an
electrophysiologist. CIEDs were interrogated and changes in
device programing were guided by the electrophysiologist. The
primary objective was the incidence of clinically significant CIED
alerts (including arrhythmias or device malfunction). Secondary
objectives included initiation of oral anticoagulation (OAC) for
atrial fibrillation (AF) and interventions for non-CIED related
medical conditions (including changes in medical treatment or
need for additional testing).
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Results: A total of 205 CIED interrogations were performed
in 139 patients (age 69614 years; 54% female). The
primary objective was met in 42% of CIED interrogations,
including detection of atrial or ventricular arrhythmias (34%),
lead dislodgement/failure to capture (3%), pacemaker
mediated tachycardia (0.5%) and elective replacement
interval (3.9%). OAC was initiated in 8% of patients and
changes in medical treatment or need for additional testing
(not related to the CIED) was performed in 52% of the
CIED interrogations.
Conclusion: The use of remote assistance device can have
a significant social and clinical impact on rural populations
by providing highly specialized health care to patients in
difficult to reach areas. Moreover, the use of remote
assistance overcomes the current difficulties associated
with remote monitoring (i.e. inability to change device
programming).
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in 7/15 of these freezes, Sensor 8 recorded 3/15, Sensor 10
recorded 2/15, and Sensors 4, 5, and 10 recorded one each.
When compared to neighboring sensors, the largest difference
between neighboring sensors was 13.14 degrees, with a
range of 5.6 to 19.9 degrees.
Conclusion: The disparity between neighboring temperature
sensors suggest that single sensor probes are insufficient to
detect the lowest temperature of the esophagus. Continuation
of cryoablation to very low temperatures could increase risk of
collateral injury to the esophagus. Use of multi-sensor
temperature probes helps in accurately reflecting the coldest
temperature point of the esophagus during cryoablation.
Similar discrepancy may also be seen in radiofrequency
ablation.
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PO-616-01
ROTOR LOCALIZATION AND PHASE MAPPING OF
CARDIAC EXCITATION WAVES USING DEEP NEURAL
NETWORKS
Jan Lebert MSc; Namita Ravi; Flavio H. Fenton PhD and
Jan Christoph PhD

PO-615-08
SINGLE SENSOR VERSUS MULTI-SENSOR ESOPHAGEAL
MONITORING: WHAT ARE WE MISSING?
Kristin Babb PAC; Emrie D. Tomaiko BA; Jake Martinez DO;
Rong Bai MD, FHRS; Michael S. Zawaneh MD;
Roderick Tung MD, FHRS; J. Peter Weiss MD, MSci, FHRS and
Wilber W. Su MD, FHRS
Background: Esophageal temperature monitors are often used
to decrease risk of esophageal injury during atrial fibrillation
ablation. Multi-sensor monitors have been shown to have a
superior thermodynamic profile in radiofrequency ablation, but
there is limited data on single versus multi-electrode temperature
discrepancies in cryoballoon ablation.
Objective: We aim to evaluate temperature differences in the
Circa S-Cath, a multi-sensor esophageal probe, to investigate
its potential benefits over a single sensor probe in
cryoablation.
Methods: A total of 15 patients underwent cryoballoon
ablation for atrial fibrillation under general anesthesia. A Circa
probe was placed oropharyngeally after intubation. The Circa
Esophageal Temperature Monitor has 12 sensors total located
8mm apart. Each sensor has a radiopaque marker and
collects a temperature to the nearest 10th of a degree every
half second. Position of the Crica probe could be adjusted
under fluoroscopy.
Results: In the total of 15 patients, a minimum esophageal
temperature below 25  C was recorded in 8 cases during
cryoablation. The lowest esophageal temperature did not
occur in the same sensor for all cases or even freezes in
the same patient. Sensor 7 recorded the coldest temperature

Background: Finding sources of arrhythmias is challenging due
to low resolution and noise associated with various cardiac
mapping approaches. Deep learning algorithms provide a novel
paradigm to overcome these challenges.
Objective: We hypothesized that a convolutional neural network
(CNN) can be trained to predict phase maps and phase
singularities (PS) from short spatio-temporal sequences of
electrical excitation wave patterns.
Methods: Rabbit and pig optical mapping recordings of
ventricular fibrillation (VF) as well as very noisy, low-resolution,
and extremely sparse simulated data of reentrant wave chaos
mimicking multi-electrode catheter or optical fiber recordings
were used to train and evaluate a CNN with an encode-decoder
architecture. The CNN predicts either phase maps or PS
positions from  10 snapshots of excitation wave patterns.
Results: The CNN was able to robustly predict phase maps for
both optical mapping data as well as simulated data with
accuracies of about 95% and can be performed even in the
presence of strong noise and highly sparse or incomplete data.
Predictions can also be performed across different data, with a
CNN being trained on one species and then successfully applied
to another, or being trained on simulated data and then applied to
experimental data. It appears that the deep learning algorithm
learns to associate phase patterns with a broad class of excitable
spatio-temporal activity, and understands the more generalized
phase mapping problem, independent of physiological
parameters or species-dependent wave dynamics. We were able
to predict PS positions either directly by the CNN or indirectly, by
computation from the predicted phase maps. We found that the
indirect prediction of PS positions was more robust in
experimental data.
Conclusion: CNNs present a powerful method to analyze the
dynamics of complex reentrant wave patterns and to overcome
the challenges associated with low spatial resolution and very
noisy recordings. Future uses may include the mapping of atrial
fibrillation in the clinical setting.
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Conclusion: Using novel whole heart imaging, we have shown
female hearts display lower maximal cAMP activity and faster
deactivation in the apex, in part, due to elevated PDE activity in
this region. This heterogeneity was not observed in male hearts.
These findings may have important implications for
electrophysiological responses regulated by the cAMP pathway,
particularly in heart failure, where PDE activity is altered.

PO-616-03
HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING TO IDENTIFY DRUGS
THAT CAN TREAT LONG QT SYNDROME CAUSED BY
TRAFFICKING-DEFICIENT KV11.1 (HERG) VARIANTS
Christian Egly PharmD; Brian P. Delisle PhD;
David C. Weaver PhD and Bjorn C. Knollmann MD, PhD

PO-616-02
HETEROGENOUS CAMP SIGNALING IN THE INTACT
HEART IS SEX DEPENDENT
Jessica Caldwell PhD; I-Ju (Eric) Lee MS; Lianguo Wang MD;
Lianguo Wang PhD and Crystal M. Ripplinger PhD, FHRS
Background: cAMP is key for transducing autonomic signals
into downstream electrophysiological responses. Previous
studies have shown intracellular heterogeneity and
compartmentalization of cAMP signaling. Yet, if cAMP signaling
occurs heterogeneously throughout the intact heart, and how this
translates into functional responses, has not been explored.
Objective: To determine the spatiotemporal kinetics of cAMP
signaling in the intact heart and the underlying mechanisms
responsible.
Methods: Male and female cardiac-specific CAMPER reporter
mice that report cAMP binding by changes in FRET were used
at 12 weeks. Hearts were excised and Langendorff-perfused
for simultaneous cAMP and Vm imaging on a novel integrated
whole heart optical imaging system. Following perfusion,
tissue samples from base and apex were assessed for
phosphodiesterase (PDE) activity.
Results: In male hearts, cAMP was uniformly activated in
response to b-AR stimulation with bolus norepinephrine (NE, 1.5
mM). Conversely, in female hearts NE led to a greater change in
cAMP activity in basal regions vs. the apex (n57, p,0.05).
Moreover, cAMP deactivation was slower in the base vs. apex, in
female (n56, p,0.01) but not male hearts (n56). Apex-base
differences were also evident following PDE inhibition with IBMX
(100 mM), with a greater change in cAMP activity in the apex vs.
base in both female (n57, p,0.001) and male hearts (n55,
p,0.05). Likewise, PDE activity assays showed higher total PDE
activity in apical regions (n510, p,0.01), with more apical PDE
activity in female vs. male hearts (n55, p,0.05). In female
hearts, faster apical cAMP deactivation following bolus NE was
associated with a significant difference in action potential
duration (APD80) between apex and base (n53, p,0.05), but
APD80 was not significantly different between regions in male
hearts.

Background: The potassium channel KV11.1 plays an important
role in repolarization of cardiac action potentials and loss-offunction (LOF) KV11.1 variants cause Long QT Syndrome which
predisposes individuals to fatal cardiac arrhythmias. About 90%
of LOF mutations prevent KV11.1 intracellular transport
(trafficking) to the plasma membrane and prolonged incubation
with drugs can sometimes increase KV11.1 trafficking and restore
KV11.1 current (IKr).
Objective: Develop an optimized thallium (Tl+)-flux assay to
screen a library of clinically approved drugs for increased
trafficking of two KV11.1 potassium channel variants.
Methods: We developed a novel Tl+-based fluorescent assay
and HEK-293 cells expressing KV11.1 trafficking-deficient
variants (KV11.1-G601S-G965*X and KV11.1-N470D) to
screen 1900 drugs (three replicates each) for increased
KV11.1 trafficking. HEK-293 cells were plated on 384-well,
clear bottomed plates with 10 mM drug in individual wells 24hours before experiments. On the day of experiments, drug
was washed out, loaded with thallium-sensitive dye, and
imaged using a 384-well fluorescent plate reader. Drug hits
were detected using the slope of fluorescence in the assay
and calculating the median and median absolute deviation
(MAD).
Results: The screen detected a total of 80 drugs (average .3
MADs) that increased KV11.1 trafficking in both variants. Most
drugs that increase KV11.1 trafficking inhibit the channel acutely,
so we next screened acute and 24-hour drug effects on KV11.1WT channel and eliminated drugs that block the channel.
Concentration response curves (1 nM to 25 mM) were generated
from 40 drugs that had ,20% acute block at 10 mM, a tolerable
side effect profile and increased trafficking of KV11.1. Seven
drugs increase KV11.1 trafficking at clinically relevant
concentrations.
Conclusion: We discovered clinically available drugs that could
be readily tested as treatment for patients with Long QT
Syndrome caused by trafficking deficient KV11.1 variants.

PO-616-04
A NOVEL CPVT-ASSOCIATED CALMODULIN MUTATION
CAUSES SEVERE CA2+ LEAKAGE FROM SARCOPLASMIC
RETICULUM IN IPSC MODEL BY ACTIVATING THE
CARDIAC RYANODINE RECEPTORS
Jingshan Gao; Takeru Makiyama; Yuta Yamamoto;
Jingshan Gao; Hisaaki Aoki; Jingshan Gao; Jingshan Gao;
Asami Kashiwa; Jingshan Gao; Jingshan Gao; Jingshan Gao;
Hirohiko Kohjitani; Jingshan Gao; Naomasa Makita;
Jingshan Gao; Jingshan Gao; Seiko Ohno; Jingshan Gao;
Jingshan Gao; Minoru Horie and Jingshan Gao
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Background: Calmodulin (CaM) is an intermediate calciumbinding messenger protein and it is very unique that three genes
(CALM1-3) encode identical CaM proteins in human. Recently,
mutations in CALM have been reported to be associated with
long QT syndrome (LQTS) and catecholaminergic polymorphic
ventricular tachycardia (CPVT). CALM-related CPVT cases are
rare and the underlying disease-causing mechanisms have not
been fully elucidated in human cardiomyocytes.
Objective: We aimed to investigate the mechanism of
arrhythmogenicity of a novel CPVT-CALM2 mutation found in a
severe CPVT case using patient-derived iPSC model and
investigate the underlying mechanisms.
Methods: We generated patient-derived iPSCs carrying a
heterozygous mutation (c.136G.A, p.E46K) in the CALM2 gene.
To evaluate the effect of CALM2-E46K in iPSC-derived
cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) precisely, we utilized additional 4
iPSC lines: healthy control, E46K isogenic control, CALM2-N98S
(LQTS&CPVT), and RYR2-I4587V (CPVT). In addition,
biochemical and electrophysiological analyses were performed
to investigate the effect of mutant CaMs on Ca2+ affinity, cardiac
ryanodine receptors (RyR2), and L-type calcium channels
(LTCC).
Results: iPSC-CM based electrophysiological analysis showed
that CALM2-E46K iPSC-CMs exhibited significantly higher
frequency of arrhythmogenic triggered activities in actinon
potential recordings and abnormal Ca2+ release events in Ca2+
recordings than other cell lines (Figure A). In addition, Ca2+
homeostasis analysis revealed that CALM2-E46K iPSC-CMs
exhibited significantly larger Ca2+ leak from sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR) and smaller SR Ca2+ storage than other cell lines
(Figure B). In further biochemical and electrophysiological
analyses, E46K-CaMs had no effect on Ca2+ affinity or LTCC. But
E46K CaMs showed enhanced binding affinity to RyR2 than WTCaMs and facilitated the function of RyR2 channels (Figure C).
Conclusion: In this study, we for the first time established
CALM-related CPVT iPSC model and successfully
recapitulated the severe arrhythmogenic features of the clinical
phenotypes. Furthermore, we revealed that CALM2-E46K
exerted a dominant facilitative effect on RyR2 channels,
resulting in SR calcium leakage and increased
arrhythmogenicity.
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occur at the pivots of spiral waves. A common issue arising
during observation of renewal processes is an inspection
paradox, due to oversampling of longer events.
Objective: We hypothesized that an inspection paradox could
influence the perception of PS lifetimes in cardiac fibrillation
recordings, leading to a potential overemphasis on the
importance of long lifetime PS. We characterise the effect of a
potential inspection paradox in 8 systems of human, animal, and
computational fibrillation.
Methods: Computational simulations (Aliev-Panfilov (APV)
model, 2D & 3D Atrial Fibrillation (AF) models), experimentally
acquired optical mapping AF and Ventricular Fibrillation (VF)
data, and clinically acquired human AF and VF were studied.
Distributions of all PS lifetimes across full epochs of AF, VF, or
computational simulations, were compared with distributions
formed from lifetimes of PS existing at 10000 simulated
commencement timepoints.
Results: In all systems, an inspection led towards oversampling
of PS with longer lifetimes. In APV simulations a PS lifetime shift
of +111.8% 1.9% (P , 0.001 for observed vs overall), in realistic
2D simulations of AF +692.9% 657.7% (P , 0.001), in a 3D
computation simulation +691.7%, in optically mapped rat AF
+374.6% 88.5% (P 5 0.052), in human AF mapped with basket
catheters +129.2% 64.1% (P , 0.05), human AF-HD grid
catheters 150.8% 9.0% (P , 0.001), in optically mapped rat VF
+171.3% 615.6% (P , 0.001), in human epicardial VF 153.5%
615.7% (P , 0.001).
Conclusion: This multi-system study of human, animal,
computational atrial and ventricular fibrillation is an illustration of
the fundamental importance of an inspection paradox as a
source of bias in phase mapping.

PO-616-06
PO-616-05
THE INSPECTION PARADOX: AN IMPORTANT
CONSIDERATION IN THE EVALUATION OF ROTOR
LIFETIMES IN CARDIAC FIBRILLATION
Evan Jenkins BENG; Dhani Dharmaprani PhD;
Madeline Schopp BENG; Jing Quah MBBS; Kathryn Tiver BMBS;
Feng Xiong DPhil; Martin Aguilar MD, PhD; Fadi G. Akar PhD;
Caroline H. Roney PhD; Steven A. Niederer PhD;
Stanley Nattel MD, FHRS; Martyn P. Nash PhD;
Richard H. Clayton PhD and Anand N. Ganesan MBBS, CCDS,
CEPS-A
Background: Renewal theory is a statistical approach to model
the formation and destruction of phase singularities (PS), which

THE SPATIOTEMPORAL ORGANIZATION OF
VENTRICULAR FIBRILLATION (VF) IN EXPLANTED HUMAN
HEARTS
Shahriar Iravanian MD; Ilija Uzelac; Neal Kumar Bhatia MD;
Tae Yun Kim PhD; Elizabeth M. Cherry PhD; Henry Chionuma;
Hee Cheol Cho PhD; Anand D. Shah MD; Michael Burke;
Mikhael F. El-Chami MD, FHRS; Michael S. Lloyd MD, FHRS;
Faisal M. Merchant MD, FHRS; Henry Chionuma MD and
Flavio H. Fenton PhD
Background: Ventricular fibrillation (VF) has been the subject of
intense experimental studies. However, the main features and
mechanisms responsible for the persistence of fibrillation are
complex, diverse, and different in various species. There is a
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paucity of experimental data on human VF for obvious practical
considerations.
Objective: To map the spatiotemporal organization of human VF
as pertinent to the mechanisms of VF.
Methods: We studied three arterially-perfused explanted
human hearts (one a recipient heart, two rejected donor hearts)
using optical mapping of the transmembrane potential at high
spatial and temporal resolution (256 x 256 pixels, 500 Hz) and a
large field of view. VF was spontaneously induced (during
preparation) and later by rapid pacing. Each w30 sec long
recording was processed to identify activation waves and
visualized in 2D movies and stack diagrams (one spatial
dimension vs. time). The dominant frequency (DF) was
calculated using Fourier analysis.
Results: In all hearts, we observed spatial heterogeneity in DF
with a gradient from a fast driver region (panel A, w6 Hz) toward
slow passive regions (panel B, w3 Hz). The spatial organization is
assessed with the help of stack diagrams (panel C), which shows a
checkerboard pattern. This pattern suggests the presence of
multiple wavelets, separated by lines of blocks. Two types of block
are identified: a static one, corresponding to structural borders
(such as trabeculations, as identified after by dissection), and
pseudo-stationary functional blocks (short-lived spiral waves),
caused by the interaction between activation wavefronts and
repolarized tail of previous action potentials that persisted for a few
beats. The spatial scale of the wavelets (the distance between the
lines of block) is 3-15 mm. Spiral waves are occasionally observed
in the driver region but are not a prominent feature.
Conclusion: Optical mapping of explanted hearts is a powerful
tool to visualize the spatiotemporal organization and dynamics of
arrhythmias, including VF. While VF is irregular and complex, it is
not random but chaotic with an underlying organization and
structure. In particular, we observed driver regions and persistent
lines of block, which are not commonly seen in optically mapped
experiments in rabbits, dogs and porcine VF.

PO-616-07
THE ROLE OF CELLULAR SENESCENCE IN ATRIAL
FIBRILLATION
Mozhdeh Mehdizadeh Pharm.D.; Patrice Naud PhD;
Roddy Hiram PhD; Feng Xiong DPhil; Gerardo Ferbeyre;
Jean-François Tanguay MD; Martin G. Sirois PhD;
Eric Thorin PhD; Jean-Claude Tardif MD and
Stanley Nattel MD, FHRS
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Background: Age is well-known to be the single most important
determinant of the risk of atrial fibrillation (AF), but the underlying
mechanisms are poorly understood. Cellular senescence is an
aging and stress related response, associated with secretion of
locally acting bioactive substances by senescent cells. The role
of senescence in AF is unknown.
Objective: 1) To evaluate cardiac function, structure, AF
susceptibility and the expression of senescence markers in the
atrial tissue of rat models of aging and myocardial infarction (MI),
a pathology that causes AF-promoting remodeling. 2) To study
the effect of targeted deletion of senescent cells on AF
susceptibility.
Methods: Cardiac function and AF-susceptibility were studied
with echocardiography, transesophageal pacing, and optical
mapping. Protein and mRNA expression of senescence
markers were evaluated with qPCR and immunostaining.
Atrial fibrosis was quantified with Masson Trichrome staining.
The senolytic drugs dasatinib and quercetin (D+Q), which
when given together selectively eliminate senescent cells by
inducing apoptosis, were used to produce senescent cell
clearance.
Results: Pacing-induced AF was seen in 100% of aged (20
months) vs 10% of young (3 months) control (YNG CTL) rats,
and in 87.5% of young rats subjected to MI (YNG MI, Fig 1A).
Conduction velocity was significantly slower in aged and YNG
MI rat left atrium (YNG CTL5 5464 cm/s; YNG MI5 41 64 cm/
s; Aged: 4563 cm/s, P,0.0001) (Fig 1B, C). Fibrosis was
significantly greater in aged and MI rat atria (YNG
CTL53.560.3%, YNG MI55.160.9%, Aged56.260.5%,
P50.03). The important senescence marker, p16, was
upregulated in atrial tissue of MI and aged rats (Fig 1D).
Senolytic therapy from the time of MI induction to final study 28
days later significantly reduced AF inducibility (D+Q: 0% vs
vehicle, 89%, P,0.0001) (Fig 2A) and decreased fibrosis (D+Q:
2.2 +0.2% vs Vehicle: 4.9+0.8%, P50.02) (Fig 2B), while
normalizing p16 and reducing p21 expression (Fig 2C, D),
indicating that senolytic therapy can prevent senescence
related AF susceptibility.
Conclusion: Our study points to a significant role of cellular
senescence in AF pathophysiology. Modulating cell senescence
might provide the basis for novel therapeutic approaches in AF
prevention and/or therapy.
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PO-617-01
MULTIPOLAR ELECTROGRAMS: A NOVEL ALGORITHM
FOR ACCURATE ANNOTATION OF NEAR-FIELD
POTENTIALS IN SCAR
Arwa Younis MD; Jonathan Yarnitsky; Haim Rodriguez;
Zach Bubar BS, CEPS; Israel Zilberman DVM and Elad Anter MD

PO-616-08
MECHANISMS OF IMMUNE-MEDIATED INJURY IN
ARRHYTHMOGENIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
Stephen P. Chelko BS, PhD; Morgan Engel BS;
Elisa N. Cannon BS; Vinay Penna BA; KORY LAVINE MD, PhD
and Jeffrey E. Saffitz MD, PhD
Background: Inhibition of NFkB signaling mitigates myocardial
injury in a mouse model of arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy
(ACM) expressing a variant in the desmoglein2 gene (Dsg2mut/mut
mice). Inflammatory cells are abundant in ACM and likely mediate
injury, but cardiac myocytes also mount an immune response in
ACM. The relative contributions to cardiac injury of inflammatory
cells vs immune activation by cardiac myocytes are not known.
Objective: To define the specific roles of infiltrating monocytes
and monocyte-derived macrophages and cardiac myocyte
immune activation in myocardial injury in Dsg2mut/mut mice.
Methods: To block NFkB signaling in cardiac myocytes only, we
crossed Dsg2mut/mut mice with mice with cardiac myocyte-specific
expression of a dominant-negative IkBa, which prevents nuclear
translocation of NFkB (DN-IkBa mutant mice). To define the role of
infiltrating monocytes and monocyte-derived macrophages, we
crossed Dsg2mut/mut mice with mice with germline KO of C-C
chemokine receptor 2 (Ccr2). Phenotypes were defined at 16
weeks of age by cardiac echo, histology and CITE-seq.
Results: Dsg2mut/mut mice showed contractile dysfunction (LV
ejection fraction, 56.462.7 vs 78.261.3% in WT) and myocardial
necrosis/fibrosis (31.163.5 vs 1.460.4% tissue area in WT).
Ejection fraction was largely preserved (64.364.6%) and
necrosis/fibrosis was greatly diminished (4.161.2%) in hearts of
DN-IkBa mice, in which NFkB signaling was disrupted in cardiac
myocytes. Fibrosis was also greatly diminished (3.661.4%) by
deleting Ccr2 in Dsg2mut/mut mice. CITE-seq showed a large
increase in Ccr2+ monocytes and macrophages in Dsg2mut/mut vs
WT hearts. Numerous inflammatory mediators and markers of
inflammatory monocytes and macrophages were upregulated in
Dsg2mut/mut hearts, many of which localized to a population of
Ccr2+ monocytes/macrophages previously implicated in cardiac
inflammation. Dsg2mut/mut hearts also contained many more
periostin+ fibroblasts than WT hearts (periostin marks
matrifibroblasts, which have been implicated in fibrosis).
Conclusion: Activation of NFkB signaling in cardiac myocytes and
actions of Ccr2+ monocytes/macrophages both contribute to
myocardial injury in Dsg2mut/mut mice. These results reveal complex
pathogenic mechanisms of immune-mediated injury in ACM.

Background: Electrogram annotation in scar is challenging
due to the presence of multicomponent potentials containing
near and far field activities. While bipolar electrograms
eliminate the mutual far field component enclosed between
two closely spaced electrodes, a large far field component
often remains. This may result in inconsistent voltage and
time measurements. Multielectrode catheters provides an
opportunity to improve far-field rejection by reducing the
common components across multiple unipolar electrograms.
Objective: To determine the effect of multiple unipolar signals
decomposition method in the ability to reduce the far field
component from the unipolar signal.
Methods: In 6 swine with chronic infarction, the left ventricle was
mapped using Carto 3Ò and multielectrode array catheter
(OptrellTM, Biosense Webster). A novel algorithm utilizing
Principal Component Analysis was used to estimate the common
components of each unipolar signal with its neighboring
electrodes, weighted with inverse proportion to their distance.
The mutual component was subtracted from each unipolar signal
for creating a multipolar electrogram as in Figure 1. The utility of
multipolar electrograms in removing far-field activity from
complex signals was compared with traditional bipolar
electrograms and reported as median voltage amplitude with 2575 interquartile range.
Results: In infarct border zones with complex
multicomponent signals (n576), multipolar electrograms
produced a significantly lower far field signal amplitude in
comparison to standard bipolar electrograms (0.45mV [IQR
0.3-0.9] vs 1.8mV [1.1-2.4], respectively P,0.001). Figure 1
shows an example of a complex multipotential signal
recorded at infarct border zone as it represented by unipolar,
bipolar and multipolar electrograms. Multipolar electrograms
produced higher amplitude near field signals (2.9mV [IQR
2.2-3.6] vs 1.0 [0.6-1.8mV], respectively P,0.01) as shown
in Figure 2.
Conclusion: Multipolar electrograms produced by reduction
of common components across multiple unipolar
electrograms reduce far field potentials significantly greater
than bipolar electrograms. This novel method may be
particularly helpful for mapping complex substrates including
scar.
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PO-617-02
A HIDDEN STRATIFICATION PROBLEM IN NEURAL ECG
ANALYSIS
Praneeth Sadda MD and Uzodinma Emerenini MD
Background: Research has shown “hidden stratification” in
several deep learning algorithms for medical diagnostics. This is a
phenomenon where an algorithm meets or exceeds the diagnostic
accuracy of a physician, but does so in a bimodal manner; it
outperforms physicians on the most common pathologies by a
small margin, but also underperforms physicians on less common
pathologies by a wide margin, thus limiting its readiness for realworld clinical use. Such hidden stratification issues have been
found in neural network algorithms for hip fracture and pneumonia
detection in plain film x-rays. To the best of our knowledge, no work
has yet assessed whether hidden stratification exists in neural
network analysis of ECGs.
Objective: To determine if a typical neural network algorithm for
arrhythmia detection in ECG recognizes some rhythms with a
significantly lower accuracy than others.
Methods: A neural net following the design described by
Hannoun et al. (Cardiologist-level arrhythmia detection and
classification in ambulatory electrocardiograms using a deep
neural network, Nature Medicine, 2019) was trained to identify
arrhythmias in ECGs. PTB-XL, a large, publicly available dataset
of twelve-lead ECGs, was divided into training and testing sets of
13,224 and 2,088 ECGs, respectively; the network was trained
on the training set and evaluated on the testing set.
Results: The network identified ECG rhythms with an overall
accuracy of 89.37% (AUC 0.92). It was best able to differentiate
normal sinus rhythm (NSR) from atrial flutter (AUC 1.00); NSR
from sinus tachycardia (AUC 0.99); and sinus tachycardia from
atrial fibrillation (AUC 0.99). It was least able to differentiate
supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) from atrial fibrillation (AUC
0.60); SVT from atrial flutter (AUC 0.75); and atrial fibrillation from
atrial flutter (AUC 0.78).
Conclusion: We evaluated a highly cited neural net model for
ECG analysis and found that it is effective at distinguishing
arrhythmias from sinus rhythm, but often poor at distinguishing
one arrhythmia from another. This includes scenarios that can
affect treatment decisions, such as distinguishing atrial fibrillation
from atrial flutter. These results suggest that reports that neural
nets have “cardiologist level” capability to diagnose arrhythmias
from ECG may be premature.

PO-617-03
OPTOGENETIC CONTROL OF REPOLARIZATION
GRADIENTS IN HUMAN INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM
CELL DERIVED CARDIAC TISSUE
Oded Edri MD/PhD Candidate and Lior Gepstein MD, PhD
Background: Any deviation in the cardiac action potential (AP)
morphology and spatial distribution can increase the risk for
arrhythmia.
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Objective: We aimed to use optogenetic tools to shape AP
morphology in in-vitro human cardiac tissue models, thereby
creating a novel model in which the role of increased dispersion
of repolarization in arrhythmogenesis could be studied and
treated.
Methods: We engineered 293HEK cells to express the lightsensitive cationic channel CoChR and then co-cultured them with
human induced pluripotent stem cells derived cardiomyocytes
(hiPSC-CMs). Optical mapping was used to monitor the electrical
activity of the generated cardiac co-cultures. A digital micro-mirror
device (DMD) was used to apply complex illumination patterns with
high spatiotemporal resolutions.
Results: Optogenetic stimulation during the AP was able to
modulate AP duration (APD) in the co-cultures by w30-50%.
Moreover, by using unique light patterns we produced APD
gradients within the tissue (Fig. A). Higher APD gradients
significantly increased the tissue’s vulnerability to develop
arrhythmias during optogenetic programmed stimulation (Fig.
B). Thus, APD prolongations of 80, 130 and 180 ms at selected
illuminated areas lead to 7%, 15% and 39% spiral wave
induction rates respectively, compared to 0% with no APD
modulation. Moreover, the time window by which an S2
premature stimulation could induce reentry was increased
when higher APD gradients were gnerated. Next, we created
tissues with innate APD gradients by co-culturing
cardiomyocytes derived from healthy-control next to short QT
syndrome hiPSC-CMs. In the presence of this innate APD
gradient, the spiral wave induction rate was 61613%. By using
optognetic stimulation for homogenization of the APD in the
tissue we were able to reduce this arrhythmogenic induction
rate to 1167%.
Conclusion: Optogenetics interventions can be used to shape
AP morphology in human cardiac tissue models. Such
interventions allowed to create and study the effects of localized
areas of repolarization gradients in promoting
arrhythmogenesis, as well as to develop novel optogeneticbased anti-arrhythmic approaches by homogenizing
repolarization.
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PO-617-04
A DOSE ESCALATION STUDY USING EXTRACELLULAR
VESICLES TO REDUCE ATRIAL FIBROSIS,
INFLAMMATION, AND FIBRILLATION
Sandrine Parent and Darryl R. Davis MD
Background: Extracellular vesicles (EVs) from human ExplantDerived Cells delivered directly to the atria at the time of open
chest surgery reduce atrial fibrosis/inflammation and AF in a rat
model of sterile pericarditis. But the minimally effective dose is
not known, nor is it clear if this benefit is dependent on EV dose.
Objective: To determine the dose-efficacy relationship of human
Explant-Derived Cell EVs in a rat model of sterile pericarditis.
Methods: Increasing doses of EVs (106, 107, 108 or 109, n51017/group) or vehicle control (n517) were injected into the atria of
middle-age male Sprague-Dawley rats (6 months old) at the time
of talc application. A sham control group was included to
demonstrate background inducibility (n512). Three days after
surgery, all rats underwent invasive electrophysiological testing
prior to sacrifice. Atrial fibrosis was evaluated using
hydroxyproline while inflammation was quantified using
candidate cytokine profiling.
Results: Pericarditis increased the likelihood of inducing AF
(p,0.05 vs. sham). All doses decreased the probability of
inducing AF with maximal effects seen after treatment with the
highest dose (109, p,0.05 vs. vehicle; Figure 1A). Pericarditis
increased atrial fibrosis while EV treatment limited the effect of
pericarditis on atrial fibrosis with maximal effects seen after
treatment with 108 or 109 EVs. Enzyme-linked immune assaybased analysis of atrial tissue lysate revealed that increasing EV
dose was associated with progressive decreases in proinflammatory cytokine content (Figure 1C).
Conclusion: Intramyocardial injection of incremental doses of
EVs at the time of open chest surgery led to progressive
reductions in atrial fibrosis and inflammatory markers. These
effects combined to render atria resistant to the pro-arrhythmic
effects of open chest surgery.
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Background: It remains unclear if patterns of electrical activity in
patients with persistent atrial fibrillation (AF) predict clinical
endpoints. We hypothesized that machine learning (ML) of AF
electrogram patterns (EGM) can predict acute termination by
ablation.
Objective: To test the hypothesis that ML trained on EGM
throughout the atria, including features of repeating spatialtemporal patterns, predict acute termination by ablation.
Methods: We recruited N560 patients (63.5610.1Y, 28.3%
women, 75% non-paroxysmal) with AF EGM recorded globally
from 64-pole baskets (Abbott, IL). Ablation terminated AF in
N530 (“Term”) and did not in N530 (“Non-Term”). We quantified
EGM repetition in 2x2 EGM areas by correlation over 4 s (Fig A),
iterated for the whole atrium. Maps of repetitive pattern (REACT
maps) over 1 epoch (Fig B) were used to train ML (Fig C). Each
REACT map was input to an ImageNet initialized ML model to
predict termination. Patients were randomly allocated to
independent training and testing cohorts in a 75:25 ratio,
repeated K55-fold.
Results: ML of global AF electrogram features predicted AF
termination with AUC 5 0.82560.099 (Fig D). ML of regional
features alone achieved lower AUC 5 0.71260.066 (p,0.05).
Finally, despite pre-training with natural images and transfer
learning to EGM patterns, ImageNet initialization significantly
improves the performance compared with random initialization
(test AUC 5 0.62560.127).
Conclusion: Global patterns of atrial electrograms in persistent
AF predict acute ablation response. Future work should examine
if this approach identifies ablation targets, or classifies patients
with AF patterns that indicate a more favorable outcome.

PO-617-06
BIDIRECTIONAL NEAREST NEIGHBOR COLOCALIZATION
IDENTIFIES CARDIOMYOCYTE MICROTRANSLATOMES
PRODUCING CALMODULIN AND ITS EFFECTOR TARGETS
Andrew Soltisz BS and Rengasayee Veeraraghavan PhD

PO-617-05
PREDICTING ABLATION RESPONSE IN PERSISTENT
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION BY MACHINE LEARNING OF
GLOBAL ATRIAL ELECTROGRAM PATTERNS
Ruibin Feng DPhil; Prasanth Ganesan PhD; Brototo Deb MD;
Albert Joseph Rogers MBA, MD; Samuel Ruiperez-Campillo BS,
MSci; Paul Clopton; Matei Zaharia and Sanjiv M. Narayan MD,
PhD, FHRS

Background: Calmodulin (CaM), which regulates myriad
proteins in cardiac myocytes, features translational redundancy
with three encoding genes (CALM1-3). Mutations in CaM result in
calmodulinopathies, characterized by arrhythmia and myopathy.
However, the specific roles of the 3 CaM genes and the structural
underpinnings of their function remain unclear.
Objective: Previous studies identified cardiomyocyte
microtranslatomes co-producing components of ion channel
macromolecular complexes. We investigated whether such
microtranslatomes exist for CaM and its effector targets (RyR2,
encoded by RYR2 and NaV1.5 encoded by SCN5A) and
examined their distribution within myocytes.
Methods: Target mRNAs in isolated adult mouse
cardiomyocytes were visualized using RNAScope in situ
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hybridization and their spatial distribution relative to nuclei and
each other evaluated using a bidirectional nearest neighbor (NN)
colocalization analysis. Briefly, fluorescence signals were
segmented (fig. 1B) and bidirectionally colocalized using a
distance transformation-based approach (fig. 1C). Measured
colocalization was compared against random signal distributions
for each pair and compared with the observed patterns to assess
the degree of spatial association between signal pairs (fig. 1D).
Results: Each CALM gene occupies a unique spatial strata
around the nuclei, with CALM2 being the closest, CALM3 the
furthest, and CALM1 exhibiting an intermediate distribution
somewhere in between. CALM1, 2 and SCN5A all exhibit
significant spatial attraction to the nuclei while CALM3 and RYR2
mRNAs are evenly distributed throughout the cytosol. CALM2
and SCN5A exhibit a similar spatial association to the nuclei, as
well as RYR2 and CALM3, suggesting these pairs of mRNA may
be co-translated.
Conclusion: Our preliminary results suggest that CaM and its
effector targets may be co-translated within microtranslatomes
that show distinct spatial distributions within the cardiomyocyte.
In ongoing work, we are examining colocalization between signal
pairs to directly evaluate the spatial association between mRNA
for CaM and its effector targets.
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transcriptional control of key cardiac ion channels (IC) via select
transcription factors (TFs) in male and female adult human
hearts.
Methods: We started with 689 GTEx donors and used gene
expression (transcripts per million, TPM) data from the human left
ventricle (LV). After filtering and normalization using geometric
mean and log transform to allow correlative analysis and
comparisons, we analyzed data from 84 female and 158 male
LVs. Partial least-square (PLS) regression models that linked
gene expression data for HDACs/HATs to TFs and to ICs gene
expression were trained on male and female samples
individually.
Results: The PLS models revealed notable co-regulation of
cardiac ion channels by HDACs/HATs, with stronger clustering in
male LV. The only exception was ATP1A1, encoding the Na/K
pump, which showed orthogonal regulation by HDACs/HATs to
most of the ion channels in male and female hearts. The HDAC/
HATeffects appeared mediated by strong (+) TF regulators of ICs,
e.g. MEF2A, and (-) TF regulators of ICs, e.g. RUNX1, in male
and female hearts. Furthermore, PLS models revealed a stronger
mediatory role for (+) TF regulation of ICs in males by SOD1 and
NKX2-5 and (-) TF regulation of ICs in males by TGF1B. At the
same time, HIF1A exhibited larger (+) TF effects on ICs in
females. When male-trained PLS models of HDAC/HAT effects
on ICs were created, they tended to underestimate effects on
some ICs in females.
Conclusion: Analysis of GTEx cardiac data sets using machine
learning techniques can provide valuable insights about coexpression and regulation of chromatin-modifying enzymes,
transcription factors and key cardiac ion channels in a sexspecific manner. Such insights can drive the design of validation
experiments to test the role of epigenetic modifiers on human
cardiac electrophysiology.
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PO-618-01
IMPACT OF PR INTERVAL PROLONGATION ON THE RISK
OF HIGH GRADE CONDUCTIVE DISORDERS AFTER
TRANSCATHETER AORTIC VALVE IMPLANTATION
 goire MASSOULLIE MD;
Marion BOUCHANT-PIOCHE MD; Gre
bruno pereira; Antoine Boudias MD; Frederic Jean MD;
Saer Abu-Alrub MD; Pierre-Antoine Catalan MD;
Pascal Motreff MD; Guillaume CLERFOND MD;
Geraud Souteyrand MD and Romain Eschalier MD, PhD

PO-617-07
MODELS OF SEX-DEPENDENT EPIGENETIC
TRANSCRIPTIONAL CONTROL OF CARDIAC
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY IN THE ADULT HUMAN HEART
BASED ON THE GTEX DATABASE
Michael Pressler BS; Anelia Horvath and Emilia Entcheva PhD
Background: The gene-tissue-expression database (GTEx)
provides well-organized data sets for inferring links between
gene expression patterns in adult humans (21 to 70 years old).
These relationships can be parsed by organ, sex, age and other
phenotypes of the donors. Computational machine learning
models can help quantify such relationships.
Objective: The goal of this study was to create and test models
that help reveal how chromatin modifiers, such as histone
acetylation enzymes (HDACs and HATs), may exert

Background: The development of high-grade conductive
disorder (HGCD) is one of the most frequent complications after
Transcatheter Aortic Valve Implantation (TAVI). Variation in
atrioventricular conduction time (PR interval) after TAVI and its
specific impact on the risk of permanent pacing implantation
(PPI) have been poorly described.
Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of
increase in PR interval after TAVI on the incidence of PPI for
HGCD.
Methods: This is a single-center retrospective cohort analysis of
1466 patients undergoing TAVI from January 2010 to December
2018. We excluded patients with prior pacemaker, non-sinus
rhythm, TAVI by transapical or transaortic approach and PPI after
TAVI for sick sinus syndrome. We observed the variation of PR
interval in the electrocardiogram before TAVI (baseline) and at
day 1 (D1) of the procedure.
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Results: The final analysis included 902 patients. Among them,
342 (37.9%) had a previous first-degree atrioventricular block
and 13.2% had a new one after TAVI. Two hundred and seven
patients (23.0%) received a PPI for conductive disorders. The
mean analysable PR prolongation in 779 patients was 8626 ms,
the risk of developing a HGCD was estimated at 30.6% when PR
prolongation was  40 ms. Multivariable analysis revealed that
prolongation of PR interval  40 ms on D1 was by itself
associated with the occurrence of these HGCD (HR 5 4.9 [2.5 ;
10.0], p,0.001) more significantly than pre-existing right bundle
branch block (HR 3.6 [1.7 ; 7.7], p50.001) or de novo left bundle
branch block (HR 2.8 [1.5 ; 5.2], p50.001).
Conclusion: PR interval prolongation  40 ms at D1 of
transcatheter aortic valve implantation is a critical factor to
consider in estimating the risk of PPI for HGCD.
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Results: Before ETDA application, ATP terminated 42 cases
(58%, Fig C), with re-initiation attributing to 11 (35%) of ATP
failures. Application of ETDA accurately detected VT termination
in 91% re-initiated cases and 90% terminated cases (Fig B),
improving overall efficacy to 71% (Fig C).
Conclusion: Realtime sensing and analysis of EGMs during
ATP application may be used to identify successful VT
termination, truncating subsequent pulses that may re-initiate the
VT, enhancing overall ATP efficacy.

PO-618-03
PO-618-02
AN AUTOMATED ALGORITHM TO ENHANCE ANTITACHYCARDIA PACING EFFICACY BY ATTENUATING REINITIATION OF VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA
Shuang Qian PhD; Adam Connolly;
Caroline Mendonca Costa PhD;
Fernando Otaviano Campos PhD; Cristobal Rodero MSci;
John Whitaker BCH, BM, PhD; Christopher A. Rinaldi MBBS, MD,
FHRS and Martin J. Bishop PhD
Background: Re-initiation is one of mechanisms of antitachycardia pacing (ATP) failure. Detecting initial VT termination
and truncating subsequent ATP pulses may increase ATP
efficacy.
Objective: To develop a proof-of-concept algorithm: Early
Termination Detection Algorithm (ETDA), to automatically sense
VT termination and cease further pulses based on sensed
electrograms (EGMs) from implanted devices.
Methods: A cohort of 7 porcine infarcted ventricular
computational models were subject to virtual induction (rapidpacing) protocols to induce VTs. Functional model properties
were adjusted to provide 73 unique VT episodes. Five common
sensing EGM vectors from implanted devices were recovered
from simulations during ATP application to develop the ETDA.
Specifically, correlation coefficients (CCs) of the EGMs between
two successive ATP pulses were calculated and averaged to
identify sudden changes in EGM morphology, that indicate VT
termination (Fig A). A discriminating threshold on the CCs was
chosen by comparing all re-initiation cases with detailed analysis
of the actual VT termination time observed from simulation
results. ETDA was then applied to all cases to identify initial
termination and improvement in efficacy.

REDUCTION IN DEFIBRILLATION THRESHOLD BY
MODIFICATIONS TO THE SUBCUTANEOUS ICD COIL
E. Kevin Heist MD, PhD, FHRS; Reinoud Knops MD, PhD;
peter paul delnoy MD, PhD; Sing-Chien Yap MD, PhD;
Lucas V.A. Boersma MD, PhD; Daniel J. Friedman MD;
Wyatt K. Stahl BS, BSE, BSEE, CCDS and
Andres Belalcazar PhD
Background: Subcutaneous Implantable Cardioverter
Defibrillators (S-ICDs) generally have higher defibrillation
thresholds (DFTs) than transvenous ICDs, necessitating larger
S-ICD generators and with S-ICD VF conversion testing
recommended at implantation.
Objective: We sought to determine whether modifications to the
S-ICD coil configuration or characteristics would reduce DFTs
compared to the standard S-ICD coil based on a computer model
of defibrillation.
Methods: We utilized a computer model built from MRI images of
a normal thorax and simulation of electrical fields generated by
defibrillation. The specific electrical properties of tissues and
organs were assigned, as well as other characteristics of the
shock circuit, with DFT defined as energy required to achieve an
electrical field of 4V/cm in . 95% of ventricular myocardium. Coil
configurations examined included a standard parasternal S-ICD
coil, dual parallel para-sternal coils, dual coils in series
(parasternal and along the left ribcage), and a larger flattened
parasternal coil.
Results: The standard parasternal S-ICD coil configuration (with
, 1mm intervening fat under the coil and generator) resulted in
an estimated DFTof 33J. The other coil configurations resulted in
marked reductions in DFT by as much as 37% (to 21J) (figure),
predominantly related to lower shock impedance and improved
electrical field distribution.
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Conclusion: Our modeling work suggests that modifications to
the S-ICD coil design could lead to marked reductions in DFT.
This could allow for the creation of S-ICDs with lower energy
requirements and correspondingly smaller generators compared
to current devices and might obviate the need for VF conversion
testing with S-ICDs.
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findings are reassuring and may have significant implications for
the management of patients who have affected leads.

PO-618-05
DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR SCREENING OF
LEAD NOISE IN ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS TRANSMITTED
BY CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Marc Strik MD, PhD; Sylvain Ploux MD, PhD;
Pierre BORDACHAR MD, PhD and Remi Dubois PhD

PO-618-04
LONGEVITY OF MODEL-3501 SUBCUTANEOUS
IMPLANTABLE DEFIBRILLATOR LEAD IN CLINICAL
PRACTICE
STEFANO VIANI MD; Luca Segreti MD; Luca Ottaviano MD;
Mauro Biffi MD; Gerardo Nigro MD; Giuseppe Ricciardi MD;
Pietro Francia MD; Antonio D’Onofrio MD;
Giovanni Bisignani MD; Antonio Dello Russo MD;
PAOLO DE FILIPPO MD; Francesco Solimene MD;
Antonio Scalone MD and Federico Migliore MD
Background: In December 2020, the subcutaneous implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator (S-ICD) lead model-3501 was subject to
a safety notification because of increased risk of fracture at a
location just distal to the proximal sense ring. The manufacturer’s
product performance report currently reports a lead survival
probability of 98.8% at 45 months. However, no multicenter longterm performance information exists for this lead.
Objective: To assess the longevity of model-3501 leads and to
compare it with that of the previous model-3401.
Methods: This analysis included consecutive patients who
received an S-ICD with a model-3501 or a model-3401 lead at 66
Italian centers of the Rhythm Detect registry. A lead failed if it
required extraction/replacement because of abnormalities
suggestive of a structural defect, e.g. out-of-range impedance,
nonphysiological electrical noise or ineffective therapy.
Results: From January 2013 to July 2021, 2403 patients were
implanted and followed up (78% male, age 49615years). A
3501-model lead was used in 1697 patients and a 3401-model in
706 patients. During a median follow-up of 38 months [25th-75th
percentile: 24-55], we detected 4 malfunctioning model-3501
leads and 2 model-3401 leads. After analysis of the returned
leads by the manufacturer’s technical services, a single model3501 lead failure was a fracture distal to the proximal ring
electrode, as described in the manufacturer’s advisory letter. No
deaths or permanent injuries occurred as a result of lead failures.
The survival of 3501-model leads at 4 years was 99.5% (95% C.I.
99.0 to 99.9) compared with 99.9% (95% C.I., 99.6 to 100.0) of
3401-model leads (P50.110). The cumulative occurrence rate of
the 3501-model safety notification fracture was 0.1% (95% C.I.,
0.0 to 0.3).
Conclusion: In this large multicenter analysis, the survival
probability of model-3501 S-ICD leads was in line with that
reported by the manufacturer, was not significantly lower than
that of 3401-model leads (not affected by a safety notification),
and still higher than that reported with transvenous leads.
Although an enhanced electrode is now available, which
addresses the potential for electrode body fracture, the present

Background: Electrograms (EGM) remotely transmitted by
cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIEDs) may show signs
of lead noise.
Objective: We tested different deep neural architectures for
detection of noise amongst episodes labeled as non-sustained
ventricular tachycardia (NSVT).
Methods: A total of 10,471 NSVT episodes from 805 patients
implanted with a Boston Scientific CIED were used, each
composed of a right ventricular near-field signal and possibly a
right atrial and/or a far field signal, depending on the device
model. The highly unbalanced dataset (6% of positive events
corresponding to noise versus 94% of NSVT) was divided into 3
datasets: training (4,998 episodes), validation (2,621 episodes),
and test (2,843 episodes). Five deep learning approaches,
including state-of-the-art architectures based on convolutional
neural networks (CNN) and ResNet, were trained and optimized
to tested. Results were evaluated using a clinically relevant F2
score, prioritizing noise detection over precision.
Results: A CNN-based network (2DTF-CNN) that used 2D time/
frequency (TF) maps of the ventricular bipolar signal as input
gave the best results on the test set (F250.914), outperforming a
ResNet pre-trained with electrocardiogram data and with transfer
learning (2dTF-ResNet) (F250.863). However, a CNN network
based on a naive ResNet architecture trained on 2D images of
the ventricular signal time traces (2D-ResNet) also performed
very well (F250.906).
Conclusion: Artificial intelligence can adequately detect lead
noise, optimizing remote monitoring and decreasing work
burden.

PO-618-06
REMOTE PROGRAMMING OF CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE
ELECTRONIC DEVICES: MULTI-CENTRIC EVALUATION OF
A CUSTOM MULTIVENDOR SOLUTION
Sylvain Ploux MD, PhD; Marc Strik MD, PhD; Fabrice Demoniere;
Dominique Rakotoarimanana MD; Hugo-Pierre Racine MD;
Michel Haissaguerre MD, PhD and Pierre BORDACHAR MD, PhD
Background: Until now, remote programming of cardiac
implantable electronic devices (CIEDs) has been ruled out due to
technical issues and safety concerns. However remote
programming would be of high value particularly in settings of
emergency, limited resources, enforced physical distancing, and
quarantines.
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Objective: We aim to investigate the feasibility and safety of a
custom made system for remote programming of CIEDs in
clinically relevant situations.
Methods: Our remote programming solution consists in remote
controlling CIEDs programmer through screen capture and
remote cursor control. This approach has the advantages to
preclude unauthorized access to the CIED, to prevent alteration
of the programmer and to be multivendor compatible. In this
multicenter feasibility study the primary outcome was the
percentage of successful remote interrogation and programming
of patients requiring a device check-up or programming
intervention.
Results: Device cardiologists performed in-hospital (Bordeaux
University Medical Center; N5 49), medium-range (100 km at
non-academic center; N510), and intercontinental
programming (.5000 km; N56;) of 65 patients (56% pacing
dependent). Implanted devices were pacemakers (74%) and
ICDs (26%) from BiotronikÔ (N542), MicroportÔ (N518), and
AbbottÔ (N55). The patients were located in the outpatient
clinic, device clinic, operating room (per-implantation),
emergency department and MRI preparation room. Device
cardiologists worked from home in 14 cases. Full CIED
interrogations succeeded in 100% of cases with programming
changes effectuated in 62%. The mean time lag for programmer
screen interaction was 0,660,7 seconds. No clinical or
technical complications occurred.
Conclusion: Remote programming is feasible and enables
safe interrogation and reprogramming of CIEDs in various
conditions and distances. This strategy may enhance health
care access and facilitate medical training, tele-expertise and
tele-work.

PO-618-07
PREDICTORS AND OUTCOMES OF LEAD PERFORATION
IN A UNITED KINGDOM MULTICENTRE SERIES - THE
DIAGNOSTIC VALUE OF HIGH-RESOLUTION COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPHY
Peter Henry Waddingham MBBS BSc MRCP; James Bilham BS,
CEPS; James Elliott BSc; Alexander Bates BChir, MB, MRCP;
Waqas Ullah MBBS, PhD; Shohreh Honarbakhsh MBBS BSc
MRCP PhD; Ross J. Hunter FESC FEHRA PhD;
Pier D. Lambiase BCH, BM, MBChB, PhD, FHRS;
Rebecca E. Lane MBBS and Anthony Wai-Cheong Chow MBBS
BSc MD FRCP
Background: Iatrogenic cardiac perforation due to pacemaker
(PM) & implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) leads is a rare
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but serious complication. Clinical features vary widely at times
causing diagnostic delay. Management strategies and are nonguideline based due to paucity of data.
Objective: To review the incidence, clinical features,
management, and outcomes of PM/ICD lead cardiac perforation
in a contemporary multi-centre study.
Methods: This study is a multicentre retrospective series
including 3 United Kingdom cardiac tertiary centres from 20162020. Patient, device & lead characteristics were obtained
including outcomes at 6 months.
Results: Seventy cases of perforation were identified from
10,631 procedures; perforation rate was 0.50% for local
implants. 39 (56%) patients were female, mean age 74 (613.8)
years. Mean left ventricular ejection fraction 51(613.2) %.
Median time to diagnosis 9 (range 0-989) days. Computed
tomography (CT) imaging diagnosed perforation with a
sensitivity of 97%. Management strategy was percutaneous in
98.6% with complete procedural success in 98.6%. Lead
parameter abnormalities were present in 86% (whole cohort)
and 98.6% for perforations diagnosed .24hours. Chest pain
was the commonest symptom, present in 46%. Pericardial
effusion with tamponade was present in 17% and was
associated with significantly increased mortality and major
complications. Anticoagulation status at perforation diagnosis
was associated with tamponade at presentation by multivariate
analysis, odds ratio 16.1 (p 5 0.028, 95% confidence interval:
1.4 - 192.4).
Conclusion: Perforation was rare (0.50%) within this cohort
and managed successfully by a percutaneous strategy.
Cardiac CT was highly sensitive for a perforation diagnosis.
The presence of tamponade was associated increased risk
of 30-day mortality and major complications. Case
complexity is highly variable and requires both skilled
operators and multi-disciplinary management to achieve
good outcomes.
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PO-618-08
IMPACT OF LEFT BUNDLE AREA PACING ON QRS
DURATION IN PATIENTS WITH PREEXISTING RIGHT
BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK: INSIGHT INTO MECHANISM OF
QRS SHORTENING
Eitan Frankel MD and Behzad B. Pavri MD, FHRS
Background: Conduction system pacing is increasingly
used for cardiac resynchronization. Given the limitations of
His bundle pacing, left bundle area pacing (LBAP) is
becoming more common. LBAP is proven to shorten QRS
duration in patients (pts) with LBBB or RV pacing, but the
impact of LBAP in pts with preexisting RBBB is not well
reported.
Objective: To better understand the effect of LBAP on QRS
duration (QRSd) in pts with preexisting RBBB.
Methods: Retrospective review of ECGs from pts (selected from
a conduction system pacing database) with preexisting RBBB
who underwent LBAP between Jan 2020 and Dec 2021.
Baseline characteristics, intra-operative data, and ECGs were
analyzed using STATA and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were
performed.
Results: A total of 14 pts with preexisting RBBB had
attempted LBAP, of whom 12 (86%) were successful; data
reported on these 12 pts (Table). Mean age576 yrs. 10 of 14
(71%) were male. Indications for LBAP were AV block (93%)
and CRT (7%). Mean R wave 5 10.8 mV, mean impedance 5
623 Ohms, and mean threshold was 0.54 V at 0.77 ms. Four
of 12 (25%) pts had baseline RBBB and 8 (75%) had baseline
bifascicular block (RBBB + LAFB). LBAP resulted in
significant shortening of the QRSd compared to baseline
(129.9613.0 vs 150.1615.7 ms, mean difference -20.2610.3
ms, p50.002, Figure). Frontal QRS axis showed a nonsignificant rightward shift (mean difference of 14.6⁰). LV
activation time (LVAT) was not significantly different between
baseline and paced QRS complexes (43.7611.0 ms vs
53.8613.8 ms, p50.06). The duration of the terminal positive
deflection (r’) in lead V1 decreased from 68.3611.1 ms to
45.8621.1 ms, P50.002.
Conclusion: LBAP shortened QRSd in all pts with
preexisting RBBB (with or without LAFB) and this effect was
statistically significant. The lack of change in LVAT and
narrowing of the r’ in lead V1 both suggest that right sided
recruitment, and not improved propagation in the diseased
LBB, explain the QRS shortening. Right sided recruitment
may result from non-selective capture of the RBB or
interventricular muscle via a large, virtual electrode. Larger
studies are need to determine the clinical impacts of LBAP
on patients with RBBB.
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PO-619-01
SAFETY AND FEASIBILITY OF LEADLESS PACEMAKER
IMPLANTATION VIA A LEFT FEMORAL VEIN APPROACH:
EXPERIENCE WITH THE MICRA TRANSCATHETER
PACEMAKER
Yong-Mei Cha MD, FHRS; Fatima Ali-Ahmed MD;
PIERRE MONDOLY MD, PhD; Faisal M. Al-Smadi
Al-Shehri MBBS, FHRS; PASCAL DEFAYE MD;
NICOLAS CLEMENTY MD, PhD; Jose L. Martinez-Sande MD;
christelle marquie MD; Romain Eschalier MD, PhD;
Paul R. Roberts MD; Mikhael F. El-Chami MD, FHRS;
Jonathan P. Piccini MD, MHS, FHRS; Kurt Stromberg MS;
Dedra H. Fagan PhD and Christophe Garweg MD, PhD
Background: The Micra leadless pacemaker is typically
implanted in the right ventricle through the right femoral vein
(RFV); however, when it is inaccessible, the left femoral vein
(LFV) is an option.
Objective: To compare procedural outcomes and acute
complications in patients undergoing Micra implant via the LFV
vs the RFV.
Methods: Baseline co-morbidities, procedural outcomes, and
acute (30 days) major complications were compared between
patients undergoing LFV vs RFV implant from the Micra VR postapproval registry and Micra VR acute performance (MAP) study.
Results: Of the 2,730 patients with groin access site location
reported, 114 (4.2%) patients were implanted via LFV at 53 study
centers (mean age 75.8+12.9 years, 34.2% female). Patients
with LFV access had a higher rate of dialysis (14.9% vs 8.4%,
P50.025). The implant success rate was 98.2% using LFV vs
99.5% RFV (P50.11). Procedure and fluoroscopy time were
significantly longer with LFV (P50.027 and P,0.001, Table 1).
Acute major complications occurred in 4 (3.5%) LFV patients and
65 (2.5%) RVF patients (P5 0.50). Vascular events resulting in
major complications were similar, while rates of pericardial
effusion events were higher in LFV vs RFV (2.6% (3 events) vs
0.4% (11 events), P50.002, Table).
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Conclusion: Micra implantation via the LFV is feasible with a
high rate of implant success. While the rate of vascular events
was low and similar to the RFV approach, caution should be
exercised to mitigate the risk of pericardial effusions,
especially in patients with known risk factors for pericardial
effusion.
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and allow better pre-operative risk assessment and resource
allocation.

PO-619-03
OPTIMIZATION OF LONG PR INTERVALS WITH HIS
BUNDLE PACING
Ethan Fry DO; Karam Ayoub MD; Vincent Sorrell MD;
Aaron B. Hesselson BSE, MD, FHRS, CCDS and
Kristin E. Ellison MD

PO-619-02
MACHINE LEARNING-DERIVED MAJOR ADVERSE EVENT
PREDICTION OF PATIENTS UNDERGOING TRANSVENOUS
LEAD EXTRACTION: UTILISING THE ESC EHRA EORP
EUROPEAN LEAD EXTRACTION CONTROLLED ELECTRA
REGISTRY
Vishal Shahil Mehta MBBS; Hugh O’Brien; Mark K. Elliott BA,
MBBS; Justin Gould MBBS; Nadeev Wijesuriya;
Steven A. Niederer PhD and Christopher A. Rinaldi MBBS, MD,
FHRS
Background: Transvenous lead extraction (TLE) remains a high
risk procedure.
Objective: The purpose of this study was to develop a machine
learning (ML)-based risk stratification system to predict risk of
major adverse events (MAEs) following TLE. MAE was defined
as procedure-related major complication and procedure-related
deaths.
Methods: We designed and evaluated a ML-based risk
stratification trained using the ELECTRa registry to predict risk of
MAEs in 3555 patients undergoing TLE and tested this on an
independent registry of 1171 patients. ML models were
developed, including a self-normalising neural network (SNN),
stepwise logistic regression (“stepwise model”), support vector
machines (SVM) and random forest (RF) model. These were
compared to the Electra Registry Outcome Score (EROS) for
MAEs.
Results: There were 53 MAEs (1.7%) in the training cohort and
24 (2.4%) in the test cohort. 32 clinically important features were
used to train the models. ML techniques were similar to EROS
by balanced accuracy (stepwise model: 0.74 vs EROS: 0.70)
and superior by area under the curve (SVM: 0.764 vs EROS:
0.677). The SNN provided a finite risk for MAE, and accurately
identified MAE in 14 out of 169 (8.3%) “high (.80%) risk”
patients, and no MAEs in all 198 (100%) “low (,20%) risk”
patients.
Conclusion: ML models incrementally improved risk prediction
for identifying those at risk for MAEs. The SNN has the
additional advantage of providing a personalised, finite risk
assessment for patients. This may aid patient decision making

Background: Physiologic pacing provides ventricular activation
through the conduction system, avoiding ventricular
dyssynchrony. Patients with prolonged PR intervals have atrioventricular (AV) dyssynchrony, elevated left ventricular (LV) enddiastolic pressure, and reduced cardiac output. Long AV delays
(AVDs) have been preferred with long PR intervals to preserve
ventricular synchrony.
Objective: This echo study investigates the use of physiologic
pacing with a long PR to improve AV synchrony and evaluate
its effect on cardiac filling, output, and ventricular
dyssynchrony.
Methods: 8 patients with sinus node dysfunction and PR 240400ms (average 315) underwent dual chamber pacing with a
ventricular lead at the His bundle. Echocardiographic
evaluation was obtained during 13 pacing morphologies (4
selective, 5 non-selective, and 4 RV septal) at AV delays of
180ms, 150ms, 120ms, 100ms, and 70ms with atrial rate of
70 BPM, and compared to baseline characteristics without
ventricular pacing. Echocardiographic measurements
included: tissue Doppler of septal and LV free wall; pulse
wave Doppler of mitral valve inflow and continuous wave of
LVOT. Analysis of AV synchrony included E/e’ averages and
EA/RR interval percentage. Ventricular dyssynchrony was
defined as .56ms delay in activation of septal to lateral LV
wall.
Results: Markers of AV synchrony, including EA/RR interval
percentage and E/e’, showed improvement with
progressively shorter AVD up to 120ms, with subsequent
decline (Fig 1A). LVOT VTI had significant improvement up
to AVD of 150ms to 120ms (Fig 1B). Remarkably, optimum
% improvement of VTI was 11.3% - 33.17%; average
maximum improvement of 22.16% (Fig 1C). Selective and
non-selective LVOT VTI pacing were markedly improved
compared to RV pacing (Fig 1D). Selective and nonselective pacing was not associated with ventricular
dyssynchrony, as opposed to RV pacing (average delay of
septal to lateral wall of 161ms).
Conclusion: In patients with long PR intervals, optimized
physiologic pacing was shown to improve AV synchrony and
significantly improve LVOT VTI (.20%) without causing
ventricular dyssynchrony. Selective and non-selective pacing
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LVOT VTI were similar but improved compared to RV septal
pacing. This provides a potential indication for physiologic pacing
in patients with long PR.

PO-619-04
MIMIC HEART RATE VARIABILITY ALGORITHMS FOR
PACEMAKERS
Magdalena Maria Defeo MD; Leopoldo Garavaglia and
Isabel Irurzun Prof
Background: Heart rate variability (HRV) is the physiological
variation in the duration of cardiac cycles. HRV is a complex
signal composed of multiple frequencies that give it chaotic
characteristics. These characteristics are not taken into account
in current cardiac pacing devices, whose operation is
fundamentally periodic, with variations according to the level of
activity.
Objective: In this work we propose an algorithm to imitate
the heart rate variability of a healthy individual. This
algorithm can be used in all currently available cardiac
pacing devices.
Methods: Electrocardiographic records of adult individuals were
examined in order to establish relationships between different
cardiac intervals (RR, RT, TP, PR, TR, RP, and PT). Based on the
HRV series of about 700 healthy individuals of both genders, in
an age range from 1 month to 99 years, we established
mathematical relationships that are used in this work to mimic
HRV in pacemakers.
Results: The figure shows the dependence of the mean value
of the RR intervals (,RR.) and the standard deviation
(SDRR) on age and gender ((a) and (b) respectively). The
HRV series can be normalized to ,RR.5 0 and SDRR51,
and the power spectrum can be simulated by mixing pink
noise and brown noise (c). Time series with the same power
spectrum can be mathematically generated (d) and then used
as stimuli in a pacemaker. Figure (e) and (f) show the
synchronization between the RR interval and all the intervals
containing the TP. The TP interval is the basic interval, and the
end of the repolarization process indicates the beginning of
the cardiac cycle.
Conclusion: Cardiac pacing devices can mimic the HRV of
healthy individuals if the intervals are measured from the end of
the repolarization period.

PO-619-05
DYNAMIC CHANGES IN HIS BUNDLE STRENGTH
DURATION CURVES FAVOR SELECTIVE PACING
STRATEGIES
Michael V. Orlov MD, PhD; Timothy G. McIntyre MSBE, CEPS,
CCDS; Ahad Jahangir MS; David A. Casavant MSBE, FHRS,
CCDS and Darya Lee HSDG
Background: His bundle pacing (HBP) has been hampered by
unpredictable increase in chronic pacing thresholds (PT). Little
data is available on changes in HBP strength-duration curve
(SDC).
Objective: To characterize acute and chronic HBP SDC,
compare them to RV SDC and come up with programming
recommendations.
Methods: Acute (post implant) or chronic (6 months) PT
measurements were performed in 26 pts. Dynamic (both acute
and chronic) data were available in 9 pts. Rheobase and
chronaxie were calculated. Rheobase characterizes the flat
portion of SDC (lowest PT at that portion of the curve) and
chronaxie value (pulse width at twice the rheobase PT) allows to
program outputs at safety margin.
Results: Chronic SDC for HBP is shifted up and left compared to
acute SDC. Chronic HBP chronaxie decreases and RV chronaxie
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increases (Fig. 1) compared to acute. This is primarily driven by
non-selective HBP measurements which have a similar SDC.
Chronaxie decreases significantly in follow-up for nonselective
HBP (p50.05), there is a trend for increase in RV chronaxie in
these pts. Selective HBP SDC and chronaxie demonstrate
minimal change over time (Fig. 2). Chronic rheobase increases
significantly for nonselective HBP (p50.025), insignificantly for
corresponding RV capture but not for selective HBP. Dynamic
measurements in 9 pts with acute and chronic SDC confirm same
observations.
Conclusion: 1.Chronaxie for HBP decreases in follow up. 2.Use
of lower pulse widths could decrease battery current drain but is
negated by increase in nonselective PT. 3.Selective HB
chronaxie and PT change minimally and are low. 4.Achieving
selective HBP may allow to program a lower pulse width and to
save battery.
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assist with pre-procedural planning and risk-benefit discussions
with patients.
Objective: To aid procedural planning and patient discussion, we
sought to produce a simple predictive scoring system that can be
applied pre-TAVR to stratify risk of PPM after TAVR.
Methods: We analyzed consecutive patients undergoing TAVR
at the University of Colorado from 2013-19. Pre-procedural
clinical data were recorded. Patients were split into a training
cohort to develop a predictive model and a testing cohort for
model validation. Stepwise and binary logistic regression were
performed on the training cohort to produce a model. Beta
coefficients from the logistic regression were used to create a
simple scoring system for predicting PPM implantation. Scores
then were applied to the validation cohort and receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to assess
predictive accuracy.
Results: Of 699 patients who underwent TAVR, 606 were
analyzed for this study; 483 (80%) were included in the training
cohort and 123 (20%) in the validation cohort. Pre-existing PPM
before undergoing TAVR was the principal reason for exclusion.
Pacemaker was implanted in 78/483 patients from the training
cohort. The need for PPM post TAVR was associated with five
pre-procedure variables: PR interval . 200 ms, Right bundle
branch block (RBBB), valve In valve procedure, prior Myocardial
infarction, and self-Expandable valve. The PRIME scoring
system (Figure) was developed in the training cohort using these
five clinical features, and was highly accurate for predicting PPM
implantation both in the model training cohort (area under the
curve [AUC] 0.804) and in the model validation cohort (AUC
0.830). The PRIME score offered substantial improvement over
the use of RBBB alone (AUC for RBBB alone 5 0.671) for the
prediction of PPM after TAVR.
Conclusion: The PRIME score is a simple and accurate preprocedural tool for predicting the need for PPM implantation after
TAVR.

PO-619-07
PO-619-06
PRIME SCORE PREDICTS NEED FOR PERMANENT
PACEMAKER AFTER TRANSCATHETER AORTIC VALVE
REPLACEMENT
Christopher Barrett; Alexis Z. Tumolo MD; Matthew M. Zipse MD;
Lohit Garg MBBS, MD; Wendy S. Tzou MD, FHRS;
Paul D. Varosy MD, FHRS; Ryan G. Aleong MD, FHRS;
Jason West; Lukasz Cerbin MD; James Arthur Mann MD;
Syed Rafay Ali Sabzwari MBBS, MD; Johannes C. von
Alvensleben MD, CEPS-P and Amneet Sandhu MD
Background: High grade atrioventricular block is a common
complication of transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR).
Current models for predicting risk of permanent pacemaker
(PPM) after TAVR are not designed to be applied clinically to

CHEST WALL ADIPOSE TISSUE EXCISIONAL BIOPSY
DURING PACEMAKER OR DEFIBRILLATOR
IMPLANTATION: FIRST REPORT OF A NEW TECHNIQUE TO
DIAGNOSE AND SUBTYPE AMYLOIDOSIS
Chi Zhang MD; Daniel Ross Musikantow MD;
Daniel N. Pugliese MD, MSc; Emmanuel Ekanem MD;
Sumeet Mitter MD, MSc; Noah Moss MD; Donna Mancini MD,
MSc; Jonathan Gandhi MD; Abhishek Maan MBBS, MSc;
Tatjana N. Sljapic MD; Joshua Lampert MD; William Whang MD,
FHRS; Jacob S. Koruth MBBS, MD; Marie-Noelle S. Langan MD;
Mohit K. Turagam MD; Srinivas R. Dukkipati MD, FHRS;
Marc A. Miller MD and Vivek Y. Reddy MD
Background: Availability of disease-modifying therapies has
made early diagnosis of amyloidosis crucial. Clinical criteria and
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non-invasive imaging can facilitate the diagnosis, but tissue
biopsy remains the gold standard for both obtaining a definitive
diagnosis of amyloidosis and classifying the amyloid subtype.
Since patients undergoing CIED implantation are often older and
have electrical or structural heart disease, we postulated that
tissue biopsy of the subcutaneous pocket during device
implantation may allow for facile detection of otherwise
undiagnosed amyloidosis.
Objective: To evaluate the feasibility of adipose tissue sampling
from the chest wall pocket during CIED implantation.
Methods: Patients with clinical/imaging characteristics
suggestive of amyloidosis, but without a diagnosis, underwent
excisional biopsy of chest wall subcutaneous adipose tissue from
the newly created CIED pocket at the time of device implant
(Figure). Samples were analyzed with Congo red staining and
mass spectrometry for subtyping.
Results: The study cohort included 18 patients receiving
pacemakers (n59) or ICDs (n59) with mean age 71 years, 83%
(n515) male, 44% (n58) with AF, and average LV wall thickness
of 1.3 cm. Each biopsy took under 2 minutes to acquire. Of the
entire cohort, 17% (n53) of the patients had adipose samples
that were Congo red positive, consistent with amyloidosis. The
average LV wall thickness of the 3 patients with biopsy-proven
amyloidosis was 1.5 cm. All 3 patients were ultimately diagnosed
with transthyretin (ATTR) amyloidosis (2 wild-type, 1 hereditary)
and treated with the novel transthyretin-binding medication,
tafamadis.
Conclusion: Adipose tissue excisional biopsy of the newly
created chest wall pocket can be easily, safely, and quickly
performed (within 2 minutes) at the time of CIED implantation.
Timely histopathological confirmation of amyloidosis in these atrisk patients permitted early initiation of disease-modifying
agents. These data warrant a large prospective trial in patients
with risk factors for amyloidosis undergoing CIED implantation.
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Background: Infection risk mitigation for cardiovascular
implantable electronic device (CIED) implantation includes
guideline recommended use of pre-op IV antibacterial
prophylaxis (IV ABX). Antibacterial biologic porcine extracellular
matrix CIED envelopes hydrated with antibiotics combined with
IV ABX may reduce CIED infection rates.
Objective: Report real world data on CIED infection risk
reduction practices in a multicenter trial dataset.
Methods: A post-hoc analysis of 1102 patients in the CARE &
SECURE studies assessed observational data on IV ABX,
antibacterial biologic envelope usage and infection outcomes.
Results: Compliance with guideline IV ABX was 96.6% (range 11
- 100%), similar to WRAP IT (94.2%) but varied by site - 100%: 23
sites, 90%: 32 sites, 80%: 36 sites. Sites with higher
compliance (80% IV ABX use) had lower CIED infection rates
than sites with ,80% compliance (0.9% vs 2.9%) (Figure 1A).
These differences were more pronounced when antibacterial
biologic envelopes were used with IV ABX 80% vs ,80% (0.8%
vs 5.6%) (Figure 1B). In sites with IV ABX compliance 80%, the
use of an antibacterial vs saline-only hydration envelope was
associated with a trend toward a lower infection rate (0.8% vs
1.1%) (Figure 1C). These findings suggest that the use of
antibacterial envelopes without IV ABX is not sufficient to reduce
CIED infections.
Conclusion: A concerning number of patients undergoing CIED
implantation did not receive guideline recommended IV ABX and
had a higher infection rate. These real world observations align
with the current guideline recommendations for IV ABX use
during CIED implantation and support the use of antibacterial
biologic envelopes as an adjunct (not substitute) infection
prevention strategy. The role of infection risk factor
characteristics and the role of antibacterial biologic envelope
usage in potentially mitigating CIED infections warrant further
investigation.
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PO-619-08
WHEN CLINICAL GUIDELINES AND PHYSICIAN DECISIONMAKING COLLIDE: REAL-WORLD INSIGHTS ON CARDIAC
IMPLANTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICE INFECTION RISK
REDUCTION
Thomas F. Deering MD, MBA, FHRS, CCDS;
John N. Catanzaro MD, MBA, FHRS and Danesh Kella MD,
MBBS, FHRS

PERFORMANCE OF CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE
ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN DETECTING PREMATURE
VENTRICULAR CONTRACTION BURDEN
Matthew Gayoso BS; Giovanni Davogustto MD;
Robert L. Abraham MD, CCDS; George H. Crossley MD, FHRS,
CCDS; Travis D. Richardson MD;
Arvindh N. Kanagasundram MD, FHRS; Gregory F. Michaud MD,
FHRS; William G. Stevenson MD, FHRS and
Jay A. Montgomery MD
Background: Frequent premature ventricular contractions
(PVCs) can cause or exacerbate cardiomyopathy. At-risk
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patients often have pacemakers or implantable cardioverter
defibrillators (ICDs), collectively known as cardiac implantable
electronic devices (CIEDs), for treatment of bradycardia or
ventricular arrhythmias. In addition to these functions, many
modern CIEDs collect objective data about spontaneous cardiac
electrical activity - including the presence and burden of PVCs.
However, the performance of CIEDs for quantifying PVC burden
remains unclear.
Objective: To determine the performance of CIEDs for
quantifying PVC burden, compared to the reference standard of
ambulatory cardiac monitoring.
Methods: We identified adult patients at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center with CIEDs who underwent concurrent
ambulatory cardiac monitoring with Holter or mobile cardiac
telemetry monitoring. Patients who received PVC ablations or
anti-arrhythmic medication changes during the CIED
interrogation period of interest were excluded. We then extracted
PVC burden data from CIED interrogation reports that
corresponded to the ambulatory monitoring period.
Results: We identified 507 instances fitting the study criteria of a
CIED with PVC burden data available with concurrent ambulatory
cardiac monitoring. The median (IQR) PVC burden detected by
ambulatory monitoring was 2.18% (0.10-10.06%). The median
(IQR) PVC burden detected by CIED was 1.00% (0.11-4.41%). In
general, the PVC burden detected by CIED underestimated that
detected by ambulatory monitoring (Figure 1). Spearman’s
correlation coefficient was 0.60. Furthermore, when defining a
high PVC burden as .15% PVCs, PVC detection by CIED
showed a sensitivity of only 0.16 and a specificity of 0.99.
Defining high PVC burden as .10% instead resulted in a
sensitivity of 0.28 and a specificity of 0.97. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves (Figure 2) had an area under the
curve (AUC) of 0.574 (95% CI: 0.535-0.612) using .15% as a
threshold and 0.624 (95% CI: 0.584-0.663) using .10% as a
threshold.
Conclusion: ICDs and pacemakers demonstrate poor
sensitivity but high specificity for detecting PVCs. At this time,
PVC burden data from ICDs and pacemakers should not be
considered adequate to rule out a clinically relevant high PVC
burden.
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PO-620-02
NITRIC OXIDE RELEASING PACING LEAD TO PREVENT
INFECTION IN CARDIAC PACING
;
Pavel Hala; Jan Petru; Roopa Gorur; Michaela Popkova
Vinisha Somaya; Murali Janakiraman; Marek Janotka;
Petr Neuzil; Lucie Sediva; Bill Hansen; Attaya John and
Barbara Mark
Background: Effective prevention of pacing lead infection could
reduce morbidity and save lives. It has been demonstrated that
nitric oxide (NO) can inhibit bacterial adhesion and reduce biofilm
formation. We tested a diazeniumdiolated dibutylhexanediamine
(DBHD/N2O2, a potent NO donor) coated pacing lead to prevent
its bacterial infection.
Objective: NO releasing coating can prevent adhesion of
bacterial biofilm and limit potential pacing lead infection.
Methods: Silicone pacing lead was coated with two layers of 25
weight% DBHD/N2O2 in carbosil and topped with one layer of
plain carbosil. The NO release profile of the coated lead is
measured with an ozone chemiluminescent method at 37 C in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH57.4). In a bioreactor the
lead is then exposed to bacterial cultures of S.aureus and
P.aeruginosa and its antibacterial capacity evaluated by biofilm
homogenization and plating on agar for CFU counting of viable
bacteria per surface area. Complete pacing system with the
DBHD/N2O2 coated pacing lead is then implanted in small
animal model (rabbit) and tested for function and durability.
Results: Initial NO flux of DBHD/N2O2 coating was 0.860.1
[x10^10 mol/min/cm2] and stayed between the effective range
.0.5 flux unit for seven days. Preliminary results on coated
catheter surfaces demonstrated almost 95% decrease of biofilm
formation: 8969.7 vs. 5.261.1 x10^3 CFU (P,0.001). In-vivo,
cardiac pacing was properly functional in all subjects for over 6
months with mean impedance of 750 Ohm, average bipolar
ventricular sensing of 9.2mV (min 7.4, max 12) and pacing
threshold of 1.7V@0.4ms (min 0.2, max 2.7).
Conclusion: Presented study is the first to report of antimicrobial
NO donor used for cardiac pacing devices. Pacing lead with
DBHD/N2O2 coating demonstrated a potent antibacterial effect
while retaining optimal pacing parameters. This effective
elimination of biofilm formation can likely prevent potential clinical
infection especially in complex pacing procedures or
immunocompromised patients.
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p50.01). No difference was seen in sensing amplitude
(7.8565.89 vs. 7.9865.92 mV, p50.68), lead impedance
(5456208 vs. 5486206 U, p50.49), or pacing threshold
(0.3860.27 vs. 0.3860.27 V*ms, p50.29). Power-on reset
occurred in 3 patients (5.1%) with thoracic PBT- none resulting in
harm. There were no reports of inability to interrogate,
unexpected early replacement, loss-of-pacing, or inappropriate
shocks.
Conclusion: PBT can be performed with minimal effect on CIED
function. Battery longevity may be impacted modestly by PBT
and/or frequent interrogation. Caution needs to be taken in
patients undergoing thoracic PBT given a small risk of power-on
reset.

PO-620-04
PO-620-03
ONCOLOGIC PROTON BEAM THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH
CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Martin van Zyl MBChB; Anvi Raina; Sarah Schroeder;
Shawn J. Anderson BSN; Nicholas Remmes; David J. Bradley
and Yong-Mei Cha MD, FHRS
Background: Proton beam therapy (PBT) is an attractive
treatment for malignancy owing to its high precision on target
tissue while sparing adjacent sites. The safety of PBT in patients
with cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIEDs) remains
unclear.
Objective: To analyze CIED interrogation data in patients who
have undergone PBT.
Methods: Consecutive patients with CIEDs who underwent PBT
between 2016-2020 at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN were
prospectively studied. A multidisciplinary team (radiation
oncology, cardiology, and anesthesiology) established a practice
protocol. CIEDs were interrogated at baseline then daily (if
dependent) or weekly following PBT.
Results: A total of 707 CIED interrogations were performed in 59
patients (age 73611.3 years; 23.7% female; BMI 28.765.6) who
underwent PBT for thoracic (47.5%) as well as abdominal, pelvic,
head and neck malignancies. CIEDs were right sided in 7
(11.8%), defibrillators were present in 17 (28.9%), and 11
(18.6%) were pacemaker dependant. Battery longevity
decreased modestly after PBT (6.6963.49 vs. 6.6663.47 yrs,

INTRA-OPERATIVE FINDINGS WITH MASSIVE DEVICERELATED THROMBUS AFTER PERCUTANEOUS LEFT
ATRIAL APPENDAGE CLOSURE: MECHANISTIC INSIGHTS
Kashif Malik MD; Rong Bai MD, FHRS; Damir Vukomanovic MD;
Alicia Taase MD; Eleanor Kitchell MD; Rinku Skaria MD;
Roderick Tung MD, FHRS; Kenith Fang MD and
Michael S. Zawaneh MD
Background: Left atrial appendage closure (LAAC) devices are
an alternative to antithrombotic therapy for stroke prevention in
high-risk patients with atrial fibrillation who are not candidates for
systemic anticoagulation. However, device related thrombus
(DRT) has an observed incidence of w4% after LAAC. The
mechanism of massive thrombus formation remains incompletely
understood.
Objective: To present and examine the intraoperative findings of
2 cases of massive DRT occurring late post LAAC device
implantation and propose potential mechanisms for these rare
complications.
Methods: N/A
Results: Patient 1 was a 75-year-old female with paroxysmal
AF and CHA2DS2-VASc Score of 5 with Watchman implanted
two years prior to presentation. She had completed 45 days of
warfarin and ASA after implantation. She underwent elective
open heart surgery for severe mitral valve regurgitation and
moderate to severe aortic valve regurgitation. Large DRT
(2x2cm) was diagnosed intraoperatively, which was treated
with left atrial appendage and device resection. Patient 2 was
a 75-year-old female with permanent AF and CHA2DS2-VASc
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Score of 5, who was referred for routine post implant
surveillance TEE. She had also completed 45 days of warfarin
and ASA after implantation. A large DRT measuring 2 x 2 cm
was noted. The patient was treated with warfarin and
subsequently dabigatran with improvement in the size of
thrombus on TEE. However, a gastrointestinal bleed led to the
cessation of anticoagulation. Subsequent TEE demonstrated
enlargement of massive DRT (3x2 cm). She was referred to
cardiac surgery for thrombectomy and resection of the
Watchman device and LAA. In both cases, the intraoperative
findings demonstrates well-seated LAAC without gross
findings of malapposition or peri-device leaks. The central
screw was visible without evidence of endothelialization in
both cases (Figure 1).
Conclusion: Incomplete endothelialization of the central
screw with thrombus attachment was noted intraoperatively
in both cases of massive DRT. Strategies or new designs to
mitigate the risk of an exposed central screw as a possible
nidus for thrombus formation may decrease the risk for
DRT.
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vaccination, while only 3 patients had events in the 72 hours
before vaccination, for a significant interaction between
vaccination and arrhythmic events (p50.03, OR 4.0 CI 1.07922.088). The most common type of alert within 72 hours post
vaccination was VT/VF, followed by AT/AF (Figure 1). Of
those, 8 patients required an intervention including medication
change (4/8), ICD shock/ATP therapy (3/8) and pacemaker
implantation (1/8). There was no correlation between
vaccination and arrhythmia at longer time intervals (20 vs 16
events before/after 7 days, p50.61 and 31 vs 18 events
before/after 14 days, p50.083).
Conclusion: The development of mRNA based vaccine was
critical in the efforts to mitigate the COVID19 pandemic, with
countless lives saved and morbidity, including cardiovascular,
prevented. In this work we found that mRNA based COVID19
vaccine was associated with arrhythmic events within 72 hours
after vaccination. The implications of these events is yet to be
clarified and a larger cohort is required to validate these
results.

PO-620-05
ARRHYTHMIC EVENTS IN PATIENTS WITH CARDIAC
IMPLANTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICE POST COVID19
VACCINE
Roi Bar Cohen MD; Leonid Garber MD; Mohamed Shokr MD;
Anthony Aizer MD, MS, FHRS; Chirag R. Barbhaiya MD, FHRS;
Scott A. Bernstein MD; Douglas Holmes MD; Robert Knotts MD;
Alexander Kushnir MD, PhD; David S. Park MD, PhD;
Michael A. Spinelli MD; Larry A. Chinitz MD, FHRS and
Lior Jankelson MD, PhD
Background: COVID19 is often associated with cardiac
arrhythmia, and vaccination significantly reduces the risk of
symptomatic disease, including arrhythmia. Vaccination is
often accompanied by a flu-like syndrome and rarely, more
serious side effects including cardiac involvement. We sought
to investigate if vaccination with mRNA based COVID19
vaccine is associated with arrhythmic events recorded on
cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIED).
Objective: To asses correlation between COVID19 vaccination
and arrhythmic events among patients with CIED.
Methods: We adjudicated all arrhythmia alerts received in our
institution between October 2020 and October 2021 in
patients receiving a COVID19 vaccine (Moderna or Pfizer).
For each patient, we compared the incidence of alerts in the
72 hours, 1 week and 2 weeks before and after the
vaccination. In patients with multiple vaccination doses, each
vaccination was treated separately. McNemar’s test was
performed to measure the interaction between alerts and
vaccination at different intervals.
Results: A total of 581 patients at a mean age of 70.6 were
included, with 610 arrhythmic events. 440 patients were
vaccinated, with 421 arrhythmic events. We found that 12
patients had arrhythmic events within 72 hours after

PO-620-06
VALIDATION OF RISK SCORE PREDICTING NEED FOR
PACEMAKER IMPLANT AFTER TRANSCATHETER AORTIC
VALVE REPLACEMENT
Joshua Kim; George Black MD; emily perdoncin MD;
Nikoloz Shekiladze MD; Patrick Gleason MD; Kendra Grubb MD;
Chandan Devireddy MD; Neal Kumar Bhatia MD;
Faisal M. Merchant MD, FHRS; Mikhael F. El-Chami MD, FHRS;
Stacy B. Westerman MD, MPH; Anand D. Shah MD;
Angel R. Leon; Michael S. Lloyd MD, FHRS and
Soroosh Kiani MD, MS

Poster Session I
Background: The need for pacemaker is a common
complication after TAVR. We previously described a risk score
(Emory Risk Score, ERS) to predict the need for new pacemaker
implant (PMI) after TAVR. Metrics included in the score are a
history of syncope (1 point), pre-existing right bundle branch
block (2 points), QRS duration .5140 ms (1 point), and
prosthesis oversizing .516% (1 point).
Objective: To prospectively validate the ERS among a separate
cohort of patients undergoing TAVR.
Methods: We prospectively evaluated all patients without
preexisting pacemakers or ICDs, nor pre-existing indications for
pacing, and with available imaging data undergoing a first-time
TAVR with a balloon-expandable TAVR prosthesis at our
institution from March 2019 to December 2020 (n5556). Patients
were scored prospectively, however results were blinded from
clinical decision making. The primary endpoint was PMI for high
grade AV block within 30 days after TAVR. Performance of the
ERS was evaluated using logistic regression, a calibration curve
to prior performance, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
analysis.
Results: The overall STS risk in the prospective cohort was
lower than the original development cohort (3.4 6 2.7 vs. 6.0
6 4.2, p,0.001). A total of 41 patients (7.4%) had PMI after
TAVR. A higher ERS predicted an increased likelihood of PMI
(Figure 1, OR 2.73 per point increase in score; 95% CI 2.08 3.56, p,0.0001). There were relatively few patients in the ERS
4+ category, which may explain the apparent plateau in risk.
There was good correlation between observed and expected
values on the calibration curve (Figure 2). The area under the
ROC curve was 0.804 (95%CI 0.725-0.883, p,0.0001)
demonstration very good discrimination for new pacemaker
placement post TAVR.
Conclusion: The ERS prospectively predicted PMI for an
indication of high grade AV block in a serial, real-world cohort
of patients undergoing TAVR with a balloon-expandable
prosthesis, confirming findings previously described in
retrospective cohorts. Notably, despite being tested in a lower
risk population, the prospective performance of the ERS was
comparable to that in the cohort in which the score was
developed. The ERS can serve as a clinical framework for preprocedural risk stratification for the need for pacemaker after
TAVR.
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PO-620-07
AN ENSEMBLE OF FEATURES BASED DEEP LEARNING
NEURAL NETWORK FOR REDUCTION OF
INAPPROPRIATE ATRIAL FIBRILLATION DETECTION IN
IMPLANTABLE CARDIAC MONITORS
Shantanu Sarkar PhD
Background: Multiple studies have been reported for
electrocardiogram (ECG) classification using deep learning
neural networks. Most of these studies use the ECG as input to a
convolution neural network (CNN) which then automatically
generate features from the raw ECG signal.
Objective: To develop an application specific deep learning CNNs
using custom ensemble of features to reduce inappropriate AF
detections in implantable cardiac monitors (ICM).
Methods: The ensemble of features was developed and
combined to form an input signal for deep learning CNN. The
ensemble of features were designed based on the electrophysiological characteristics during AF: presence of fibrillation/
flutter waves or absence of single p-wave between two R-waves,
incoherence of RR intervals, and AF begetting more AF. A small
custom CNN model using 6 convolution layers and the publicly
available RESNET18 model were used. The deep learning
models were trained and validated using more than 60K ICM
detected AF episodes that were adjudicated to be true AF or false
detections. The trained models were evaluated using an
independent test dataset of ICM detected and adjudicated AF
episodes from patients who were not included in the training and
validation dataset.
Results: The training and validation dataset consisted of 31,768
true AF episodes (2516 patients) and 28,527 false episodes
(2126 patients). The validation set used 20% of randomly chosen
episodes of each type. The independent test set consisted of
4546 true AF episodes (418 patients) and 5384 false episodes
(605 patients). In the validation set, the custom CNN had an area
under ROC curve (AUC) of 0.996 (0.993 for RESNET18) and a
threshold for discrimination was defined such that a relative
sensitivity and specificity of 99.2% and 92.8% (99.2% and 87.9%
for RESNET18) was obtained. The performance results for the
two models in the independent test dataset for the pre-defined
threshold is shown in the figure, with relative sensitivity and
specificity of around 99% and 90% respectively.
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Conclusion: An ensemble of features based deep learning CNN
was developed that reduced inappropriate AF detection in ICM by
over 90% while preserving sensitivity for detection of true AF. For
an application specific feature based CNN, a smaller sized
custom CNN performed as well as a larger sized established
CNN.

PO-620-08
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META ANALYSIS OF
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE LEFT ATRIAL APPENDAGE
CLOSURE DEVICES
Nethuja Salagundla; Daniel Jipescu; Chandralekha Ashangari;
Som Aftabi Bailey DO; Aman Patel DO and
Senthil Thambidorai MD, FHRS
Background: Recent advancements in management of atrial
fibrillation and high risk bleeding patients with devices, are calling
for a direct comparison of the left atrial appendage closure
(LAAC) devices. This meta analysis compares the available
LAAC devices and their success rate in relation to peri device
leak at 45 day follow up.
Objective: Atrial fibrillation is the most frequent cardiac
arrhythmia affecting 15 - 20% of all ischemic strokes. Oral
anticoagulation is used to decrease the risk of stroke but in
patients with bleeding and CI of anticoagulation, LAAC is proven
to be equally effective as .90% of the thrombi are formed in the
left atrial appendage. Most commonly used LAAC devices are
Watchman 2.5, Amulet and Watchman FLX. Our aim for this
study is primarily focused on peridevice leak rate at 45 day follow
up with either TEE or CCTA for each device by pooling data from
the available studies till date.
Methods: We searched PubMed, AHA, JACC and Science
Direct and article references for randomized controlled trials of
patients with LAAC devices and rate of leaks at 45 day follow ups.
Clear inclusion and exclusion criteria were established. We
identified ten studies eligible for inclusion. We carried out a metaanalysis of the relative odds on the basis of a random-effects
model using the Mantel-Haenszel method for the major
outcomes of bradycardia. Comprehensive Meta-Analysis
Version 3 software was used for analysis.
Results: First Watchman 2.5 VS Watchman FLX data was
compared, which favored Watchman FLX. Total 1027 watchman
2.5 and 688 Watchman FLX devices were compared. Next,
Amulet vs Watchman 2.5 comparison favored Amulet with total
number of devices 1091 and 1027 respectively. Next, Amulet vs
Watchman FLX was compared which favored Amulet with total
no. of devices 1093 and 688 respectively.
Conclusion: Though, more sample size and RCTs are required
to make any strong conclusions, our study has shown Amulet is
associated with fewer number of leaks compared to all the
available devices at 45 day follow up.
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PO-621-01
INTRACARDIAC ELECTROGRAM OF COMMOTIO CORDIS
Peter Hanna MD, PhD and Duc Do MD
Background: Experimental models have identified timing of the
trauma-induced premature ventricular contraction with respect to
the cardiac cycle as critical to the development of ventricular
fibrillation in commotio cordis.

Poster Session I
Objective: Report first-in-man intracardiac electrogram of
commotio cordis in a person with an implantable cardioverterdefibrillator.
Methods: N/A
Results: A 67 year-old man with nonischemic cardiomyopathy,
recovered ejection fraction after biventricular defibrillator
implantation, and no history of ventricular arrhythmias was
struck by a vehicle while crossing the road and sustained
bilateral rib, right femur, and bilateral malleolar fractures. He
recalled being struck by the vehicle and felt he may have lost
consciousness after impact. Device interrogation showed
artifact due to trauma followed by premature ventricular
contractions (orange asterisks) and development of ventricular
fibrillation (orange bar) status post successful defibrillator shock
(arrow) at time of the accident. His troponin level was normal,
and cardiac catheterization showed nonobstructive coronary
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artery disease. On further review of the intracardiac
electrogram, ventricular fibrillation was preceded by normal
biventricular pacing (first three blue asterisks), 3 seconds of
artifact in the far-field channel indicative of trauma-induced
dispersion of repolarization of the left ventricle (purple bar) likely
corresponding with vehicular impact. The combination of a longshort sequence of a biventricular paced beat (fourth blue
asterisk) and premature ventricular contraction (second orange
asterisk) and spatial heterogeneity of repolarization initiated
ventricular fibrillation.
Conclusion: This is a unique example of commotio cordis in a
patient undergoing biventricular pacing who sustained
vehicular trauma resulting in ventricular fibrillation captured by
intracardiac electrogram and treated successfully by a device
shock. This case provides a human correlate to experimental
models of commotio cordis by demonstrating the critical timing
of premature ventricular contractions in the induction of
ventricular fibrillation.

PO-621-02
EXTRACTION OF LEADS ACROSS THE TRICUSPID VALVE
DOES NOT SIGNIFICANTLY ALTER TRICUSPID VALVE
REGURGITATION
Colby Shanafelt MD; Thomas G. Middour MD;
Mikhael F. El-Chami MD, FHRS; Soroosh Kiani MD, MS;
Michael S. Lloyd MD, FHRS; Faisal M. Merchant MD, FHRS;
Anand D. Shah MD; Stacy B. Westerman MD, MPH and
Neal Kumar Bhatia MD
Background: Pacemaker and defibrillator leads have been
implicated in tricuspid valve (TV) dysfunction, but limited
data are available regarding the effect of extracting leads
across the tricuspid valve on valve function. While there is
growing interest in TV intervention, including lead-related
dysfunction, the effect of extraction across the valve is not
well studied.
Objective: This study analyzed the effect of cardiac lead
extraction across the tricuspid valve on tricuspid regurgitation
(TR) severity.
Methods: We performed a single center retrospective analysis of
consecutive patients referred for extraction from October 2019 to
October 2021. TR was graded on a scale of 0 to 3 (05none/trivial,
15mild, 25moderate, 35severe) on echocardiogram before and
after transvenous lead extraction performed across the TV.
Patients were included if they underwent echocardiogram before
and after lead extraction (N590).
Results: A total of 90 patients (34%, 266 total extractions)
underwent an echocardiogram before and after lead extraction of
100 leads across the TV (1.12 +/- 0.73 leads across the TV per
patient). Indications for extraction included infection (52), lead
dysfunction (18), and TR (5). Extraction tools were used in 60
procedures (31 mechanical, 24 laser, 5 both mechanical and laser).
Pre-extraction average TR grade was 1.37 +/- 0.93 and postextraction average TR grade was 1.37 +/- 1.06 (p51.0). Changes in
TR are presented in Figure 1. Nineteen patients had worsening of
TR, of whom one had worsening by more than one grade. Although
the use of extraction tools was associated with a numerically higher
rate of worsening TR, the difference was not significant (25.0% vs.
13.3%, p50.20). Nineteen patients had improvement of TR, of
whom one improved by more than one grade.
Conclusion: In our single center analysis, extraction of leads
across the TV did not significantly affect the extent of TR.
Although only a subset of patients had paired echocardiograms
before and after extraction, patients with clinical concern for
worsened TR following extraction were more likely to have
echocardiograms performed.
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Conclusion: True dual-chamber (DDD) leadless pacing is
feasible whereby AV synchronous i2i communication is
maintained beat-by-beat.

PO-621-03
DUAL-CHAMBER LEADLESS PACEMAKER ENABLES
ROBUST ATRIOVENTRICULAR SYNCHRONY IN VARIOUS
POSTURES AND PACING CONFIGURATIONS
Reinoud Knops MD, PhD; Daniel J. Cantillon MD, FHRS;
Petr Neuzil MD; Rajesh S. Banker; Mayer Rashtian MD, FHRS,
CCDS; Rahul N. Doshi MD, FHRS; Daniel Booth MEng;
Weiqun Yang MS, MSBME; Aditya Goil; Nima Badie PhD;
David Ligon BSBME, MSBME and Matthew G. Fishler PhD
Background: Dual-chamber leadless (DDD) indicated patients
require atrioventricular (AV) synchronous pacing involving beatby-beat, wireless communication between devices. Implant-toimplant (i2iÔ) communication enables true AV synchrony. At
each paced or sensed event, one leadless pacemaker (LP)
communicates wirelessly with the other. Changes in posture
could affect orientation of the LPs and thereby potentially impact
i2i communication.
Objective: Demonstrate the performance of a novel, beat-bybeat i2i communication modality for synchronous, dualchamber pacing using 2 implanted LPs in the right atrium (RA)
and right ventricle (RV) while subjects assume various
postures.
Methods: A preclinical feasibility study was performed with
ovine, and AV synchrony was evaluated in various postures
and pacing configurations. RA and RV AveirÔ DR LPs
(Abbott, Abbott Park, IL) were implanted in 7 subjects: 4 with
AV block and 3 without AV block. Inclusion of AV block
subjects allowed for normal paced and sensed AV delays
when delivering ventricular pacing (VP). After at least 1 month
post-implant, each subject received pacing in 2
configurations: either AP (atrial pace)-VP and AS (atrial
sense)-VP or AP-VS (ventricular sense) and AS-VS.
Diagnostic data was analyzed following 5-min periods of ondemand testing for which each ovine assumed a series of
postures (left and right laterals, supine, and standing). i2i
communication success rate was used as a surrogate metric
to approximate AV synchrony.
Results: The overall i2i communication success rate was
98.661.6%. The i2i success rates by posture were equivalent
(P50.19): 98.961.7% (left lateral), 99.960.0% (right lateral),
98.164.2% (supine), and 97.364.2% (standing). Heart rate was
on average 98621bpm (range: 30-170). The i2i success rates by
pacing configuration were equivalent (P50.76): 98.463.4% (APVP), 98.861.6% (AP-VS), 99.460.7% (AS-VP), and 97.962.7%
(AS-VS). Of all instances when i2i communication was lost,
99.4% were shorter than 6 sec—yet ventricular pacing was
always maintained, if needed, at the current rate. Postural
changes and pacing configurations did not significantly impact i2i
success rates.

PO-621-04
DIFFERENTIAL IMPACT OF EARLY AND LATE
VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA IN PATIENTS WITH
CONTINUOUS FLOW LEFT VENTRICULAR ASSIST
DEVICES: A META-ANALYSIS
Rakesh Gopinathannair MA, MD, FHRS; Krishna Akella BA, DO;
Naga Venkata Krishna Chand Pothineni MD;

Poster Session I
Jaimin Trivedi MBBS, MPH; Adnan Ahmed MD;
Rishi Charate MD; Donita Atkins BS, BSN, RN;
Deepak Padmanabhan; Phillip Mar MD; Andrea Natale MD,
FHRS; Amin Al-Ahmad MD, FHRS, CCDS; Luigi Di Biase MD,
PhD, FHRS; Brian Olshansky MD, FHRS, CCDS and
Dhanunjaya R. Lakkireddy MD, FHRS
Background: Sustained ventricular arrhythmias (VT) are
common in patients receiving continuous flow left ventricular
assist devices (LVAD). The impact of early (,30 days post-LVAD)
vs. late VT (.30 days post-LVAD) on clinical outcomes remains
unclear.
Objective: We evaluated outcomes associated with early and
late VT following LVAD implantation using metaanalytic
techniques.
Methods: Studies assessing the impact of VT (defined as
sustained VT .30 sec or requiring ICD therapy) on survival and
right ventricular (RV) failure after LVAD implantation were
included. Mantel-Haenzsel random effects model was used to
compute overall effects. Study heterogeneity was evaluated
using the I2 index.
Results: 12 observational studies including 2389 LVAD patients
(age 56 years) assessed the impact of early VT, late VT, and any
VT. 36 % were implanted for destination therapy, 53 % had
ischemic cardiomyopathy and 71% had an ICD. Mean follow-up
was 19.4 months of LVAD support. Early VT [OR 1.88, 95% CI
1.36-2.58, p 5 0.0001, Figure 1A] and any VT [OR 2.09, 95% CI
0.97-4.51, p50.06, Figure 1B] were associated with worsening
survival, whereas late VT [OR 0.79, 95% CI 0.44 - 1.41, p50.43]
was not. Presence of late VT [OR 1.99, 95% CI 1.05 - 3.77,
p50.03, Figure 2] or any VT [OR 1.99, 95% CI 1.05 - 3.77,
p50.03] were associated with RV failure.
Conclusion: In LVAD patients, VTwas associated with increased
mortality and RV failure. Early VT appears to have a strong
association with mortality whereas late VT was associated with
development of RV Failure.
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Jay Sengupta MD, FHRS; Kathryn Xu BS; Susan Casey RN;
Joel Peltier BSEE; Wyatt K. Stahl BS, BSE, BSEE, CCDS;
Neal Peterson; Andrew James Taylor BS, CCDS;
James M. Kippola BSEE; David S. Settimi; Elizabeth Steele MS
and Robert G. Hauser BS, MD, CCS, FHRS, CCDS
Background: Evolving electronic technologies such as cell
phones, smartwatches, and earphones may contain magnets to
facilitate inductive fast charging and other functions. The
interaction between such products and the magnet mode
features of cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIED) is
unclear.
Objective: Characterize the maximum static magnetic fields of
common inductive fast charging products (IFC-P) and assess
their interaction with CIEDs from Medtronic and Boston
Scientific.
Methods: A Gauss (G) meter measured the maximum static
magnetic field for each IFC-P. To test for magnetic interaction
(rate change or auditory beep), an IFC-P was positioned over
a CIED that was immersed in a standardized torso simulator
filled with physiologic saline together with its leads;
interactions were recorded at the surface (0 cm) and at
distances of 0.5, 1.0. and 1.5 cm or greater until no magnet
interaction was observed.
Results: The iPhone 12 Pro produced nearly 3x the static
magnetic field measured at the surface of the iPhone XR, and
almost 2x that of the Galaxy S6; the highest maximum static
magnetic field was 1320 G from the Apple Watch Series 6.
Magnetic interactions are shown in the table; all IFC-P devices
produced a magnet interaction at the surface but only the Apple
Watch Series 6 produced an interaction at 1.5 cm and this
response was intermittent and brief. The Apple Watch Series 6
and 2nd generation AirPods required very precise placement over
the CIED to produce a magnet response despite their higher
measured maximum magnetic fields.
Conclusion: While the iPhone 12, Apple Watch Series 6, and
2nd generation AirPods may cause magnet interactions with
CIEDs, interactions are unlikely if these products conservatively
are not within 15 cm (6 inches) of an implanted pacemaker or
defibrillator. This is in accordance with industry standards and
recommendations as the magnetic field strength reduces
dramatically with increasing distance.

PO-621-06
SHORTER LEARNING CURVE OF LEFT BUNDLE PACING
COMPARED TO HIS BUNDLE PACING

PO-621-05
MAGNETIC FIELD INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONIC CONSUMER PRODUCTS
AND CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Matthew O’Connor BChir, MA, MB; Omar Hatem Mohamed Amin
Riad MBChB, PhD; Daniel Hunnybun; Rui Shi MD, PhD;
Julian W.E. Jarman MBBS; John P. Foran MBBS;
Emily-Jane Cantor MBChB; Vias Markides MBBS, MD and
Tom Wong
Background: Conduction system pacing (CSP) with His bundle
pacing (HBP) or left bundle branch pacing (LBP) is an elegant
method to provide single ventricular lead cardiac
resynchronisation. The implant procedure utilises specialised
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sheaths and techniques to achieve the desired electrical
resynchronisation. Inevitably there is a learning curve in
mastering the nuances of sheath manipulation and electrogram/
QRS interpretation during the implant.
Objective: We present the learning curve associated with
establishing a conduction system pacing program with both HBP
and LBP.
Methods: The first 30 cases of HBP and the first 30 cases of LBP
included in this study. At our institution HBP was commenced in
2017 and LBP implantation in 2021. All CSP implanters are
experienced Electrophysiologists who regularly implant complex
devices. All implants included in both cohorts were performed
using the Medtronic 3830 lead and either the C315 or C304
sheath.
Results: Patient characteristics were similar in both HBP and
LBP groups including male sex (73% vs 57%, p50.16), LV
ejection fraction (46% vs 54%, p50.08) or pre-procedural QRS
duration (119ms vs 128ms, p50.32). The mean procedural
duration was shorter for LBP than for HBP (87 vs 107mins,
p50.04) and the drop in procedural duration was more marked in
LBP, after the first 10 cases, and remained low at 70mins for the
subsequent 20 cases (Figure 1). Fluoroscopic screening time
was significantly shorter for LBP compared to HBP (8min 21sec
vs 15min 46sec, p,0.01), with both CSP modalities there was a
reduction in screening time with increased experience (Figure 2).
R-waves were higher with LBP (12.8 vs 3.2mV, p,0.01) and
pacing thresholds were lower with LBP (0.7 @0.5ms vs 1.4
@1.0ms, p,0.01).
Conclusion: The CSP learning curve, evidenced by
procedural duration, was shorter for LBP than for HBP. The
LBP learning curve appears to plateaux after the first 10
cases after which the procedural duration is consistent and
short at 70mins. The HBP learning curve is longer with
continued improvement over the first 30 cases. Electrical
parameters and fluoroscopy time were also more favourable
for LBP than for HBP.
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PO-621-07
OUTCOMES OF CLORHEXIDINE SCRUBBING WITHOUT
CAPSULECTOMY VS. COMPLETE CAPSULECTOMY
AFTER LEAD EXTRACTION FOR THE TREATMENT OF
CARDIAC IMPLANTABLE DEVICE INFECTION
Juan C. Diaz MD; Jorge Romero MD, FHRS; Jorge Marin;
Julian M. Aristizabal MD; Cesar Nino; Oriana Bastidas;
Isabella Alviz MD; Joan Rodriguez-Taveras; Marta Lorente-Ros;
Mohamed Gabr MD; Daniel Rodriguez MD;
Alejandro Velasco MD, CCDS; Jose Matias; Luigi Di Biase MD,
PhD, FHRS; Carolina Hoyos; Maria Clara Gaviria and
Mauricio Duque MD, FHRS
Background: Complete capsulectomy has been proposed to
reduce the risk of reinfection in patients with cardiac implantable
electronic device (CIED) infection after transvenous lead
extraction (TLE). However, it is time consuming and requires
extensive tissue debridement with a potentially higher risk of
hematoma formation.
Objective: To compare the outcomes of chlorhexidine gluconate
(CHG) and saline pocket irrigation without capsulectomy vs.
capsulectomy after TLE in CIED-related infection.
Methods: Consecutive patients who underwent TLE for CIEDrelated infection were included. In the no-capsulectomy group,
after complete device removal thorough scrubbing of the generator
pocket with 20 cc of 2% CHG followed by irrigation with 1000 cc of
saline was undertaken. The pocket was dried, and the wound was
closed with separate intradermal absorbable suture. In patients
undergoing capsulectomy, extensive tissue debridement aiming
for complete removal of the capsule was undertaken. Patients
were evaluated 6 weeks after the procedure and every 6 months
thereafter. The primary safety outcome was hematoma formation;
primary efficacy outcome was reinfection. Secondary outcomes
included any adverse reaction to chlorhexidine, need for
reintervention, and infection related mortality.
Results: A total of 94 patients were included between July
2013 and September 2020 (mean age 67.4613.1 years; 32
female), out of which 39 patients underwent CHG pocket
irrigation and 55 underwent capsulectomy after CIED
extraction. Mean follow-up was 673 days. Six patients
presented hematomas in the capsulectomy group vs. 0 in the
CHG group (9.2%vs 0%, p50.04). One patient in the CHG
group and 3 patients in the capsulectomy group (2.6% vs
5.4%, p50.49) died of worsening sepsis despite device
extraction. There were no cases of reinfection, even though
50 patients (53.2%) had a new device.
Conclusion: In patients with CIED infection, the use of CHG
without capsulectomy resulted in a lower risk of hematoma
formation than standard pocket management with capsulectomy,
without increasing the risk of reinfection or any adverse effects
associated with chlorhexidine use.
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PO-622-01
CHRONIC PULSED FIELD ABLATION LESIONS IN THE
PORCINE LV: DOSE DEPENDENCE AND CORRELATION
WITH LATE GADOLINIUM ENHANCEMENT MRI
Philippa R.P. Krahn PhD; Maria Terricabras MD; Terenz Escartin;
Jennifer Barry; Nicolas Coulombe MS; Lars M. Mattison PhD;
Daniel Sigg MD, PhD; Mark T. Stewart BSME; Jernej Stublar;
Bor Kos; Damijan Miklavcic PhD; Atul Verma MD, FHRS and
Graham Wright MASC, PhD
Background: Pulsed Field Ablation (PFA) is a promising
modality for ventricular arrhythmia ablation due to its speed,
apparent tissue selectivity, and the potential to create large
lesions. Recent work showed that lesions in the left ventricle (LV)
increase in size with number of PFA repetitions; however, the
potential to create transmural lesions has not been reported.
Objective: Investigate the extent of PFA lesions created using a
range of pulse trains and evaluate late gadolinium enhancement
(LGE) MRI for in vivo lesion visualization.
Methods: PFA was performed in 8 swine via an 8F, 5 mm tip focal
catheter setup and R-wave gated biphasic pulse trains of 1300 V
(4 trains) and 1500 V (1, 4, 8, and 16 trains). After 6-7 weeks,
animals were brought to a 3T MRI (GE) for imaging using LGE
(TI5300 ms, resolution51.4 mm3). Lesion dimensions were
measured manually from corresponding MRI and excised tissue
slices.
Results: PFA lesion dimensions measured using MRI and gross
pathology were in strong agreement (Fig 1; R50.88, p,0.01;
bias50.0362.1 mm, 95% limits of agreement5[-4.0, 4.1]). 2/14
lesions created using 1500 Vx8 trains and x16 trains were
transmural. Linear mixed effects models revealed significantly
deeper lesions created using 1500 Vx16 trains compared to 1500
Vx1 train (Fig 2; pathology, p,0.05; MRI, p,0.01). Lesions
created using 1300 Vx4 trains and 1500 Vx4 trains did not differ
significantly, either from pathology or MRI. Similar trends were
observed for lesion width and volume as a function of PFA trains.
Conclusion: LGE MRI at 6-7 weeks post ablation accurately
visualizes chronic PFA lesions in vivo. Lesions increased in
depth and width with the number of PFA trains applied.
Increasing pulse voltage and trains can achieve transmurality
in the porcine LV.

PO-622-02
PREDICTOR OF ATRIAL TACHYARRHYTHMIA
RECURRENCE AMONG ABLATION STRATEGIES AFTER
ABLATION INDEX-GUIDED ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
ABLATION
Hideharu Okamatsu M.D.; KEN OKUMURA M.D, Ph.D.;
fumitaka onishi M.D.; Akino Yoshimura M.D., Ph.D.;
kodai negishi M.D.; Takuo Tsurugi M.D., Ph.D.;
Yasuaki Tanaka M.D., Ph.D.; Koichi Nakao M.D., Ph.D.;
Tomohiro Sakamoto M.D., Ph.D. and Junjiroh koyama M.D.,
Ph.D.
Background: Ablation index (AI)-guided atrial fibrillation (AF)
ablation improved the procedural success and long-term
outcome, but it remained unsatisfactory, especially in nonparoxysmal AF (non-PAF). Various ablation strategies were
performed to improve the outcome. However, the strategies vary
with the institutions and operators, and predictors of recurrence
of atrial tachyarrhythmia (AT) among the strategies remain to be
elucidated.
Objective: We analyzed the predictors of AT recurrence,
focusing on high-power radiofrequency application (50W, HP),
first-pass pulmonary vein (PV) isolation (FPI), and extra-PV
ablation strategies such as left atrium roof linear ablation
(LARLA), superior vena cava (SVC) isolation, left atrium posterior
wall box isolation (POBI) and complex fractionated atrial
electrogram (CFAE) ablation.
Methods: We retrospectively investigated 1384 patients
undergoing the first AI-guided AF ablation from January 2018 to
October 2020 (mean age, 67610 years; female, 422 [31%]; nonPAF, 598 [43%]). HP was performed for 1074 patients (78%)
undergoing ablation procedures since November 2018. SVC
isolation was performed in all patients with SVC sleeve  20mm
and the other extra-PV ablation strategies at the operator’s
discretion. We performed univariate and multivariate analyses by
cox proportional hazard model to define the predictors of AT
recurrence.
Results: During follow-up (mean, 3716160 days), any ATs
recurred in 317 patients (24%). Univariate analysis revealed that
HP (Hazard ratio [HR], 1.08 [95% confidence interval, 0.83-1.40],
p50.57), FPI in both PV sides (HR, 1.08 [0.87-1.36], p50.49),
and FPI in at least one side (HR, 0.85 [0.61-1.19], p50.36) had no
effect on AT recurrence. Multivariate analysis revealed that
LARLA had a negative effect (HR, 1.86 [1.21-2.86], p50.005)
and SVC isolation had a positive effect (HR, 0.71 [0.56-0.89],
p50.003); however, POBI (HR, 1.03 [0.77-1.38], p50.84) and
CFAE ablation (HR, 1.10 [0.78-1.56], p50.59) had no effect on AT
recurrence.
Conclusion: The present analysis of a large number of AIguided AF ablation revealed that HP, FPI, POBI, and CFAE
ablation showed no effect, LARLA showed a worsening effect,
and SVC isolation showed a protective effect on AT
recurrence.
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PO-622-03

Ayan Abdrakhmanov MD, PhD, FHRS; Aliya Smagulova MD,
PhD; B. Ainabekova; Zh Suleymen and Zh Abdrakhmanova

REDUCING DIVERSE TYPES OF NOISE IN
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS USING MACHINE
LEARNED AUTOENCODERS

Background: Although arrhythmias are common in pregnant
women, there are few data on efficacy, safety and outcomes of
zero-fluoroscopy catheter ablation in this population
Objective: To evaluate the substrate distribution and the acute
and mid-long-term outcomes of pregnant women undergoing
arrhythmia ablation without fluoroscopy
Methods: This is a prospective, single center study enrolling
pregnant women with arrhythmias undergoing zerofluoroscopy catheter ablation. Primary endpoints were
substrate ablation and 30-day safety. Secondary endpoints
included perinatal and neonatal outcomes evaluated during
18 months follow-up
Results: A total of 46 pregnant women underwent catheter
ablation. Mean age was 26.3465.73 years, mean gestation age
22.0464.17 weeks. Ablation was performed under the guidance
of CARTO (n520;43.5%) and Ensite Precision systems
(n526;56.5%) without fluoroscopy. All 46 cases of ablation were
successful. Slow conduction way was the most common type of
arrhythmia substrate (n521, 45.7%). There were 14 (30.4%)
ablation of accessory pathways - in left free wall (n58), in right
free wall (n55), posteroseptal (n51). Combination of accessory
pathways with slow conduction ways was present in 3 cases
(6.5%). Ablation of the right ventricular outflow tract was
performed in 8 cases (17.4%) of ventricular tachycardia. The
median procedural time was 72 minutes (interquartile range 5392). In 1 case (2,2%) was documented complication (ileofemoral
thrombosis). Perinatal outcomes: vaginal delivery were in the
majority of cases (n539; 88.6%). None of pregnant women had
fetal mortality. Fetal birth weight was 3267,146608,2 grams, 5
minute Apgar was 8,9461,7. Arrhythmia recurrence was not
documented
Conclusion: Pregnant women mostly underwent ablation for
atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia. Catheter ablation
can be performed safely and effectively during gestation without
the use of radiation

Samuel Ruiperez-Campillo BS, MSci; Brototo Deb MD;
Ruibin Feng DPhil; Prasanth Ganesan PhD;
Albert Joseph Rogers MBA, MD; Paul Clopton and
Sanjiv M. Narayan MD, PhD, FHRS
Background: Reducing signal noise from alternating current,
cross-talk from other chambers and pacing is difficult. Encoderdecoders could in theory be trained to learn key signal features
and hence separate various types of artifact without experts
labeling “signal” or “noise”.
Objective: We hypothesized that machine learned autoencoders
could learn essential features of atrial and ventricular
electrograms, to identify and eliminate various types of noise. We
examined monophasic action potentials in patients, selected
because they have verifiable shapes.
Methods: We used 5706 ventricular MAPs in 42 patients with
ischemic cardiomyopathy (age 65613y; fig. A), and 3000 atrial
MAPs in 21 AF patients (6765y, 13 women). We trained ML
encoders to each signal type, and determined how well each
could eliminate noise from original signals.
Results: The trained ML encoder learned key features of atrial
and ventricular signals, and reconstructed them with similarity
coefficient 0.9160.16 and Pearson correlation50.996 0.01
(p,0.01). The trained ML encoder automatically eliminated,
without manual input, Fig (A) pacing artifact; (B) ventricular
artifact in atrial signals; (C) high frequency noise; (D) signal
truncation in ventricular and atrial MAPs.
Conclusion: Machine learned encoder-decoders can eliminate
various types of noise from electrophysiological signals by
learning essential features of atrial and ventricular signals. This
approach may have diverse applications in mapping and ablation
targeting.

PO-622-05
USE OF LOCAL ACTIVATION TIME HISTOGRAM
ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINATION OF ARRHYTHMIA
MECHANISM AND TO GUIDE ABLATION STRATEGY
Shu Yang MD; Jordan Zinner BS; Hans Friedrich Stabenau MD;
Andrew H. Locke MD; Timothy Richard Maher MD;
Robert N. D’Angelo MD, MS; Nicholas Osborn Palmeri MD;
Jonathan W. Waks MD; Andre d`Avila MD, PhD and
Patricia Tung MD, MPH

PO-622-04
SUBSTRATE CHARACTERIZATION AND LONG TERM
OUTCOMES OF ZERO FLUOROSCOPY CATHETER
ABLATION IN PREGNANT WOMEN

Background: Differentiating focal from re-entrant arrhythmias is
critical to ablation success. Activation mapping is often used to
guide this determination, but accurate local activation time (LAT)
annotation can be challenging, particularly in areas of abnormal
voltage. The LAT histogram algorithm, which depicts point
distribution over isochronal segments, may be helpful in
characterizing arrhythmia mechanisms and identifying an
optimal ablation strategy.
Objective: To assess differences in LAT histogram morphology
in focal versus re-entrant atrial arrhythmias and correlate ablation
strategy guided by LAT histogram with ablation results.
Methods: We retrospectively evaluated cases of atrial
tachycardia (AT) in which the LAT histogram algorithm was
applied. ATs were characterized as focal or re-entrant by
entrainment or activation mapping using CARTO 3 v7 (Biosense
Webster; Irvine, CA). LAT histogram morphologies were
examined and histogram-guided ablation targets were compared
against actual AT ablation sites.
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Results: Among 18 patients, there were 6 focal (3 RA, 2 LA, 1 biatrial) and 14 re-entrant (5 RA, 9 LA) ATs. A prior atrial ablation
procedure had occurred in 17% of focal and 50% of re-entrant
cases. Concurrent ablation of another atrial arrhythmia was
performed in 83% of focal and 57% of re-entrant cases. LAT
histograms in focal ATs displayed a “valley-and-plateau”
morphology and contained the full tachycardia cycle length (TCL)
in 70% of cases, while LAT histograms in re-entrant ATs had a
“peak-and-valley” pattern, including the full TCL in 93% of cases.
In all instances, isochrones with fewest total points (“LAT valleys”)
corresponded to areas of earliest activation and critical
isthmuses in focal and re-entrant ATs, respectively (Fig 1).
Ablation in these areas was acutely successful in all but 1 reentrant AT (95%), in which vein of Marshall ETOH ablation was
required for termination.
Conclusion: The LAT histogram morphology and TCL duration
can help distinguish focal from re-entrant arrhythmias and guide
ablation strategy. Further investigation is needed to validate its
utility and role.
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,1mm/ms) was observed over 10(IQR 5.3-16.6) cm2 and
identified 20(61%) of critical sites, and fractionation mapping
was observed over a median 4 (IQR 1.5, 7.6) cm2 and
encompassed 20 (61%) critical sites. A combination of ILAM +
CV identified and Fractionation + CV both identified 28(85%)
critical sites respectively, Figure 1. Mapping yield was greatest
for Fractionation + CV (2.1 critical sites / cm2), and least for
bipolar voltage mapping (0.5 critical sites / cm2). Sensitivity
analysis evaluating impact of point density on CV mapping
revealed 36% sensitivity for CV in maps with , 500 points, while
CV sensitivity improved to 80% in maps with higher point
density .1500, Figure 2.
Conclusion: ILAM, fractionation and conduction velocity
mapping each identified distinct critical sites and provided a
smaller area of interest than voltage mapping alone. Sensitivity of
CV improved with greater point density.

PO-622-06
RELATIVE UTILITY OF OMNIPOLAR SUBSTRATE MAPPING
FOR VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA ABLATION
HASSAN KHAN MD; Matthew R. Bonvissuto BS, CEPS;
Elizabeth Rosinski BS, CEPS; Mohamed Shokr MD;
Kara Metcalf; Lior Jankelson MD, PhD; Alexander Kushnir MD,
PhD; David S. Park MD, PhD; Scott A. Bernstein MD;
Michael A. Spinelli MD; Anthony Aizer MD, MS, FHRS;
Douglas Holmes; Larry A. Chinitz MD, FHRS and
Chirag R. Barbhaiya MD, FHRS
Background: EnSite Omnipolar mapping (Abbott, Abbott Park,
IL, USA.) is a novel method of directionally optimized, high
density, bipolar electrogram creation with integrated local
conduction velocity annotation. Established electroanatomic
mapping techniques for substrate mapping for ventricular
tachycardia (VT) ablation includes voltage mapping, isochronal
late activation mapping (ILAM), and fractionation mapping. The
relative utilities of these mapping techniques is unknown.
Objective: To evaluate the relative utility omnipolar mapping for
identification of critical sites for scar-related VT
Methods: Electro-anatomic substrate maps were created using
the AdvisorÔ HD Grid catheter (Abbott, Abbott Park, IL, USA)and
retrospectively analyzed in 27 patients in whom 33 VT critical
sites were identified. Critical sites were identified by termination
of VTwith ablation, entrainment mapping, or prolonged stim-QRS
interval with matching pace-map.
Results: Both abnormal bipolar voltage voltage and omnipolar
voltage encompassed all critical sites and were observed over a
median 66(IQR: 41.3-86) cm2 and 52 (IQR 37.7-65.5) cm2,
respectively. ILAM deceleration zones were observed over a
median 9 (IQR 5.0, 11.1) cm2 and encompassed 22 (67%)
critical sites, while abnormal omnipolar conduction velocity (CV,

PO-622-08
FIRST REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE WITH PULMONARY
VEIN ISOLATION USING PULSED FIELD ABLATION FOR
PAROXYSMAL ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
€ wel MD;
Kars Neven MD, PhD; Anna Fu€ ting MD; Dennis Ho
Lenny Brokkaar MD; Gilbert Rahe MD and Nico Reinsch MD
Background: Catheter ablation for AF using thermal energy can
cause collateral damage. Pulsed field ablation (PFA) is a novel
nonthermal energy source. Only a few small clinical studies have
been published.
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Objective: We report on the first ,real-world“ experience with PVI
using PFA for paroxysmal AF.
Methods: Pre and post ablation, phrenic nerve function was
assessed. A high-density LA bipolar voltage map was created. All
PVs were individually isolated using a steerable sheath and a
pentaspline over-the-wire PFA catheter. After ablation, mapping
was repeated to assess lesion formation.
Results: In 30 patients (63 years; 47% male), uncomplicated
PFA was performed, with all PVs isolated. Procedure time was
116 min. PFA catheter LA dwell time was 29 min. Fluoroscopy
time was 26 min. (All values are median). In 1 patient with roof
dependent flutter, a roof line was intentionally created. In 2
patients, unintentional bidirectional mitral isthmus block was
created. There was no phrenic nerve or esophageal damage. In 1
patient, pericardial drainage after cardiac tamponade was
performed. In-hospital stay, and 30-day follow-up were
uneventful. After 90 days, 97% of patients were in sinus rhythm.
Conclusion: PVI using PFA for paroxysmal AF in a ,real-world“
setting is safe and feasible. Procedure and ablation times are
short. Atrial ablation lines can easily be created. Unintentional
ablation of atrial tissue can occur, accurate catheter alignment to
the PV ostium and PV axis should be ensured.
Figure: Postero-anterior view of a LA bipolar voltage 3D map. Left
panel: pre ablation. Magenta areas in the PVs are conducting
(.0.5 mV). Right panel: post ablation. Non-magenta (,0.5 mV)
and red (,0.1 mV) areas in the PVs are ablated and electrically
silent.
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and 5 redo ablations. For patients with no prior intervention (21,
81%), ablation revealed cavotricuspid isthmus dependent flutter
(CTI-flutter, 71%), scar-related intra-atrial reentry (IART, 57%),
and focal atrial tachycardia (FAT, 9.5%) (Figure A). Patients with
prior outside interventions for CTI-flutter (5, 29%) demonstrated
conduction across the CTI in 3/5 (60%) cases. However, patients
requiring redo ablation after an index ablation at our institution (5,
29%) demonstrated bi-directional block across the CTI and
different, new arrhythmia substrates at the next procedure (80%
IART, 40% FAT). Intracardiac echocardiography and
electroanatomic mapping were used in all contemporary cases.
A screw-in atrial lead was used in 4 procedures as a stable
fiduciary reference for mapping, as the coronary sinus ostium
was inaccessible. Achieving bi-directional block across the CTI
often required ablating on both sides of the baffle (retroaortic
access, 81%; using a baffle leak, 11.5%; trans-baffle puncture,
7.7%, or using a VSD, 3.8%). Combined approaches were
necessary in 23% of patients to reach critical tissue and achieve
optimal contact force (Figure B).
Irrigated contact force sensing catheters were used, targeting a
significant effect on the electrograms and demonstration of bidirectional CTI block (Figure C).
Conclusion: Despite the complex anatomy and atrial
reconstruction, cavotricuspid isthmus flutter is still the most
common arrhythmia in this population, and bi-directional block
often requires additional ablation approaches to reach the target
tissue on either side of the baffle. Once CTI block is achieved,
further recurrences are due to different, new arrhythmia
substrates- IART and FAT.
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PO-623-01
ABLATION STRATEGIES IN PATIENTS WITH CONGENITAL
HEART DISEASE AND ATRIAL BAFFLES
Anca Chiriac MD, PhD; Kamal Preet Cheema MD;
Malini Madhavan MBBS and Christopher J. McLeod MBChB,
PhD, FHRS
Background: Patients with D-Transposition of the Great Arteries
(D-TGA) palliated with atrial switch have a high incidence of atrial
arrhythmias and pose a particular challenge for ablation.
Objective: We sought to analyze ablation strategies in this
population.
Methods: An in-depth analysis of ablation data in patients with DTGA, atrial baffles, and atrial arrhythmia ablations performed at a
large tertiary care institution.
Results: A cohort of 26 patients with D-TGA and atrial switch
(73% male; systemic RV EF 35611%, mean age at first ablation
37.467.2 years) underwent a total of 31 procedures, 26 de novo

PO-623-02
OUTCOME OF REPEAT ABLATION FOR PREMATURE
VENTRICULAR CONTRACTIONS IN PATIENTS WITH PRIOR
ABLATION FAILURE: IMPACT OF ADVANCED TECHNIQUES
Kenichi Tokutake MD; Kanae Hasegawa;
Travis D. Richardson MD; Jay A. Montgomery MD;
Sharon Shen MD; J.C. Estrada MD; Pablo Saavedra MD;
Arvindh Kanagasundram MD, FHRS; Gregory F. Michaud MD,
FHRS and William G. Stevenson MD, FHRS
Background: The utility of advanced ablation (investigational
needle ablation, epicardial, and simultaneous two site unipolar
radiofrequency ablation) for premature ventricular contractions
(PVCs) in patients with prior ablation failure is not clear.
Objective: To evaluate long-term outcomes of advanced ablation
techniques in patients who failed prior PVC ablation.
Methods: We reviewed 239 consecutive patients who underwent
PVC ablation. When standard endocardial ablation with normal
or half normal saline failed, we considered an advanced ablation
technique. Acute success was defined as abolition of the target
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PVC. Follow-up included 12 lead electrocardiographic,
ambulatory monitoring, and symptoms.
Results: Of 239 patients, 75 (31%) patients had failed a prior
ablation procedure and they more often had LVOT PVCs (Table).
Despite failing prior ablation, repeat standard ablation was
acutely successful in 59%, and 75% of these patients had longterm success. Standard ablation acute success rate was lower
and long-term recurrence rate was higher compared to patients
without prior ablation (59% vs 95%; P,0.001, 29% vs 17%;
P,0.05, respectively)(Figure 1). Of the 31 repeat standard
procedures that again failed, advanced techniques were
performed in 23 (16 Needle, 5 epicardial and 2 simultaneous
ablation) and were acutely successful in 16 (70%) with long-term
success in 14 (45%). Overall long-term success for patients with
prior failed standard ablation was 71%.
Conclusion: Although success is lower for patients with prior
failed ablation, repeat ablation appears reasonable for many as
repeat ablation with normal or half normal saline irrigation is
successful in 59% and use of advanced techniques increased
success to 71% in this group.
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documented by cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) in subsets
of patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy (ICM). The
prevalence and clinical relevance of ISE in ICM patients
undergoing catheter ablation of ventricular tachycardia (VT) is
unknown.
Objective: To investigate the prevalence and prognostic
implications of ISE in patients with ICM undergoing catheter
ablation of VT.
Methods: Out of 375 consecutive patients with ICM who
underwent catheter ablation of VT between 2015 and 2021, 68
had pre-procedural CMR and were included in this study. ISE was
defined as .5 mm extension of the subendocardial or transmural
infarct scar into the LV mid-myocardium and matching the infarct
coronary distribution.
Results: A total of 15 (22%) patients had ISE. There were no
significant baseline differences between patients with and
without ISE (age: 65611 vs 67611, p50.46; male gender:
93% vs 96%, p50.53; LVEF: 33613% vs 29611%, p50.24;
failed anti-arrhythmic drugs: 1.060.93 vs 1.2160.77, p50.38).
Non-inducibility of any VT at post-procedure programmed
stimulation was 50% in patients with ISE and 56% in patients
without ISE (p50.8). After a median follow-up of 15 months
patients with ISE had significantly higher rate of VT recurrence
compared to patients without ISE (53% vs 15%, log rank
p50.006, Figure). At multivariable analysis, after adjustment
for age, LVEF, NYHA class, and acute procedural outcomes,
ISE remained an independent predictor of VT recurrence
(hazard ratio 3.93, 95% confidence interval 1.23 to 12.56,
p50.021).
Conclusion: In patients with ICM undergoing VT ablation, ISE of
the infarct scar is present in 22% of cases and is associated with
higher rates of VT recurrence at follow-up.

PO-623-04
PO-623-03
INTRAMURAL EXTENSION OF THE POST-INFARCTION
SUBSTRATE IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING CATHETER
ABLATION OF VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA:
PREVALENCE AND PROGNOSTIC IMPLICATIONS
Weeranun Dechyapirom Bode MD; Karla Asturias Gonzalez MD;
Daniele Muser BS; Saman Nazarian MD, PhD, FHRS;
Fermin C. Garcia MD; Gregory E. Supple MD, FHRS;
Robert D. Schaller DO, FHRS; David S. Frankel MD, FHRS;
Jeffrey Arkles MA, MD; Matthew Craig Hyman MD;
Ramanan Kumareswaran MD; Gustavo S. Guandalini MD;
David Lin MD, FHRS; Sanjay Dixit MD, FHRS;
David J. Callans MD, FHRS, CCDS; Francis E. Marchlinski MD,
FHRS and Pasquale Santangeli MD, PhD
Background: Intramural substrate extension (ISE) of the postinfarction subendocardial or transmural scar has been recently

EXTENT OF SPATIOTEMPORAL DISPERSION DURING
DISPERSION-BASED PERSISTENT ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
ABLATION: CORRELATION WITH ACUTE PROCEDURAL
OUTCOMES
;
Clement Bars MD; Meryem SERDI; Clarisse Carrie
Anthony Appetiti; Paola MILPIED PhD; Jerome Kalifa MD, PhD
and Julien Seitz MD
Background: Spatiotemporal dispersion has been successfully
implemented to target extra-pulmonary veins (PVs) regions
during AF ablation. It is unknown, however, whether the extent of
atrial dispersion— which may vary from patient to patient—
correlates with ablation acute procedural outcomes.
Objective: We aimed at comparing acute procedural outcomes
in clusters of patients with low, medium and high spatial extent of
bi-atrial spatiotemporal dispersion.
Methods: Spatiotemporal dispersion maps built with the VX1
software (Volta Medical) were analyzed in 78 consecutive
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persistent and long-standing persistent AF patients admitted
for a first ablation procedure. The atrium was segmented into
20 different regions and the dispersion extent was quantified
with a coefficient ranging from 0 (no dispersion) to 3 (high
dispersion). Then, a region size-normalized coefficient was
calculated and converted into a percentage of the overall atrial
surface area. Finally, three clusters of patients were defined
(Gaussian curve analysis): Low dispersion - level 1 (n56),
Medium dispersion - level 2 (n554), High dispersion - level 3
(n518). RF times and acute outcomes including AF
termination, sinus rhythm (SR) conversion; termination type
i.e., AF direct conversion to SR or transition to atrial
tachycardia (AT), were compared between patient clusters.
Results: Transition to AT after AF termination was comparable
between clusters (67% (4/6 pts) vs. 80% (35/44 pts) vs. 71% (10/
14 pts) for level 1, 2 and 3, respectively, p.0.6). AF termination by
ablation, however, was more likely to occur in the low-dispersion
cluster: 100% (6/6 pts) vs. 81% (44/54 pts) and 78% (14/18 pts)
for level 1, 2 and 3, respectively, p.0.5). Also, ATs were less likely
to terminate in high extent of dispersion patients (100% (4/4 pts)
vs. 71% (25/35 pts) vs. 50% (5/10 pts) for level 1, 2 and 3,
respectively, p.0.2). Expectedly, the RF time increased with the
dispersion extent (total RF time significantly higher for level 3 than
for level 2, p,0.05).
Conclusion: The spatial extent of spatiotemporal dispersion
during dispersion-based AF ablation is positively correlated
with RF time. Still, patients with a low, medium or high level
of dispersion extent are equally likely to transition from AF
to AT.
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PO-623-05
TUBERCULO SARCOIDOSIS OF THE HEART: DIAGNOSTIC
AND THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS
Vijay Shekar Shekar MD; Muthiah Subramanian MD, CCDS;
Auras R. Atreya MD, MPH, FHRS; Vickram Vignesh;
Amnaullah Enayati MD; Madhuri Radhakrishna;
Daljeet K. Saggu MBBS, MD; Sachin Dhareppa Yalagudri MBBS,
MD and Calambur Narasimhan MD
Background: Sarcoidosis and Tuberculosis are granulomatous
disorders which have similar pathological and clinical features.
Sarcoidosis has been postulated to be triggered by
mycobacterial tuberculosis (MTB) antigens in a genetically
predisposed host. Diagnosing this overlap syndrome has
significant therapeutic implications, and needs better
characterization.
Objective: To study the clinical presentation and outcomes of
patients presenting with cardiac sarcoidosis (CS) with latent TB.
Methods: Data regarding clinical presentation, FDG PET, and
histopathology were extracted from our granulomatous myocarditis
(GM) registry database. Patients were divided into three groups:
those with cardiac sarcoidosis (Group A), cardiac tuberculosis
(Group B), and those with cardiac sarcoidosis and latent
tuberculosis (Group C). Latent TB was defined as either positive
Tuberculin Skin Test (TST) or positive Polymerase Chain Reaction
(TB PCR). Patients were treated with either immunosuppressive(IST) and/or anti-tubercular therapy (ATT) according to
our institutional protocols. Clinical response (CR) and imaging
response (IR) was assessed after 4-6 months of therapy. CR was
defined as absence of recurrence of arrhythmia/heart failure. IR
was defined as improvement in LVEF .10% by echocardiography
and/or decrease in myocardial uptake on FDG PET.
Results: Of the 190 patients with GM, there were 92,18 and 80 in
Groups A, B, and C, respectively. Among the 80 patients in Group
C (mean age 41.0+/-12.3; males 60.7%), ventricular arrhythmias
were the most common clinical presentation (67.5%). In these
patients, a diagnosis of CS was confirmed using either a
mediastinal lymph node (95%) or endomyocardial (5%) biopsy.
Histology revealed granulomas with foci of necrosis in 52.5% of
cases. The spectrum of latent TB diagnosis is shown (Fig 1). After
a combination of IST and ATT therapy, CR and IR were present in
70.3 % and 80.4%, respectively (Fig 2).
Conclusion: In an endemic area for TB, a significant proportion
of patients with CS also have latent TB. Identification of this
overlap syndrome (Tuberculo- Sarcoid spectrum) has therapeutic
implications on clinical response, underscoring a possible
pathogenic role of TB in a subset of patients with CS.
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PO-623-07
PO-623-06
LIMITED CARDIO-NEURAL ABLATION OF THE SUPERIOR
VENA CAVA-AORTA AND RIGHT SUPERIOR
GANGLIONATED PLEXI AS AN ADJUNCT TO PULMONARY
VEIN ISOLATION FOR TACHY-BRADY SYNDROME
Nicholas Osborn Palmeri MD; Andrew H. Locke MD;
Timothy Richard Maher MD; Shu Yang MD; Jordan Zinner BS;
Patricia Tung MD, MPH; Andre d`Avila MD, PhD and
Alexei Shvilkin MD, PhD
Background: Use of negative chronotropic agents in atrial
fibrillation (AF) can cause symptomatic sinus bradycardia (tachybrady syndrome), often leading to pacemaker implantation.
Limited cardioneural ablation (CNA) of ganglionated plexi (GPs)
immediately following radiofrequency ablation (RFA) for AF can
increase heart rate (HR) by modifying autonomic tone, which may
help avoid device implantation.
Objective: To explore limited CNA for sinus HR augmentation
as an adjunct to RFA for AF in patients with tachy-brady
syndrome and to determine if increases in sinus HR are
sustained.
Methods: We performed CNA of the right superior and superior
vena cava (SVC)-aorta GPs in 11 patients following RFA for AF.
All patients had resting sinus bradycardia (HR,60 bpm). Ten
patients were male, age 62 6 11 years (all data mean 6 SD),
paroxysmal AF in 5 cases, repeat AF procedure in 3 cases,
posterior wall isolation / additional lines in 9 cases. All procedures
were performed under general anesthesia with jet ventilation.
GPs were identified by fractionated electrograms in typical
anatomic locations with HR increase during ablation. Intraprocedural HR was obtained following AF ablation immediately
before and after CNA. Ambulatory sinus HR was collected from
12 lead ECGs before ablation and at 2 week and 2 month postprocedure visits.
Results: Intra-procedural HR increased immediately following
CNA from 48 6 10 bpm to 78 6 15 bpm, p,0.001, median
increase 36 bpm. Compared to pre-procedure ambulatory HR
(53 6 7 bpm), post-procedure HR increased to 65 6 9 bpm at 2
week and 73 6 11 bpm at 2 month follow-up visits (p,0.05). One
patient developed post-procedure bradycardia due to suspected
sinus node artery injury requiring temporary dopamine infusion
but no permanent pacing. In 2 cases, antiarrhythmic drugs were
stopped during follow-up, but beta blockers were continued
unchanged in all patients.
Conclusion: Limited CNA of the SVC-aorta and right superior
GPs as an adjunct to AF ablation resulted in an immediate HR
increase that was sustained over 2 months of follow-up. This
strategy may be useful in augmenting sinus rates in patients with
tachy-brady syndrome.

ENDO-EPICARDIAL AF ABLATION, UTILIZING THE
PERICARDIAL CO2 INSUFFLATION TECHNIQUE TO
ACHIEVE LINEAR RADIOFREQUENCY LESION SETS FOR
PERSISTENT ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
Reshma Amin MBBS; Justo Julia MBBS;
James McCready MBBS; John Silberbauer MBBS, MD (Res) and
Ian E. Mann MBBS, PhD
Background: Recurrence of persistent atrial fibrillation (PsAF)
has been attributed to conduction gaps, and non-transmural
linear lesion sets. Hybrid thorascopic endo-epicardial AF ablation
has been shown to reduce PsAF recurrence when compared to
endocardial ablation alone, however with higher complication
rates.
Objective: We aim to utilise the percutaneous pericardial CO2
insufflation technique (PPCO2IT) to access the pericardial
space to facilitate epicardial mapping and ablation of the left
atrium (LA).
Methods: Ten patients with PsAF and previous pulmonary vein
isolation (PVI), had concurrent endo-epicardial AF ablation, using
the subxiphoid PPCO2IT, whilst on uninterrupted anticoagulation.
Endo-epicardial geometry and voltage maps were undertaken.
Endocardial LA ablation was performed comprising an inferior
line (IL) (target LSI 5), roof line (RL) and anterior mitral line (AML)
(target LSI 6). If required, epicardial ablation was undertaken to
establish PVI and linear lesion block.
Results: Epicardial access and epicardial mapping of the LA,
in the transverse and oblique pericardial sinuses, was
achieved in all patients, without bleeding complication (Figure
1A,B). Endocardial ablation alone achieved block in 80% of
RLs, 90% of ILs and 20% of AMLs despite extensive
endocardial ablation (Figure 2). Epicardial ablation on the
upper third of the AML achieved block in 7 of 8 AMLs not
blocked endocardially (Figure 1C). Epicardial ablation on the
RL achieved block in 1 case and 1 RL was remotely blocked
via epicardial ablation on the AML. Five patients had
arrhythmia recurrence in the blanking period, 4 patients had
DCCV and 1 chemically cardioverted. Mean follow up was 270
days, 2 patients had paroxysmal episodes of atrial arrhythmia
with none on anti-arrhythmic medication.
Conclusion: Use of the subxiphoid PPCO2IT to achieve
epicardial access for LA mapping and ablation is feasible
and safe on uninterrupted anticoagulation. Limited success
in ablation for PsAF beyond PVI may be due to difficulty in
creating transmural linear lesions. Epicardial ablation can
be safely performed to achieve linear block in the roof,
anterior and inferior LA. Epicardial fibrous structures such
as the septopulmonary bundle and Bachmann’s bundle
likely contribute to difficulty blocking linear lesions
endocardially.
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applications/pt). The PVI duration time (transpired from 1st to last
lesion) was 8.265.5 min (range 3.3 - 29.8). The total LA catheter
dwell time for the PFA catheter was 12.967.6 min (range 5.0 36.0). Fluoroscopy time was 4.864.1 min. There were no serious
adverse events - including no esophageal fistula, stroke/TIA,
phrenic injury or tamponade. EGD in 18 pts revealed no thermal
lesions, and brain MRI revealed acute lesions in 2 of 21 (9.5%)
pts.
Conclusion: PVI using the conformable “single-shot” PFA
catheter was acutely successful and safe. Further studies should
assess lesion durability and large multicenter clinical outcomes.

PO-623-08
FIRST-IN-HUMAN CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF A NOVEL
CONFORMABLE "SINGLE-SHOT" PULSED FIELD
ABLATION CATHETER FOR PULMONARY VEIN ISOLATION
Vivek Y. Reddy MD; Elad Anter MD; Petr Peichl MD, PhD;
Gediminas Rackauskas MD; Jan Petru; Moritoshi Funasako MD,
PhD; Jacob S. Koruth MBBS, MD; Audrius Aidietis;
Petr Neuzil MD and Josef Kautzner MD, PhD
Background: Pulsed field ablation (PFA) has safety and
procedural workflow advantages over conventional thermal
ablation. Most “single-shot” PFA catheters are either not linked to
mapping systems, require serial re-positioning or cannot easily
accommodate varying PV anatomies. Recently, a novel 8-Fr
single-shot large lattice PFA catheter that can conform to
anatomies has been developed.
Objective: In a first-in-human single-arm trial (NCT05144503,
NCT05115214) of PAF ablation, we assessed the acute safety
and efficacy of PVI using this single-shot PFA catheter.
Methods: The 8Fr PFA catheter (SpherePVI; Affera Inc) has a
large compressible/conformable lattice framework (expandable
up to 34 mm diameter), and consists of 6 sections that are
independently and sequentially energized for ablation. Under
general anesthesia and after ICE-guided transseptal puncture,
an 8.5 Fr deflectable sheath (Agilis, Abbott Inc) was used in
concert with the PFA catheter and custom mapping system
(Prism-1, Affera Inc) to quickly render the PV anatomy. Then the
catheter was serially positioned at the ostium of each PV, and a
PFA generator (HexaPULSE; Affera Inc) delivered biphasic pulse
trains (5 sec per application; 1.3-2.0 kV [6]); goal of 1-3 lesions
per PV. Post-procedure endoscopy (EGD) and brain MRI
occurred within 24-72 hours.
Results: At 3 centers (5 operators), a total of 30 pts (age 57.6 6
9.3 yrs; M / F 5 15 / 15) underwent PVI. Mapping time to render
the LA-PV anatomy was 5.763.2 min (range 1.3 - 13.1). PVI was
acutely successful in all 30 pts: 122 of 122 (100%) PVs were
acutely isolated using 2.460.4 applications/vein (10.061.6
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PO-624-01
FIRST-IN-HUMAN CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF A
“SINGLE-SHOT” MAP-AND-ABLATE MULTIELECTRODE
SPHERICAL ARRAY PULSED FIELD ABLATION CATHETER
TO ISOLATE PULMONARY VEINS
Vivek Y. Reddy MD; Jacob S. Koruth MBBS, MD; Jan Petru;
Moritoshi Funasako MD, PhD and Petr Neuzil MD
Background: Pulsed field ablation (PFA) has safety and
procedural workflow advantages over conventional thermal
ablation modalities. Most “single-shot” PFA catheter
technologies are either not linked to electroanatomical mapping
systems, require serial re-positioning or cannot easily
accommodate varying pulmonary vein (PV) anatomical sizes /
shapes. Recently, a multielectrode spherical array catheter
(Globe, Kardium Inc, Canada) capable of single-shot “mapping
and ablation”, previously capable of radiofrequency (RF)
ablation, has now been enhanced to also deliver PFA.
Objective: To assess the acute safety and efficacy of PV
isolation (PVI) using this spherical array PFA catheter.
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Methods: In a first-in-human multicenter single-arm trial of
paroxysmal AF ablation, after informed consent and under
general anesthesia, ICE-guided transseptal puncture was
performed. Through a custom 19 Fr deflectable sheath, the
multielectrode spherical array PFA catheter (Globe; Kardium Inc,
Canada) was advanced into the left atrium and deployed to its full
spherical shape. Using the custom mapping system (GPS;
Kardium Inc), the PFA catheter rendered anatomic maps with
ostial tags, using contact maps based on blood flow detection.
The PFA catheter was positioned at each PV ostium for PVI (1.6-2
kV/application; typically ungated - 3 sec. PV entrance and exit
block were assessed. Post-procedure endoscopy (EGD) and
brain MRI occurred within 5 days.
Results: At a single center, a total 11 PAF pts (age 62.8 6 13.0
yrs; M / F 5 5 / 6; LVEF 55 6 8.1%; LA 41.5 6 5.8 mm) underwent
PVI. Using typically just one application per vein, PVI was acutely
successful in 43 of 43 (100%) PVs in 11 of 11 pts (100%). The
total pulse delivery period for each patient was 2465 seconds
(range: 15 - 36 seconds). The PVI duration time (transpired from
1st to last lesion) was 30.666.3 min (range 22.6- 42.5). The total
LA catheter dwell time for the PFA catheter was 5167 min (range
42 - 66). There were no safety events - including no esophageal
fistula, stroke/TIA, phrenic injury or tamponade. EGD in was
normal in 4 of 4 pts. Brain MRI was normal in 6 of 7 pts; one pt had
DWI+/FLAIR- lesions.
Conclusion: In this first-in-human study, the “single-shot” mapand-ablate spherical array PFA catheter was able to safely and
effectively isolate PVs to treat paroxysmal AF.
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Objective: To compare catheter designs using (1) efficacy:
power delivered to a predefined atrial wall target, as a fraction of
total delivered power; and (2) safety: electrode current density to
achieve 90% transmurality, (a surrogate of bubble generation),
given electrochemical laws relating electric current to electrolytic
gas release.
Methods: Using a CT derived computer model, the following
catheter designs were compared: penta-spline basket, 9 mm
nitinol cage sphere, circular decapolar, balloon, and flex-circuit
ball catheter. Energy magnitudes and delivery configurations
were per publications. Target was a 6 x 47 mm circumferential
slab of atrial wall at LPV antrum, with electrodes in contact with
myocardium. 100% transmurality was defined conservatively as
entire target having .600 V/cm electric field needed for
irreversible electroporation.
Results: Efficacy ratios were 2.1, 0.6, 4.7, 12.1, and 9.8 % for the
penta-spline basket, 9 mm nitinol sphere, decapolar, balloon, and
flex-ball catheters, respectively. Regarding safety, the current
densities (surrogate for bubble generation) were 434,140, 93, 33,
and 42 Amps/sq cm, respectively, with lower values meaning less
gas production.
Conclusion: The safest and most efficacious catheters were
those with less electrode exposure to atrial blood, by factors of up
to 20X compared to exposed ones.

PO-624-03
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING FEATURES OF
VENTRICULAR LESIONS AFTER PULSED FIELD
ABLATION: PRECLINICAL INSIGHTS
Iwanari Kawamura MD; Carlos Santos-Gallego;
Vivek Y. Reddy MD; Bingyan Wang PhD; Eric D. Buck MS;
Michael Hadley; Gina LaRocca; Daniel N. Pugliese MD;
Jonathan Gandhi; Daniel Ross Musikantow MD;
Mohit K. Turagam MD; William Whang MD, FHRS;
Marc A. Miller MD; Srinivas R. Dukkipati MD, FHRS and
Jacob S. Koruth MBBS, MD

PO-624-02
ELECTRIC CURRENTS IN PULSED FIELD ABLATION:
IMPLICATIONS FOR CATHETER DESIGN, SAFETY AND
EFFICACY
Andres Belalcazar PhD and E. Kevin Heist MD, PhD, FHRS
Background: Various novel catheter designs are in development
for Pulsed Field Ablation (PFA). It is unclear if they differ
substantially in terms of safety and efficacy. We previously
reported on circular catheters and balloons, but not on a nitinol
cage sphere (9mm) nor a penta-spline basket-flower design.

Background: Magnetic resonance imaging of pulsed field
ablation (PFA) lesions in the ventricular myocardium has not
been well characterized.
Objective: To evaluate the characteristics of late gadolinium
enhanced (LGE) MRI after PFA delivery in healthy and infarcted
ventricles.
Methods: Seven swine (5 post-infarct [5 weeks after myocardial
infarction induced by balloon occlusion of the LAD] & 2 healthy
animals) underwent endocardial (5) or epicardial (2) ventricular
PFA under general anesthesia. Pulses (2 kV) were delivered
using an 8 Fr focal PFA catheter (Farapoint, Boston Scientific) in
bipolar/biphasic mode to the: 1) endocardium over healed
infarcts and adjacent healthy myocardium, and 2) over the
epicardium in healthy swine. All animals underwent 3.0T MRI
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(non-contrast T1, conventional LGE, dark-blood LGE) 462 days
post-ablation, and were then sacrificed.
Results: A total of 100 and 102 slices were reviewed for
conventional LGE and dark blood LGE, respectively. PFA lesions
were easily appreciated in healthy myocardium, as characterized
by intense LGE enhancement (conventional LGE; Figure 1), but
this precluded detection of the endocardial border of the lesion.
Dark-blood LGE, on the other hand allowed for definition of the
endocardial border of the lesion as well as lesion boundary
detection (Figure 1). This appearance was also seen epicardial
lesions (Figure 2). These MRI lesions were confirmed on gross
necropsy. Within the chronically infarcted scar, the PFA lesions
could not be visualized using these MRI pulse sequences.
Conclusion: Dark blood LGE sequences provide additional
value over conventional LGE imaging for the delineation of PFA
lesions in healthy myocardium. Additional work is required to
develop and optimize MRI pulse sequences to detect PFA lesions
in scarred myocardium.
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ventricular summit VAs, and 7 had scar-mediated VAs. Double or
triple balloons were used in the coronary veins. Advanced
strategies for ethanol delivery include use of secondary balloons
to (1) block collateral flow in a target vein (2) block collateral flow
into a non-target vein (3) cannulate collaterals to reach a target
vein that is not easily accessible via its ostium (4) serve as a distal
mechanical block to facilitate more proximal vein cannulation and
(5) occlude the coronary sinus to allow ostial delivery of ethanol in
a branch vessel.
Results: Successful ethanol infusion was accomplished in the
following target veins: LV annular (n52), septal (n56), lateral
(n51), middle cardiac (n51), anterolateral (n52) and posterolateral (n53). At median follow up of 130.5 days, no patients
experienced recurrences.
Conclusion: Utilization of collaterals between non-target and
target veins can facilitate ethanol delivery with the multiple
balloon technique. Understanding of CS venous anatomy and
advanced approaches to balloon deployment may increase the
efficacy of venous ethanol for treatment of VAs.

PO-624-05
MULTI-PROGRAMMABLE COHERENT SINE BURST
ELECTROPORATION WAVEFORM FOR ATRIAL AND
VENTRICULAR CATHETER ABLATION: A FEASIBILITY
STUDY
Micah Lee; Randy Werneth BSME, MSci and
Kurt S. Hoffmayer MD, PharmD, FHRS

PO-624-04
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES TO MAXIMIZE TISSUE REACH
OF CORONARY VENOUS ETHANOL IN ABLATIONREFRACTORY VENTRICULAR ARRHYTHMIAS
Thomas Flautt DO; Akanibo Da-Wariboko MD; Apoor Patel MD
and Miguel Valderrabano MD
Background: Venous ethanol infusion can treat ablationrefractory ventricular arrhythmias (VAs). Ethanol tissue delivery
can be compromised by collateral flow and technical challenges
cannulating intramural veins in complex anatomies.
Objective: To develop advanced and multi-balloon approaches
to ethanol delivery in complex venous anatomy.
Methods: 14 patients referred for initial ablation (n54) or after
failed ablation (n510) underwent endocardial (n514), epicardial
(n51), and coronary venous mapping (n514). 7 patients had left

Background: Traditional pulsed field ablation (PFA) energy is
typically delivered via a square wave. Direct current can cause
muscle stimulation (MS) and electrolysis. Circuit designs also
limit peak voltage, which may impact the ability to achieve
transmurality throughout the atrium and ventricle.
Objective: Test the feasibility of using a multi-programmable
Coherent Sine burst Electroporation (CSE) waveform to achieve
a titratable range of lesion depths that address the variability of
tissue thickness within the atrium and ventricle.
Methods: A PFA waveform using a sinusoidal delivery has been
developed. The CSE waveform is designed to minimize muscle
stimulation and increase peak voltage availability. The CSE
waveform allows the user to select target voltage, number of sine
waves/pulses, delay between pulses, cycle length (5 pulse +
delay), number of cycles in a burst, and proportion of bipolar to
unipolar energy delivered. Three (3) anesthetized swine
underwent CSE PFA ablation in the left ventricle (LV) using a test
catheter and generator capable of varying the parameters listed
above. An accelerometer was secured around the diaphragm to
measure MS. Lesions were delivered in discrete locations
throughout the LV. An oscilloscope was used to confirm peak
energy delivery. Animals were sacrificed 4-8d after ablation.
Gross pathological exam and histology was performed. Depth
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was measured over the length of the entire lesion and the
average depth recorded.
Results: Mean number of ablations/animal was 3. MS during
bipolar energy delivery was measured at 2.5% above nominal
respiratory motion. Table 1 shows the average and range of
lesion depths. Gross and histological examples of lesions are
shown in Figure 1. No steam pops were observed during the
studies. No evidence of thermal damage was noted on gross
examination. Table 1. Voltage delivery range and
Bipolar:Unipolar ratio effect on lesion depth
Conclusion: A sinusoidal waveform is feasible and can be
delivered over a range of voltages and bipolar:unipolar energy
delivery ratios to alter the lesion depth. Additional work is
required to characterize MS during other energy delivery
modalities and optimize lesion depth in the atrium and ventricle.
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more frequent in the control group than the dielectric imaging
system group (p50.03). On 3-month follow-up, 2 patients in the
dielectric imaging system group had AF recurrence post-ablation,
while 6 patients had AF recurrence in the control group. There
was significant difference in AF recurrence rates between both
groups (10% in the dielectric imaging system group vs 54% in the
control group, p50.007).
Conclusion: Dielectric imaging system is superior to fluoroscopy
during cryoablation procedure in preventing AF recurrence.
Long-term larger prospective studies are needed to confirm the
efficacy of the dielectric imaging system.

PO-624-07
ADVERSE EVENTS OF PENTARAY CATHETER VERSUS
HIGH DENSITY GRID CATHETER : A REVIEW OF MAUDE
DATABASE
Vishnu Priya Mallipeddi MD; Aakash Sheth MD;
Ayeesha Kattubadi and Paari Dominic MBBS

PO-624-06
THE DIELECTRIC IMAGING SYSTEM IS SUPERIOR TO
FLUOROSCOPY IN PREVENTING ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
RECURRENCE AFTER CRYOABLATION
Charbel Noujaim MD, MS; Mario Mekhael MD; Abdel Hadi El
Hajjar MD; Yichi Zhang BS; Dan L. LI MD; Tarek ayoub MD;
Aneesh Dhore MD and Nassir F. Marrouche MD, FHRS
Background: Dielectric imaging system allows a better
visualization of pulmonary veins anatomy and occlusion
assessment without dye use. Outcome data is still limited for this
imaging system.
Objective: We aim to analyze short-term atrial fibrillation (AF)
recurrence outcomes when using dielectric imaging system
mapping during cryoablation procedures.
Methods: We retrospectively analyzed 32 patients who
underwent cryoablation procedure in a single institution. Of
those, 19 procedures were performed using dielectric imaging
system while 13 procedures were performed using fluoroscopy
(control group). Short-term 3-month recurrence outcomes were
collected for all patients.
Results: Both groups were comparable in terms of sex (47% vs
38% males, p50.62), age (61 vs 67 years, p50.10), congestive
heart failure (p50.33), diabetes mellitus (p50.31), history of
stroke (p50.79), history of coronary artery disease (p50.46),
hyperlipidemic profile (p50.06). However, hypertension was

Background: Catheter ablation (CA) technology has evolved
quickly leading to innovative multipolar mapping catheters with
unique shapes and material. While these catheters have
tremendously helped in reducing the procedural time and
increasing the mapping resolution, they can potentially lead to
increased procedural complications, a facet of practice that has
not been compared head to head between the two leading
multipolar catheters i.e Biosense Webster Pentaray catheter (PA)
and Ensite high density mapping catheter (HD Grid).
Objective: To analyze the adverse events (AE) associated with
PA catheter and HD Grid catheter that were reported to the
Manufacturer and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE)
database.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective cross-sectional study of
the mapping catheter reports submitted to MAUDE from January
2010 to October 2021. The reports were validated by two
independent reviewers and differences were resolved by
consensus. Relative odds ratio (ROR) was used to compare the
risk of adverse events between the two catheters.
Results: We identified 343 AE with PA catheter and 112 AE with
HD grid catheter. PA catheter has a disproportionately higher
number of reports for physical entanglement with cardiac
structures (18%; ROR 11.66), thrombus/tissue on the catheter
(18%; ROR 4.81), cardiac arrest with return of spontaneous
circulation (ROSC) (3%; ROR 3.33) and ST elevations on EKG
(2%; ROR 2.31) compared with HD grid catheter. HD grid catheter
on the other hand had disproportionately higher reporting for
cardiac perforation (29%; ROR 2.33), stroke/transient ischemic
attack (13%; ROR 10.45) and death (4%; ROR 2.08).
Conclusion: Use of PA catheter was associated with higher
number of catheter entanglement with cardiac structures,
development of thrombus/tissue on the catheter, cardiac arrest
with ROSC and ST elevations on EKG compared with HD grid
catheter whereas HD grid catheter was associated with higher
number of cardiac perforation, stroke and death.
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PO-624-08
METHOD FOR TISSUE-TRANSDUCER CONTACT-SENSING
OF A HIGH-INTENSITY ULTRASOUND ABLATION
CATHETER
David Giraud M.Eng.; Uday Sandhuu; Yan zhao MD, MSci;
Jonathan R. Lindner MD and Babak Nazer MD
Background: High intensity ultrasound (US) ablation overcomes
limitations of shallow radiofrequency lesion depth. The directivity
of the US field necessitates a method to confirm contact and
orthogonal orientation to tissue.
Objective: To develop a method of tissue contact sensing using
pulse-echo imaging from a single catheter-mounted ablative US
transducer.
Methods: Side-facing US ablation catheters (13 Fr) were
fabricated from 3 x 5 mm (6.5 MHz) and 4 x 5 mm (7 MHz)
PZT transducers, mounted with air backing. Catheters were
pulsed and reflections were amplified, background subtracted
and processed using a Hilbert transformation to generate a
“contact value” (CV; blue curve amplitude, Figure). CVs were
validated in ex vivo chicken breast and perfused swine
myocardium models under direct observation while manually
positioning the catheter transducer with respect to tissue in 3
conditions (non-contact, intermittent “bouncing”, and stable
contact), after which US ablation (60 sec, 30 W) was applied.
Ex vivo CV values were used to determine contact in in vivo
swine US ablations of the interventricular septum. Gross
pathologic lesions dimensions were quantified after TTC
staining.
Results: In both ex-vivo models, CVs were significantly higher
with both intermittent and stable contact conditions than noncontact (p , 0.001, Figure), but there was no statistically
significant difference between intermittent and stable contact. A
CV of . 15 (arb. unit) discriminated between non-contact and
intermittent/stable contact with 100% sensitivity, and
corresponded to ex vivo lesion formation in 97% of US
applications (depth 14.2 6 4.7 mm, volume 4,326 6 2,330 mm3).
Using this CV threshold in in-vivo studies, we noted lesion
formation in 77% of US applications, but there was no significant
correlation between CV value and in vivo lesion depth (10.8 6 4.2
mm) or volume (1,770 6 1,286 mm3; R2 , 0.1 and p . 0.05 for
both).
Conclusion: Tissue contact sensing with a therapeutic US
catheter using pulse-echo signal processing is feasible without
the need for a separate, dedicated imaging transducer. Further
refinement of this method is necessary in differentiating stable
versus intermittent tissue contact.
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PO-625-01
FIBROSIS AND SLOW CONDUCTION PERSIST AFTER
RECOVERY OF PREMATURE ATRIAL CONTRACTION
INDUCED ATRIAL MYOPATHY IN A SWINE MODEL
Satoshi Higuchi MD; Sung Il Im MD; Dwight Bibby RDCS;
Carol Stillson BS; Adam C. Lee MBBS, CEPS-A, CCDS;
Gregory M. Marcus MD, FHRS; Jeffrey E. Olgin MD, FHRS;
Theodore P. Abraham MD and Edward P. Gerstenfeld MD, FHRS
Background: Population studies demonstrate an association
between frequent premature atrial complexes (PACs) and left
atrial (LA) myopathy, however, causality is unproven.
Objective: To explore the impact of beat-to-beat irregularities in
atrial ectopics on the development of atrial myopathy and
regression in a swine model.
Methods: Thirty swine were exposed to pacing from the
lateral LA for 16 weeks in 4 groups: 1) 50% paced PACs
(PAC, n510); 2) regular pacing at 130 beats/min (Reg, n55);
3) 50% PACs followed by 6 weeks of PAC cessation (RecPAC, n55); and 4) control group in sinus rhythm (CTRL,
n510). Detailed EP study and echocardiography were
performed at baseline and prior to sacrifice; LA fibrosis was
quantified histologically.
Results: After 16 weeks, PAC group had a greater degree of LA
dilation (D from baseline; 5.961.2cm2 vs. Reg 2.560.7cm2 vs.
CTRL 0.960.3cm2; p,0.001), slower LA conduction velocity
(CV) (1.160.2m/s vs. Reg 1.460.1m/s vs. CTRL 1.560.2m/s;
p,0.001), no change in atrial effective refractory period (ERP) (D
from baseline; -5626ms vs. Reg -28615ms vs. CTRL -3625ms;
p50.17), and increased induced atrial fibrillation duration (D from
baseline; 131[IQR:30, 192]secs vs. Reg 9[-8, 30]secs vs. CTRL
-3[-18, 6]secs; p50.001) compared to Reg and CTRL groups.
After PAC cessation, Rec-PAC group had improvement in LA size
(p50.02), but no change in CV (p50.62). Percent fibrosis was
higher in PAC group than Reg and CTRL and remained elevated
in Rec-PAC group (Figure).
Conclusion: In a swine model, frequent PACs led to an LA
myopathy characterized by slow conduction and fibrosis without
change in ERP, suggesting a process distinct from tachy-pacing
induced atrial remodeling. Slow conduction and fibrosis persist
even after cessation of PACs, suggesting that early intervention
may be important for preventing ectopy induced atrial
remodeling.
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PO-625-02
SODIUM CHANNEL BLOCKER MONOTHERAPY IN
PATIENTS WITH CONGENITAL LONG QT SYNDROME
Sahej Bains BS; Raquel Almeida Lopes Neves MD;
Johan Martijn Bos MD, PhD; Ciorsti MacIntyre MD;
John R. Giudicessi MD, PhD and Michael John Ackerman MD,
PhD
Background: Long QT syndrome (LQTS) is a cardiac
channelopathy generally managed pharmacologically, surgically,
or with an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). Though
first-line pharmacotherapy involves beta blockers (BB), sodium
channel blockers (SCBs) may be used as adjunct therapy,
primarily in patients with sodium channel-mediated type 3 LQTS
(LQT3). However, in patients with severe BB-associated side
effects, SCB monotherapy could be considered.
Objective: To evaluate the use of SCB monotherapy in a large
single center cohort of patients with LQTS and determine the
phenotype and outcomes of LQTS patients treated with SCB
monotherapy.
Methods: Among 1304 patients evaluated, risk stratified, and
treated for LQTS at Mayo Clinic, a retrospective analysis was
performed to identify all patients with LQTS who received SCB
monotherapy. Electronic medical records were reviewed for
patient demographics, clinical characteristics, and frequency and
type of breakthrough cardiac events (BCEs).
Results: Of the 154 patients with LQT3 (12% of entire LQTS
cohort), 25/154 (16%) were on SCB monotherapy [10 (40%)
female, mean age at first visit 19 6 13 years]. Twenty-two (88%)
patients were treated with mexiletine (MEX) and 3 (12%) with
flecainide (FLEC). Two (8%) patients were symptomatic
(nonsustained ventricular tachycardia and syncopal episodes)
prior to SCB treatment. Primary motivation for SCB monotherapy
was consistent and persistent QT prolongation in 18/25 (72%)
patients. After SCB monotherapy, the QTc decreased from 482 6
30 ms to 458 6 25 ms (p,0.0001). Moreover, 6 (24%) patients
received SCB monotherapy due to BB intolerance. Interestingly,
14/22 (64%) MEX-treated patients had the common SCN5AE1784K variant. Of note, 68/154 (44%) of all LQT3 patients in our
clinic have this variant. In contrast, the 3 FLEC-treated patients
have the I1768V-SCN5A variant, previously shown in vitro to be
FLEC-responsive. With a mean follow-up of 2.9 6 3.2 years so
far, none of the patients on SCB monotherapy have had a BCE.
Conclusion: SCB monotherapy has been used in 2% of all our
LQTS patients and 16% of our patients with LQT3. Rather than
being compelled to consider a prophylactic ICD, for those
otherwise low-risk patients with LQT3 and BB intolerance, SCB
monotherapy represents a safe and effective treatment
paradigm.

PO-625-03
MULTIMODALITY EVALUATION OF LEFT ATRIAL
APPENDAGE LEAKS ARISING AFTER INCOMPLETE LEFT
ATRIAL APPENDAGE CLOSURE
Rishi Charate MD; Adnan Ahmed; Jalaj Garg MD;
Naga Venkata Krishna Chand Pothineni MD; Domenico G. Della
Rocca MD; Luigi Di Biase MD, PhD, FHRS;
Rodney P. Horton MD, FHRS; Saibal Kar MBBS, MD;
Vivek Y. Reddy MD; Vijendra Swarup MD, FHRS;
David R. Holmes MD; Shephal K. Doshi MD; Andrea Natale MD,
FHRS and Dhanunjaya R. Lakkireddy MD, FHRS
Background: Methods of leak closure after incomplete left atrial
appendage closure (LAAC) have shown early feasibility, however
no comparison study of different modalities exists.
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Objective: To assess and compare the available methods of leak
closure after incomplete LAAC.
Methods: We performed a 3-way observational comparison
study of detachable embolization coils, vascular plugs/septal
occluders and radiofrequency ablation (RFA) for leak closure
after incomplete LAAC. Both acute postprocedural and follow-up
closure (no leak or ,1mm leak at end of procedure) were
evaluated. Safety endpoints included peri-/post-procedural
complications.
Results: Of 160 patients, 74.3% patients had prior endocardial
LAAC; 25.6% had epicardial closure who were referred for leak
closure. Acute success (closure/,1mm leak) was achieved in all
patients. 45-day follow-up transesophageal echocardiogram
(TEE) showed overall complete closure or mild/minimal PDL (12mm) in 93.7% patients, with a higher success rate in vascular
plug cohort (100%), followed by the RFA cohort (93%) and
detachable embolization coils cohort (91%) (p50.0005). 2
patients in the coils cohort (3.1%) experienced any complications
(cardiac tamponade not resulting in death), with no pericardial
effusions, stroke or thromboembolic events in any cohorts.
Conclusion: Our study demonstrates the overall safety and
efficacy of different PDL closure techniques [with 100% success
rate with vascular plugs followed by RF ablation (93%) and
detachable embolization coils (91%)] after LAAC via either
epicardial or endocardial approaches.

PO-625-04
THE EFFECT OF SOTALOL ON ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY
AND CARDIOVASCULAR OUTCOMES IN ATRIAL
FIBRILLATION
Siddharth Agarwal MBBS; Alexander Harvey MD;
Muhammad Bilal Munir MBBS, MD; Stavros Stavrakis MD, PhD,
FHRS; Rakesh Gopinathannair MA, MD, FHRS and
Zain Ul Abideen Asad MBBS, MD, MS
Background: Sotalol is commonly used for the management of
atrial arrhythmias. Given the proarrhythmic side effects, a careful
examination of contemporary data for its effects on mortality and
other cardiovascular outcomes is warranted.
Objective: We sought to compare the impact of Sotalol with
placebo or rate control drugs for the treatment of AF, on mortality
and risk of Torsades de Pointes (TdP) using meta-analytic
techniques.
Methods: A systematic search of MEDLINE and EMBASE was
conducted for randomized control trials (RCTs) comparing allcause mortality and incidence of TdP, withdrawal due to side
effects, stroke, major adverse cardiac events (MACE),
conversion to sinus rhythm, and recurrent atrial fibrillation (AF)
between Sotalol vs placebo or rate control drugs. Risk ratios (RR)
were reported using Mantel Haenszel method.
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Results: 3440 patients from 17 RCTs showed that Sotalol was
not associated with an increased risk of all-cause mortality (RR
1.71; 95% confidence interval (CI) [0.72-4.07]; p50.22; I211%)
and did not increase the risk of TdP (RR 2.34; 95% CI [0.90-6.08];
p50.08; I20%) (Figure 1). There was a significant reduction in
recurrent AF with Sotalol (RR 0.82; 95% CI [0.76-0.90];
p,0.00001; I265%) but at the expense of an increase in serious
adverse events leading to drug withdrawal (RR 2.12; 95% CI
[1.33-3.38]; p50.002; I260%). There was no difference between
both groups in conversion to sinus rhythm (RR 1.23; 95% CI
[0.69-2.18]; p50.48; I280%), incidence of stroke (RR 0.74; 95%
CI [0.18-3.09]; p50.68; I20%), or MACE (RR 0.63; 95% CI [0.113.72]; p50.61; I281%).
Conclusion: Meta-analysis of RCT data shows that Sotalol was
not associated with increased risk of all-cause mortality or TdP as
compared to placebo or rate control drugs. Sotalol reduced
recurrent AF but at the expense of an increase in serious adverse
events leading to drug withdrawal.
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Conclusion: DTNPV1 is significantly associated with higher risk
of ischemic stroke independent of AF and stroke risk factors.
Since DTNPV1 is readily discernible by the clinician at the
bedside, it may be helpful to improve stroke prediction, a subject
for further research.

PO-625-05
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC DEEP TERMINAL NEGATIVE
OF THE P WAVE IN V1 AND ISCHEMIC STROKE:THE
ATHEROSCLEROSIS RISK IN COMMUNITIES (ARIC)
STUDY
Mingfang Li; Yuekai Ji MBBS, MS; Youmei Shen;
Wendy Wang MPH; Kamakshi Lakshminarayan;
Elsayed Z. Soliman MD; Minglong Chen MD, PhD, FHRS and
Lin Yee Chen MD, FHRS
Background: Abnormal P-wave indices are associated with
ischemic stroke independent of atrial fibrillation (AF). Deep
terminal negative of the P wave in V1 (DTNPV1) is a simple ECG
index that reflects underlying left atrial remodeling. However, it is
unknown whether DTNPV1 is associated with ischemic stroke.
Objective: Evaluate the prospective association of DTNPV1 with
ischemic stroke in the ARIC study, a community-based cohort
study.
Methods: We included all participants at the baseline visit
(1987-1989) and excluded those with prevalent stroke, missing
covariates, and missing ECG or uninterpretable ECG due to AF.
DTNPV1 was defined as the absolute depth of the terminal
negative phase .100 mV (1 small box on ECG scale) in the
presence of biphasic P wave in V1. The outcome was definite or
probable ischemic stroke through 2019. Multivariable Cox
regression with DTNPV1 as a time-dependent exposure
variable was used to estimate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) of DTNPV1 for incident ischemic
stroke.
Results: We included 15189 participants (54 6 6 years, 55%
women, 27% Black) in this study. During a median follow-up of 27
years, 1336 cases of definite or probable ischemic stroke
occurred. DTNPV1 was associated with a 2.65-fold increased
risk of stroke (95% CI 2.04-3.44) after adjusting for demographics
(Table 1, model 1). This association remained significant (HR
1.87, [95% CI 1.44-2.45]) after adjusting for stroke risk factors,
use of aspirin and anticoagulants, and time-dependent AF.

PO-625-06
CHARACTERISTICS AND PROGNOSIS OF THE
CATECHOLAMINE INDUCED QT PROLONGATION
SYNDROME
JEAN BAPTISTE GOURRAUD MD, PhD;
Jacques Mansourati MD; Nicolas Clementy MD;
VINCENT PROBST; Raphael Martins MD; Frederic Sacher MD,
PhD and VINCENT PROBST MD
Background: We have recently demonstrated association of
unexplained sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) with inheritance of
catecholamine induced QT prolongation (CIQTP).
Objective: We here aim to describe incidence, characteristics
and prognosis of this new syndrome in young patients with
unexplained SCA or their relatives.
Methods: We reviewed the medical screening of all consecutive
patients or their first-degree relatives explore from 2015 after the
occurrence of a SCA before age 45. Structural heart disease or
inherited arrhythmia diseases were excluded. A mental stress
test was performed, as previously described, for each family
members. All families with a positive mental stress were included
in the study. Genetic screening was performed in at least one
positive patient per family using targeted sequencing on a panel
of 109 genes associated with inherited arrhythmias and
cardiomyopathies.
Results: Among 456 patients screened (24 after SCA, 432 for
familial screening) of 153 families, we identified 10 families
(6.5%) with a catecholamine induced QT prolongation. No
mutation was identified in these families. One hundred and ten
patients were screened in CIQTP families. Thirty-four patients
(30.9%) presented a CIQTP (mean age 42620 yo, 64.7% of
women). Five (14.7%) patients presented with previous
symptoms (including 4 syncope and 1 SCA). Two patients (5.9%)
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were implanted with an ICD and eleven (32.3%) were treated with
beta blocker therapy mainly because of QT prolongation . 500
ms after mental stress test or previous symptoms. After a
3.661.8 years of follow up, no sudden cardiac death nor syncope
occurred on beta blocker therapy except for one patient
implanted with an ICD after a SCA. Under beta blocker treatment
the patient was asymptomatic for 5 years. After a suddenly stop of
the beta blocker treatment, the patient underwent VF. For 3 years
now the patient is asymptomatic under beta blocker treatment.
Conclusion: In our experience, CIQTP families represent 6.5%
of cases of unexplained SCD and suggest systematic screening
with a mental stress test for family screening after the occurrence
of a SCA. Beta blocker therapy is very efficient to reduce the risk
of SCA.
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delivery system in all patients regardless of history or septal
anatomy.

PO-625-07
NOVEL STREAMLINED TECHNIQUE FOR LEFT ATRIAL
APPENDAGE CLOSURE USING VERSACROSS LARGE
ACCESS SYSTEM
Amin Al-Ahmad; Carola Gianni; Domenico Della Rocca;
Sanghamitra Mohanty; David R. Tschopp; Rodney P. Horton and
Andrea Natale
Background: Transseptal puncture (TSP) for left atrial (LA)
access of large delivery sheaths, such as in left atrial appendage
closure (LAAC), typically involves performing TSP with an 8F
sheath, then “upsizing” over a wire to the device delivery sheath.
This can be challenging in fibrotic or aneurysmal septa and
increase the risk of air embolus.
Objective: Report early experience using the VersaCross Large
Access (VLA) Solution (Baylis Medical) to streamline and
optimize efficiency of LAAC procedures.
Methods: Consecutive LAAC procedures performed using the
VLA system and the WATCHMAN FLX device (Boston Scientific)
were retrospectively evaluated. The VLA system, consists of a
12.5F seamless sheath-dilator device, and pigtail RF wire that
can be used for vascular access, TSP and WATCHMAN sheath
exchange (Figure). The VersaCross pigtail RF wire (24mm) was
also used to estimate the size of the left atrial appendage (LAA)
and directly introduce the WATCHMAN sheath into the LAA.
Contrast was injected through the WATCHMAN sheath to confirm
LAA anatomy and device size. Procedural workflow efficiency
was assessed in terms of the time for TSP, WATCHMAN sheath
access and implant release, fluoroscopy use and procedural
complications.
Results: : A total of 12 patients underwent LAAC; 42% of
patients had prior TSP for ablation. LAA morphology was 50%
cauliflower and 33% chicken wing. TSP and procedure success
was 100% without any intraprocedural complications. Time to
TSP was 5.3 6 3.1 mins from RF wire insertion, and 11.6 6 3.3
min from femoral access. The 12.5F VLA device easily crossed
the septum within 0.1 6 0.3 min of TSP. Repeated passage of the
seamless VLA device over the RF wire successfully dilated
difficult septa (25% of cases) to confirm patency. Time to
WATCHMAN release was 23.3 6 3.4 min and overall procedure
time was 26.5 6 3.1 min. Fluoroscopy time and dose were 5.2 6
2.3 min and 85.8 6 42.6 mGy, respectively, with 60 6 22.4 mL of
contrast use.
Conclusion: The VersaCross RF system streamlined LAAC
workflows, eliminating unnecessary sheath exchanges and
associated risks of perforation or air embolism. The integrated
12.5F large access sheath-dilator facilitated de novo dilation of
the septum for easy LA catheterization of the large bore LAAC

PO-625-08
NEW ATRIAL FIBRILLATION DURING ACUTE COVID-19
INFECTION PREDICTS DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE
CLINICAL ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
Justin Haloot DO; Ribesh Shrestha DO and Auroa Badin MD
Background: While primarily known for its impact on the
respiratory system, cardiovascular complications have been
well described in Coronavirus Disease-19 (COVID-19)
patients. The incidence of new onset atrial fibrillation (AF) in
COVID-19 hospitalized patients is reported to be as high as
12.5%. It is not clear whether this represents a reversible
acute episode or if it carries a prognostic value of future
clinical AF.
Objective: To determine the risk of developing future clinical AF
in COVID-19 patients that developed new AF in the acute phase
of infection.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective study with the global
medical research network database, TriNetX. This study
examined adults at least 18 years old that had COVID-19
based on ICD codes of positive SARS-CoV-2 test without
previous history of AF, that developed new onset AF within the
same month of the COVID-19 diagnosis. These patients were
then compared to COVID-19 patients without pervious history
of AF, that did not develop new onset AF. Propensity score
matching was done to account for age, gender, race, ethnicity,
diabetes, dyslipidemia, obesity, cardiovascular disease,
pulmonary disease, neurological disease, genitourinary
disease, neoplasm, cardiac medications, and cardiac
procedures. We examined the risk of developing clinical AF 6
months after COVID-19.
Results: A total cohort size of 19,877 patients with COVID-19
that developed new onset AF were compared to 19,877
propensity matched COVID-19 patients that did not develop AF.
Average age was 71.7 + 12.9 years. 60% were male 72% were
Caucasian. Approximately 60% in both cohorts had
cardiovascular disease, 43% had genitourinary disease, 37%
had neurological disease, 35% had dyslipidemia, 26% had
diabetes, and 65% were on cardiovascular medications. We
found that COVID-19 patients that developed new onset AF,
without history of previous AF, were at increased risk of
developing future clinical AF (OR 4.572, 95% CI 3.37 - 6.263,
p , 0.001).
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Conclusion: COVID-19 patients that develop new onset AF,
without a history of AF, are associated with increased risk for
developing future clinical AF. Further studies and more
intensive monitoring are needed to determine the exact
burden and risk of stroke and anticoagulation implication in
this patient population.
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PO-626-01
PERFORMANCE AND ACCURACY OF A SMART WATCH
SINGLE-LEAD ECG: A PILOT STUDY
David Harmon MD; Jennifer Dugan CRC; Rickey Carter PhD;
Anthony Kashou MD; Zachi Itzhak Attia MSEE, PhD and
Paul A. Friedman MD, FHRS
Background: Prior studies have evaluated the accuracy of the
Apple Watch single-lead ECG for the detection of atrial
fibrillation and other arrhythmias. However, no study to date
has analyzed the watch ECG morphology and interval
characteristics compared to a standard 12 lead ECG,
important in assessing patients on medications and for
physician overreads.
Objective: To analyze the characteristics of single-lead ECGs
collected by an Apple Watch compared to a clinical 12 lead ECG.
Methods: All Mayo Clinic ECG lab patients .18 years old were
invited to participate in this study. Participants underwent a 30
second single-lead ECG recording with an Apple Watch Series 5
in a seated position within 5 minutes of 12 lead ECG (12 L). The
collected ECGs were manually interpreted by physician staff. PR,
QRS, QT intervals were manually calculated, and RR interval
determined by computer.
Results: Seventy-four patients were included with 12 L ECG
and Apple Watch ECG pairs. The cohort was 44.6% female
(N533) and 91.6% white (N568) with an average age of 59.2.
Six patients were in atrial fibrillation at the time of recording
and six patients had pacemakers. The average differences
between 12 L ECG and Apple Watch ECG intervals (in
milliseconds) were: PR 23.3 618; QRS 18.9 616.3; QT 22
617.3; RR 79 670. Bland-Altman plots were created to
visualize interval variation (Figure 1). Eleven patients were
excluded from PR interval analysis as P waves were unable to
be identified due to absence (i.e. atrial fibrillation) or other
conditions (significant AV block, sinus bradycardia, low P
amplitude in L I). Apple Watch ECG result interpretation was
complicated by 1) aberrant inflection points before and after
QRS complexes, 2) attenuation of P waves, 3) disappearance
of pacemaker spikes and 4) significant artifact from a patient’s
tremor (Figure 2).
Conclusion: Apple Watch ECG processing can result in periQRS artifact, P-wave amplitude reduction, and pacemaker
spike elimination. The Apple Watch single-lead ECG appeared
most reliable in determining the QT interval and least reliable
in determining the PR interval (Figure 1). The findings suggest
that different processing or access to raw, unfiltered Apple
Watch data may facilitate expert over-reads of these signals
when applied for medical use.

PO-626-02
COMPARATIVE ARRHYTHMIA PATTERNS OF IBRUTINIB
AND NON-IBRUTINIB TYROSINE KINASE INHIBITORS
Chen Wei MD, MBA; Muhammad Fazal MD, MS;
Ridhima Kapoor; Paul Cheng MD, PhD;
Albert Joseph Rogers MBA, MD; Alexander Perino MD;
Sanjiv M. Narayan MD, PhD, FHRS; June-Wha Rhee MD and
Tina Baykaner MD, MPH
Background: Ibrutinib, a Bruton’s tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI),
used primarily for hematologic malignancies, has been
associated with increased incidence of atrial fibrillation (AF), but
there is limited data on its association with ventricular
arrhythmias (VAs). How the arrhythmia patterns of patients on
ibrutinib compare to those on non-ibrutinib TKIs is unknown.
Objective: We sought to comprehensively analyze atrial and
ventricular arrhythmia burden in patients on ibrutinib vs nonibrutinib TKIs. We hypothesized that long term event monitors
could reveal a high burden of both in patients on TKIs.
Methods: A single center retrospective analysis was conducted
to identify consecutive patients who had 14 day event monitors
while on TKI therapy.
Results: A total of 108 patients with hematologic malignancies
were included (n572 on ibrutinib and n536 on non-ibrutinib TKI)
(Figure A). The non-ibrutinib TKIs at the time of event monitoring
were Imatinib (n512), Dasatinib (n512), Ruxolitinib (n55),
Nilotinib (n53), Bosutinib (n52), and Ponatinib (n52). During
ibrutinib therapy, the most common arrhythmias seen on 14-day
event monitors were SVT (n532, 44.4%), AF (n532, 44%), and
NSVT (n531, 43%). In comparison, the non-ibrutinib TKI group
had significantly lower rates of documented AF (n57, 19%;
p50.01) and NSVT (n58, 22%; p50.03). The rates of non-AF
SVT were not significantly different between the groups. There
were non-statistically significant trends toward increased .1%
PAC burden (18% (n513) vs 8% (n53)) and .1% PVC burden
(22.2% (n516) vs 11% (n54)) in the ibrutinib group (Figure B).
TKI therapy was held in 25% (n518) of patients on ibrutinib vs.
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5% (n52) on non-ibrutinib TKIs. 8% (n56) of patients on ibrutinib
required antiarrhythmic drugs vs 5% (n52) on non-ibrutinib TKIs.
Patients with NSVT on event monitor were more likely to be seen
by cardiology and EP specialists (p50.002 and p50.018).
Conclusion: In this large dataset of ambulatory cardiac monitors
on patients treated with ibrutinib and non-ibrutinib TKIs, we report
a higher prevalence of atrial and ventricular arrhythmias in those
receiving ibrutinib vs non-ibrutinib TKIs, with a high incidence of
treatment interruption due to arrhythmia burden. More research is
needed to optimize strategies to diagnose, monitor, and manage
TKI related arrhythmias.
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assessed with the 42 day sacrifice time point. Toxicity measures
included general well-being, detailed clinical signs and vital sign
assessment, body weights, serum chemistry, hematology, IL-6
and troponin, echocardiography, complete necropsy, tissue
harvest and microscopic examination, vector presence in blood
and tissues. A subset of animals had telemeters placed for
continuous rhythm analysis. The study was compliant with
21CFR58 Good Laboratory Practice.
Results: All animals had findings consistent with open-chest
surgery with no between-group differences in behavior, clinical or
vital signs, labs, ECG or echocardiographic findings. Specifically,
QTc did not differ between groups. Animals in all groups had
sinus bradycardia and sinus arrhythmia before and after the
surgical procedure. No ventricular tachyarrhythmias were
observed. IL-6 and troponin-I increased in the early post-op
period to a similar extent in all groups. Post-mortem eval was
consistent with recent cardiac surgery and not different between
groups except a slight mononuclear cell infiltrate in 4/10 low dose
animals. Vector was found in the heart and surrounding organs.
No systemic vector biodistribution was observed. No systemic
pathology or toxicity was noted.
Conclusion: AdKCNH2-G628S atrial gene painting is safe and
effective in preclinical study. These findings support a phase 1
clinical trial of AdKCNH2-G628S atrial gene painting to prevent
POAF. Clinical trial design will be reviewed in the abstract
presentation.

PO-626-04
THE PERI-INFARCT “GRAY ZONE” OF MYOCARDIAL
FIBROSIS IS A BETTER PREDICTOR OF VENTRICULAR
ARRHYTHMIAS THAN DENSE CORE FIBROSIS IN
PATIENTS WITH PREVIOUS MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
Pedro Lopes MD; Gonçalo Cunha MD; Pedro Freitas MD;
Bruno Rocha MD; francisco albuquerque MD; Daniel Gomes MD;
Mariana Paiva MD; Rita Amador MD; Daniel Jorge Matos MD;
~o Carmo MD;
Gustavo Rodrigues MD; Joa
 Carvalho MD; Pedro Miguel Galva
~o Galvao Barata
Maria Salome
Pereira MD; FRANCISCO Moscoso COSTA MD;
Pedro Carmo MD; Sara Guerreiro MD; Diogo M. Cavaco MD;
~o Abecasis MD; Francisco B. Morgado MD;
Joa
Miguel Mendes MD; António Ferreira MD and
Pedro Adragao MD, PhD

PO-626-03
PRECLINICAL SAFETY OF ADKCNH2-G628S FOR POST-OP
AF
J. Kevin Donahue MD and David D. McManus MD, MSci, FHRS
Background: Post-operative atrial fibrillation (POAF) occurs in
30% of cardiac surgeries, increasing risk of stroke, MI, and death.
We propose gene therapy with an adenovirus encoding the
G628S mutation of KCNH2 (AdKCNH2-G628S) to prevent
POAF. We have reported preclinical efficacy in pigs.
Objective: To determine safety and vector biodistribution of AdKCNH2-G628S atrial gene painting in rabbits.
Methods: We assessed 5 groups of animals (saline, poloxamersaline, 1.5e10 virus particles (vp) atrial delivery, 1.5e12 vp atrial
delivery, 1.5e12 vp whole heart delivery) with 3 sacrifice time
points (7, 21 and 42 days) and 5 animals per gender per group at
each time point, except the whole heart delivery group was only

Background: Current sudden cardiac death (SCD) risk
stratification relies heavily on left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF), but markers to refine risk assessment are needed.
Dense core fibrosis (DCF) and peri-infarct “gray zone” of
myocardial fibrosis (GZF) on late gadolinium enhancement
(LGE) cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) have been proposed
as arrhythmogenic substrates.
Objective: We aimed to determine whether DCF and GZF could
predict the occurrence of ventricular arrhythmias in patients with
previous myocardial infarction.
Methods: We performed a single centre retrospective study
enrolling consecutive patients with previous myocardial infarction
undergoing CMR before implantable cardioverter-defibrillator
(ICD) implantation. Areas of LGE were subdivided into “core”
DCF and “peri-infarct” GZF zones based on signal intensity (.5
SD, and 2-5 SD above the mean of reference myocardium,
respectively). The primary endpoint was a composite of sudden
arrhythmic death, appropriate ICD shock, ventricular fibrillation
(VF), or sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT) as detected by the
device.
Results: A total of 88 patients (median age 61 years [IQR 54-73],
84% male, median LVEF 30% [IQR 23-36%]) were included.
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During a median follow-up of 23 months [IQR 9-38], 13 patients
reached the primary endpoint. Patients who attained the primary
endpoint had similar DCF (30.4g 6 14.7 vs. 28.0g 6 15.3; P 5
0.601) but a greater amount of GZF (18.1g 6 9.6 vs. 11.9g 6 6.7;
P 5 0.005). On univariate analysis, GZF was associated with the
composite endpoint (HR: 1.09 per gram; 95%CI: 1.02-1.15;
P50.006), whereas DCF was not (HR: 1.01 per gram; 95%CI:
0.98-1.05; P50.571). After adjustment for LVEF, GZF remained
independently associated with the primary endpoint (adjusted
HR: 1.06 per gram; 95% CI: 1.01-1.12; P50.035). Decision tree
analysis identified 11.9g of GZF as the best cut-off to predict
arrhythmic events. The primary endpoint occurred in 11 out of the
35 patients (31.4%) with GZF 11.9g, but in only 2 of the 53
patients (3.8%) with GZF ,11.9g - Figure.
Conclusion: The extent of peri-infarct GZF seems to be a better
predictor of ventricular arrhythmias than DCF. This parameter
may be useful to identify a subgroup of patients with previous
myocardial infarction at increased risk of life-threatening
arrhythmic events.
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every 3-6 months, dependent on the antiarrhythmic drug chosen.
Pharmacist-led AAD monitoring and management can facilitate
routine outpatient electrophysiology clinician access and has
been demonstrated to improve patient safety and adherence.
The financial impact of an AAD clinic has not been fully evaluated.
Objective: To quantify the financial impact of a pharmacist-led
Class III antiarrhythmic drug clinic to the health system
measuring downstream revenue generated and cost savings.
Methods: Cost savings and downstream revenue from
outpatient procedures were captured for the first sixteen months
of clinic operation.
Results: Class III lab review and documentation has saved an
estimated 44.45 business days in physician time over a sixteenmonth period. Indirect revenue from outpatient cardioversions
and ablations from clinic patients have generated just over
$200,000. Outpatient loading of sotalol saves nearly $6800 per
patient over inpatient loading. In sixteen months, 71 patients
have been loaded through the outpatient program, saving
approximately $482,800. Without considering any clinical
intervention cost savings or direct billing from face-to-face visits,
the addition of a pharmacist lead antiarrhythmic clinic is a
financially advantageous model to improve safety and efficiency
for AAD monitoring.
Conclusion: The utilization of a pharmacist in class III drug
monitoring improves patient safety, increases access for acute
and non-acute patients, allows for new revenue generation, and
provides cost-savings for the institution.

PO-626-06
QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF LEFT ATRIAL
POSTERIOR WALL VOLTAGES IN AN AF POPULATION
UNDERGOING PVI
Emerson Liu MD; William A. Belden MD; George Shaw MD,
FHRS; Joshua R. Silverstein MD, FHRS;
Tharian Simon Cherian MD and Amit J. Thosani MD, FHRS

PO-626-05
PHARMACIST-LEAD CLASS III ANTIARRHYTHMIC CLINIC:
FINANCIAL AND QUALITY OF CARE IMPACT
Megan Labreck PharmD; Sreedhar R. Billakanty MD, FHRS;
Nagesh Chopra MD; Eugene Y. Fu MD, FHRS; Auroa Badin MD;
Jaret Tyler MD, FHRS; James M. Kleman MD;
Andrea Robinson MSN, ACNP; Jill Swinning MSN, APRN, CCDS;
Beth Loessin CNP; Jennifer Lynn James CNP;
Victoria Murnane MSN and Anish K. Amin MD, FHRS
Background: Class III Antiarrhythmic Drug (AAD) monitoring
consumes a large portion of electrophysiology access. Routine
drug monitoring as outlined by FDA labeling should be completed

Background: Left atrial fibrosis can serve as an arrhythmogenic
substrate for AF. Numerous studies suggest that extensive areas
of low voltage (as a marker of fibrosis) in the LA and posterior wall
(PW) adversely affect overall success of AF ablation and
treatment. However, the extent and distribution of abnormal
voltages with respect to different AF phenotypes has not been
well characterized.
Objective: Systematically quantify the extent of low voltage
areas present in an AF population undergoing 1st time PVI, and
evaluate their association with specific patient characteristics
and AF phenotypes.
Methods: In consecutive patients undergoing 1st time PVI, high
density bipolar electroanatomic mapping of the LA posterior wall
in sinus rhythm was performed preablation, using a PentaRayÒ
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catheter and the CARTOÒ navigation system (Biosense
Webster, Inc.). A specialized imaging program was trained to
quantify the overall % surface area represented by normal,
intermediate, and low voltages as defined by corresponding color
thresholds of 0.1 and 0.5mV. Medical records were reviewed for
each patient to confirm AF type (paroxysmal vs. persistent),
CHA₂DS₂-VASc Score, and time from initial AF diagnosis to PVI.
Results: Overall PW voltages are shown in Fig. 1 for 358 ablation
patients (45% paroxysmal, 55% persistent). Multiple linear
regression (R250.24) identified persistent AF (p53.2E-06),
higher CHA₂DS₂-VASc Score (p53.6E-06, Fig 2.) and greater
time from initial AF diagnosis to PVI (p50.007) as significantly
predictive of the extent of PW low voltage areas. Age, gender, LV
ejection fraction, LA volume, and LA volume index were not
predictive. More extensive low voltages abnormalities were more
common after 4 years following initial AF diagnosis.
Conclusion: We have developed a method to accurately
quantify LA voltage distributions in patients undergoing AF
ablation. The extent of PW low voltage abnormalities at index PVI
is correlated with persistent AF type, longer history of AF, and
higher CHA₂DS₂-VASc Score. It will be important in the future to
evaluate the effect the distribution of low voltage abnormalities
has on ablation outcomes, as well as their temporal evolution and
potential implications for ablation timing.
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Background: High frequency QRS (HfQRS) analysis for
rapid assessment of myocardial ischemia has never been
evaluated owing to the logistical challenges of signal
recording. We aim to evaluate, in a pilot study, the correlation
between the HFQRS changes recorded on a novel wearable
€ ntek 12 lead ECG patch with balloon inflation induced
Syda
ischaemia.
€ ntek, in
Objective: To document utility of a portable device, Syda
ECG and HFECG during multiple balloon inflations.
Methods: 10 patients (M:F 5 8:2) undergoing coronary
intervention for medically refractory chronic stable angina
were screened for enrollment into the study ; 9/10 patients
underwent the final recording. 1 patient was excluded owing
to signal noise in the device due to reluctance in chest
preparation. The mean recording time per case was 60+/-15
mins. ECG including HfQRS was recordable continuously
€ntek at 2k samples/
during all intended times, using Syda
secs.
Results: In 33 balloon inflation ischemia episodes , changes
were seen on the HFQRS onset w 10 secs, offset w45 secs
after deflation . No significant changes were seen in the
conventional ECG analysed for these upto w45 secs .
Decrease in the amplitude of the HFQRS, and decrease in
the real time RMS voltage of QRS in leads V2-V5 and the
presence of RAZ ( reduced amplitude zone ) were considered
to be changes suggestive of ischemia. RAZ disappeared
w45 secs after the balloon deflation. The mean total
ischemic was 1 +/-0.5 min per patient per balloon inflation. In
this study , all 9 of the conventional ECGs were reported
independently by 2 docs as not having significant ST-T
changes of ischaemia.
RAZ presence in HFQRS was seen in all 33 of complete
coronary artery occlusion by balloon, in our study .There
was reduction in the amplitude of HFQRS(mean 12+/-1 mV)
and RMSv2-v5 (mean 7+/-0.5 mV) from the baseline during
the inflation. Post intervention, both of the above parameters
had a mean increase of 22+/-1 mV and 10+/-0.3 mV
respectively.
Conclusion: HFQRS measured using our novel, portable real
time 12 lead ECG recording patch can reliably detect onset of
coronary ischemia in a complete coronary occlusion even in
absence of ST -T changes in 12 lead ECG . We submit this proof
of concept for use in detecting ischemia in a variety of clinical
situations including chest pain triage and post intervention
monitoring.

PO-626-08
PO-626-07
VALIDATION OF A PORTABLE DEVICE FOR HF-ECG IN
ISCHEMIA DETECTION DURING CORONARY BALLOON
INFLATION IN ANGIOPLASTY - BRINGING THE
PHYSIOLOGY LAB TO THE BEDSIDE !
Deepak Padmanabhan; Shanmugam K MD DM; Prabha vathi MD
DM; Sugandhi Gopal MRCP(UK); Aishwarya Srinivasan Mtech
and Poulami Roy M.tech

LEFT ATRIAL APPENDAGE OCCLUSION WITH LEFT
ATRIAL FOUR DIMENSIONAL INTRACARDIAC
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Mitchell Stelzer DO, MPH; Jasyn Blankenship; Jordan Luli;
James M. Kleman MD; Eugene Y. Fu MD, FHRS;
Sreedhar R. Billakanty MD, FHRS; Nagesh Chopra MD;
Auroa Badin MD; Jaret Tyler MD, FHRS and
Anish K. Amin MD, FHRS
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Background: Left atrial appendage occlusion, using
intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) continues to evolve. One
of the more recent advancements is the Siemens 4-D
ACUSON AcuNav Volume ICEÒ (Siemens, Malvern PA). This
catheter allows for 4D images to optimize the provider’s
implant visibility and minimize the maneuvers required to
assess the LAA. Although right atrial imaging has been more
commonly described, left atrial 4-D ICE imaging may allow for
better unobstructed imaging.
Objective: Demonstrate implant technique using 4-D ICE
(ACUSON AcuNav Volume ICEÒ, Siemens, Malvern PA) guided
LAAO using optimal left atrial imaging.
Methods: The 4-D ICE catheter is a 12.5 Fr catheter that is
initially guided into the RA to assist in navigating transspetal
puncture. The probe obtains a field of view which is 90
degrees by 50 degrees with frame rate of 16 volumes per
second. The catheter visualizes the septum/fossa ovalis for
transseptal puncture. Following successful puncture, the ICE
catheter and LAAO Sheath can be guided through a single
puncture with fluoroscopic and 4-D ICE guidance. Using
multiplanar reconstruction, 4-D ICE requires a single catheter
position to visualize the entirety of the left atrial appendage.
We evaluate the mid left atrium with posterior flexion and
counterclockwise rotation to visualize the LAA ostium.
Multiplanar reconstruction can be manipulated to
demonstrate the enface LAA ostium view the maximal length
of the appendage. The landing zone dimensions are
calculated using the reconstructions (Figure 1). Once the
LAA has been appropriately visualized, the Watchman
access sheath is advanced to the LA. Cineangiographic
images of the LAA are obtained and the Watchman device is
sized and delivered.
Results: Our single center experience has recorded more than
75 successful LAAO implants using this 4D ICE left atrial imaging
technique. The advancement in visibility and ability to get a
thorough assessment of the LAA, without complex manipulation
of a 2-D ICE or TEE probe is ideal.
Conclusion: The evolution of ICE with 4-D technology has
allowed for an improved imaging experience during implant,
especially when imaging from within the left atrium.
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PO-627-01
IMPACT OF RACE ON IN-HOSPITAL OUTCOMES IN
PATIENTS WITH SINUS NODE DYSFUNCTION
Michael Albosta MD; Ian Ergui MD; Karla Inestroza MD;
Carlos Vergara Sanchez MD; Michael Dangl MD;
Louis Thomas Vincent MD; Bertrand Ebner MD;
Jennifer Maning MD; Jelani K. Grant MD and
Rosario Colombo MD
Background: It is known that black patients have greater
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk burden, earlier onset CVD,
and higher CVD mortality rates compared to white patients.
Few data exists regarding impact of race on in-hospital
outcomes in patients hospitalized for sinus node dysfunction
(SND).
Objective: To evaluate whether racial disparities exist in
outcomes for patients hospitalized with SND.
Methods: The National Inpatient Sample was queried from
2011-2018 for relevant ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnosis and
procedure codes. Baseline characteristics and in-hospital
outcomes in patients with a primary diagnosis of SND were
compared amongst white and non-white patients. Multivariate
logistic regression was used to adjust for age, gender, black and
Hispanic race, elective vs. non-elective admission, significant
comorbidities and hospital characteristics for mortality as well as
secondary outcomes.
Results: We identified 520,926 white patients and 134,213
non-white patients with a primary diagnosis of SND. Baseline
characteristics are shown in Table 1. Primary and secondary
outcomes are shown in Table 2. We found significant
differences in mortality (aOR 0.91, [95% CI 0.85-0.97]
p50.003), length of stay (4.8 6 4.5 vs. 5.3 6 4.9 days,
p,0.001) and total hospital cost (66,056$ vs. 78,945$,
p,0.001) favoring white patients. Although odds of complete
heart block (aOR 0.94 [95%CI 0.91-0.97]), 2nd degree AV
block (aOR 0.80 [95%CI 0.77-0.83]), and SVT (aOR 0.92
[95%CI 0.88-0.96] p,0.001 for all) were lower in whites, odds
of pacemaker insertion (aOR 1.13 [95% CI 1.11-1.15]),
temporary transvenous pacing (aOR 1.15 [95% CI 1.11-1.22])
and cardioversion (aOR 1.50 [95% CI 1.42-1.58] p,0.001 for
all) were higher in white patients. Within the non-white group,
black race was predictive of decreased odds of pacemaker
insertion (aOR 0.72 [95%CI 0.70-0.75]) and temporary
transvenous pacing (aOR 0.62 [95%CI 0.54-0.70] p,0.001
for all).
Conclusion: There are significant differences regarding inhospital outcomes in non-white patients with SND, including
increased mortality and decreased odds of pacemaker insertion.
These findings were primarily driven by disparities in black
patients. Continual recognition of disparities and working to
improve outcomes in non-white patients moving forward is of
utmost importance.
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Background: Prior to the institution of the Match, there have
been no reliable data available regarding how many women or
under-represented minority (URM) applicants for clinical cardiac
electrophysiology (CCEP) fellowship there are in the United
States.
Objective: To present the available data on women and URM
CCEP applicants.
Methods: We reviewed three years (2019 - 2021) of ERAS data
for CCEP fellowship applicants and their corresponding years for
cardiovascular disease (CVD) fellowship. These data represent
the applicants, and not the matched fellowship matriculants.
Results: Overall, 5-6% of the pool of CVD fellows chose CCEP in
years 2016-2018 (Figure, Panel A). Women comprised 13-15%
of that group and self-identified URM applicants comprised 710%. While there was a numerical increase in the absolute
number of women applicants applying for CCEP fellowship
(Figure, Panel B), this was not a statistically significant increase
given the overall size of the applicant pool (P for trend 5 NS). The
proportion of URM groups applying for CCEP fellowship was
even lower. There were only 4 (3%), 6 (5%) and 4 (3%) selfidentified Black or African American CCEP applicants in 2019,
2020 and 2021, respectively. Similarly, there were only 5 (4%), 6
(5%) and 7 (5%) self-identified Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin
CCEP applicants in 2019, 2020 and 2021, respectively (Figure,
Panel C). This trend starts early at CVD application level as
women and URM CVD applicants comprised 21% and 10% in
2016, 24% and 9% in 2017, and 23% and 9% in 2018. (P for trend
5 NS in all above).
Conclusion: The number of women and URM applicants for
CCEP is low with no increase observed between 2019 and 2021.
Identifying and addressing barriers for women and URM applying
for CVD and CCEP training will be paramount to increase
representation.

PO-627-03

PO-627-02
QUANTIFICATION OF WOMEN AND UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITY APPLICANTS TO CLINICAL
CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY FELLOWSHIP
Uyanga Batnyam MD; David Chang MD; Jim W. Cheung MD,
FHRS; Jose A. Joglar MD, FHRS; James P. Daubert MD, FHRS;
James P. Daubert MD, FHRS and Usha B. Tedrow MD, MS, FHRS

PARADOXICAL ASSOCIATION BETWEEN LIPID LEVELS
AND INCIDENT ATRIAL FIBRILLATION ACCORDING TO
STATIN USAGE
Hyo-Jeong Ahn; So-Ryoung Lee MD; Eue-Keun Choi MD, PhD;
Soonil Kwon MD; Sun-hwa Kim MD; Seil Oh MD, PhD, FHRS and
Gregory Lip MD
Background: A higher level of total cholesterol (TC) and lowdensity lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) is associated with a lower
risk of atrial fibrillation (AF). Statin use might exert possible
confounding effects in the paradoxical relationship; however, the
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inverse link between AF and cholesterol level that distinguishes
statin users from non-users has not been thoroughly evaluated.
Objective: We investigated the TC - AF and LDL-C - AF
relationships in statin users and non-users, respectively.
Methods: From the Korean National Health Insurance Service
database, we included 9,778,014 adults who underwent a health
examination in 2009 and had no prior AF history. The levels of TC
and LCL-C at the health exam were categorized in quartile (Q)
and decile (D) values of the total study population. The study
population was grouped into statin users and non-users, and TC AF and LDL-C - AF relationships were evaluated.
Results: 867 336 (8.9%) were on statin use among the total
population. Statin users showed higher TC level (208.4 6 55.6
vs. 194.1 6 39.5 mg/dL, p,0.001) and LDL-C level (123.0 6
102.2 vs. 121.3 6 226.3, p,0.001) compared to non-users. The
inverse associations of TC - AF and LCL-C - AF were observed;
the higher levels of TC and LDL-C were associated with the lower
risk of AF. The hazard ratios (HR) and 95% confidence intervals
(CI) were 0.797 (0.786 - 0.809) for the highest quartile of TC (Q4,
TC 218) and 0.832 (0.82 - 0.843) for the highest quartile of LDLC (Q4, LDL-C  135) when adjusted by age, sex, lifestyle
behaviors, comorbidities, and low-income status. Statin users
exhibited higher AF incidence rate than non-statin users, but the
association in statin users generally tracked that seen among
non-statin users demonstrating similar HR in Q4 of TC [0.812
(0.790 - 0.835) for statin users and 0.812 (0.798 - 0.826) for nonstatin users] and LDL-C [0.842 (0.819 - 0.865) for statin users and
0.849 (0.835 - 0.863) for non-statin users].
Conclusion: The paradoxical relationship between lipid levels
(TC and LDL-C) and incident AF remained consistent both in
statin users and non-users. Further research is required to
investigate an underlying mechanism in the cholesterol paradox
of AF not disturbed by the pleiotropic effect of statin.
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driven by direct inpatient cost and 29% indirect inpatient cost.
Outpatient pathways offering timely access to quality care can
have a substantial impact on reducing cost of AF care and reduce
dependence upon emergency department (ED) care.
Objective: We sought to quantify cost savings through a novel
AF outpatient treatment protocol.
Methods: The Atrial Fibrillation Clinic at OhioHealth’s Riverside
Methodist Hospital was initiated in September 2018 with a focus
on identifying low risk AF patients and expediating access for
evaluation and treatment. We reviewed the total number of ED
presentations, hospitalizations, and visits in our AF pathway for
acute AF over a 3-year period. The hospitalization length of stay,
time from referral to appointment, and outcomes of those visits
were established. Acute visits in our clinic were defined as a
potentially saved ED evaluation.
Results: Over 36 months, 2,386 patients presented with atrial
fibrillation to the ED resulting in 2,074 inpatient or observation
stays with a mean length of stay of 4 days. Over that same
period using the acute AF pathway, 1,991 patients were referred
to the AF Clinic for evaluation with 169 directly from the ED and
1,822 from outpatient care sites which avoided the use of the ED
altogether. We estimate $5,000 in variable cost savings per
case from the reduction in use of emergency services and of
avoidance of potential hospitalization resulting in $9.9 million in
cost savings over 3 years. The mean time to AF Clinic visit from
acute referral was 1.7 business days. Same day procedures
were offered to indicated patients which included 540
cardioversions, 107 TEEs, 13 atrial flutter ablations, and 60
CCTAs.
Conclusion: Access to timely evaluation and treatment of AF
using a dedicated pathway can significantly reduce the cost of
care by avoiding ED visits and potential hospitalization.
Opportunities for widespread patient and clinician education on
how and where to seek care for acute episodes of AF should be
explored.
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PO-628-01
CARDIAC RESYNCHRONISATION THERAPY ACUTELY
ALTERS METABOLIC SUBSTRATE UPTAKE,
CORRELATING WITH IMPROVEMENTS IN CARDIAC
SYSTOLIC FUNCTION
Peregrine Green MA(Oxon) BMBCh MRCP; William D. Watson;
Giovanni Luigi De Maria; Oliver Rider and Neil Herring BMBS, MA,
DPhil, FHRS, CCDS

PO-627-04
THREE YEAR COST SAVINGS OF AN ACUTE ATRIAL
FIBRILLATION PATHWAY
Andrea Robinson MSN, ACNP; Auroa Badin MD;
Sreedhar R. Billakanty MD, FHRS; Nagesh Chopra MD;
Eugene Y. Fu MD, FHRS; Jennifer Lynn James;
James M. Kleman MD; Beth Loessin MSN;
Victoria Murnane MSN; Jill Swinning MSN, APRN, CCDS;
Jaret Tyler MD, FHRS and Anish K. Amin MD, FHRS
Background: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac
arrhythmia and the treatment places a gross burden on the US
healthcare system, estimated at $6.65 billion annually with 44%

Background: The failing heart is thought to be metabolically
inflexible, and oxygen limited, shifting from free fatty acid (FFA)
towards glucose oxidation. CRT acutely improves cardiac
haemodynamics in patients with severe heart failure and a LBBB,
however whether CRT alters metabolic substrate usage is
unknown.
Objective: To acutely assess cardiac work, efficiency, and
metabolic substrate uptake in response to CRT.
Methods: Participants with non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy were
started on an insulin/dextrose infusion prior to CRT implant.
During implant, measurements of cardiac work (using a
pressure-volume loop catheter), coronary flow (using a doppler
guide wire) and paired arterio-venous blood samples (from the
left main stem and coronary sinus) were obtained with and
without CRT at rest and during stress, pacing at 65% of predicted
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maximum heart rate. All measurements were repeated on a FFA
infusion.
Results: Eleven participants were recruited (6 male, median age
63 [IQR 60-74]). Measures of cardiac systolic performance
(cardiac work and dP/dtmax) were significantly improved by CRT
at rest and stress on both infusions, without an increase in
myocardial oxygen demand, resulting in improvement in cardiac
efficiency (insulin/dextrose at rest: 7.9%, p5 0.02; stress: 67%, p
5 0.03; FFA at rest: 31%, p 5 0.02; stress: 57%, p 5 0.09). On
insulin/dextrose, CRT at rest increased cardiac FFA uptake (14
[4.9-41.6] vs 1.8 [-6-15.4] mmol/min, p 5 0.02), which positively
correlated with improvement in LVEF (R 5 0.86, p 5 0.02). When
FFA uptake was already increased during stress, CRT increased
lactate uptake (33.1 [19.3-57.5] vs 23.5 [-2.7-31.2] mmol/min, p 5
0.02). When FFA uptake was maximised on a FFA infusion, CRT
increased ketone uptake both at rest and during stress, which
positively correlated with improvement in cardiac work (R 5 0.55,
p 5 0.04).
Conclusion: CRT improves cardiac efficiency and reverses the
metabolic phenotype of heart failure towards a more
physiological picture of FFA uptake. The increase in FFA uptake
correlates with improved systolic function. When FFA uptake is
already maximised, CRT increases lactate or ketone uptake.
Metabolic flexibility is therefore retained.

PO-628-02
PERSONALIZED PACING (MYPACE): A NEW PARADIGM
FOR PATIENTS WITH HEART FAILURE WITH PRESERVED
EJECTION FRACTION
Margaret Infeld MD, MS; Kramer Wahlberg MD; Jillian Cicero BS;
Nicole Habel MD, PhD; Sean Meagher MD; Alexandra Novelli BS;
Anand Muthu Krishnan MD; Timothy Plante MD, MHS;
Daniel Silverman MD; Daniel L. Lustgarten MD, PhD, FHRS and
Markus Meyer MD, PhD
Background: Pacemaker patients with preclinical or overt heart
failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) may benefit from
a backup heart rate (HR) that is higher than the standard 60 beats
per minute (bpm) setting.
Objective: Assess the effects of a personalized backup HR
(myPACE group, based on a HR algorithm) compared with
60bpm (control group).
Methods: In this double blind randomized controlled study,
pacemaker patients with HFpEF and either atrial pacing alone or
conduction system or biventricular pacing were assigned to the
myPACE or control group for 1 year. The primary outcome was
change in Minnesota Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire
(MLHFQ) scores (range 0-125, lower is better). Secondary
outcomes were changes in N-terminal brain natriuretic peptide
(NTproBNP), pacemaker-detected activity levels, pacemakerdetected atrial fibrillation (AF) burden, and adverse clinical events
(composite of death, stroke, AF, and HF events).
Results: The myPACE (n550; mean 6 standard deviation age
76612 years, 47% female) and control groups (n557, mean age
75 6 9 years, 48% female) were similar at baseline. The mean
HR in the myPACE group was 77 6 5bpm. Compared with
controls, MLHFQ scores improved in the myPACE group over 1
year as shown in the Table (p,0.001). Similarly, NTproBNP
levels and patient activity levels improved in the myPACE group
(both p,0.02). The myPACE group had 6 adverse events in 6
patients and the control group had 19 adverse events in 14
patients.
Conclusion: Among pacemaker patients with preclinical or overt
HFpEF a moderately increased, personalized backup HR setting
improves quality of life, NTproBNP, and activity levels compared
with the standard 60bpm setting, without an excess of adverse
effects.
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PO-628-03
ASSOCIATION OF MINERALOCORTICOID RECEPTOR
ANTAGONIST USE WITH MORTALITY AND VENTRICULAR
ARRHYTHMIA RISK IN PATIENTS WITH IMPLANTABLE
CARDIOVERTER-DEFIBRILLATORS
Ramya Sampath; Anita Y. Chen MS; Scott McNitt MS;
Alexander Diamond; Mehmet K. Aktas MBA, MD, FHRS;
Valentina Kutyifa MD, PhD, FHRS; Hillel Steiner MD;
Milica Bjelic MD; Wojciech Zareba MD, PhD; Ilan Goldenberg MD
and Himabindu Vidula MD, MS
Background: Heart failure (HF) patients with implantable
devices have improved outcomes on optimal Guideline-Directed
Medical Therapy (GDMT), yet few studies have evaluated the
impact of mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists (MRA) on
mortality and arrythmia risk in patients who may be unable to
tolerate optimal GDMT.
Objective: To assess the impact of MRA use on the risk of allcause mortality and ventricular tachyarrhythmia (VTA) in HF
patients with an ICD or CRT-D who were not concomitantly
treated with both beta blockers (BB) and ACE-inhibitors/
angiotensin receptor blockers (ACE/ARB) in 4 MADIT
(Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial; MADIT-II,
MADIT-CRT, MADIT-RIT, MADIT-RISK) and Ranolazine in HighRisk Patients with ICD (RAID) clinical trials.
Methods: We included 5504 patients enrolled in 5 landmark ICD
clinical trials. Patients were categorized by MRA use in addition to
baseline BB and/or ACE/ARB use into subgroups of those who
were prescribed both BB and ACE/ARB (2-drug GDMT) and those
who were prescribed only one of the two drugs (1-drug GDMT) at
enrollment. Cox proportional hazards regression models and Fine
and Gray regression models, stratified by studies, were performed
to assess the association between time-dependent MRA use and
risks of all-cause mortality and VTA. VTA was defined as any
treated or monitored sustained ventricular tachycardia (170
bpm) or ventricular fibrillation.
Results: Among 5504 study patients, 4392 (80%) were
prescribed 2-drug GDMT and 1016 (18%) were prescribed
1-drug GDMT. MRA was prescribed to 1656 (30%) patients.
Multivariate analysis demonstrated that MRA use was
associated with a 52% reduction in mortality risk when
prescribed in patients on 1-drug GDMT (HR50.48 [95% CI:
0.27-0.86], p50.014). The mortality benefit of MRA therapy was
attenuated among patients on 2-drug GDMT (HR51.05 [95%
CI: 0.82-1.34], p50.7) (Figure 1). Further, MRA use was
associated with a 36% reduction in VTA risk in patients on
1-drug GDMT (HR50.64 [95% CI: 0.40-1.01], p 5 0.05), while
among patients on 2-drug GDMT the association of MRA use
with VTA risk was also attenuated (HR51.09 [95% CI: 0.931.29], p50.28) (Figure 2).
Conclusion: In HF patients with an ICD or CRT-D who are unable
to tolerate 2-drug GDMT, MRA use is associated with a reduction
in the risk of mortality and VTA.
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PO-628-04
THE EFFECT OF METOPROLOL VERSUS CARVEDILOL ON
THE RISK OF ATRIAL AND VENTRICULAR ARRHYTHMIA IN
PRIMARY PREVENTION IMPLANTABLE CARDIOVERTERDEFIBRILLATOR RECIPIENTS
Alexander Diamond; Ilan Goldenberg MD; Arwa Younis MD;
Ido Goldenberg MD; Ramya Sampath; Valentina Kutyifa MD,
PhD, FHRS; Anita Chen; Scott McNitt; Bronislava Polonsky;
Jonathan S. Steinberg MD, FHRS; Wojciech Zareba MD, PhD
and Mehmet K. Aktas MBA, MD, FHRS
Background: Both selective and non-selective beta-blockers
(BB) are used to treat patients with heart failure (HF). However,
data on the association of BB type with risk of atrial and
ventricular arrhythmia (VA) in HF patients with a primary
prevention implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) are limited.
Objective: To evaluate the effect of metoprolol vs. carvedilol
on the risk of atrial and ventricular arrhythmia in HF patients
with an ICD.
Methods: The study analysis included 4,354 primary prevention
ICD recipients who were enrolled in five landmark ICD trials
(MADIT-II, MADIT-CRT, MADIT-RIT, MADIT-RISK, and RAID). A
Fine and Gray regression model, stratified by studies, was used
to evaluate the risk of fast VA, defined as ventricular tachycardia
200 bpm or ventricular fibrillation, and the risk of atrial fibrillation
(AF) or supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) by BB type, adjusting
for risk factors.
Results: Among 4354 study patients 2,967 (54%) were
prescribed carvedilol and 1387 (46%) metoprolol. The
cumulative incidence of fast VA at 3.5 years was 15% in patients
on carvedilol vs. 20% in patients on metoprolol, p50.01 (Figure
A). Multivariate analysis showed that patients on carvedilol had a
18% lower risk of fast VA (HR [95% CI] 5 0.82 [0.69-0.98];
p50.031) when compared to those on metoprolol. Similarly, the
cumulative incidence of AF or SVT at 3.5 years was 12% in
patients on carvedilol vs 15% in patients taking metoprolol,
p50.003 (Figure B). Multivariate analysis showed that carvedilol
treatment was associated with a 35% reduction in the risk of AF or
SVT (HR [95% CI] 5 0.65 [0.53-0.80]; p,0.001) when compared
to metoprolol.
Conclusion: Our findings suggests that HF patients with ICDs on
carvedilol experience a lower risk of fast VA, AF or SVT when
compared to those on metoprolol.

PO-628-05
THE EFFECT OF ALDOSTERONE ANTAGONISTS ON
MORTALITY IN PATIENTS WITH HEART FAILURE WITH
PRESERVED EJECTION FRACTION AND ATRIAL
FIBRILLATION
Harold Rivner MD; Raul D. Mitrani MD, FHRS, CCDS;
Alex Velasquez MD; Litsa K. Lambrakos MD;
Jeffrey J. Goldberger MBA, MD and George R. Marzouka MD
Background: While aldosterone antagonists (AA) have not
been shown to improve mortality in heart failure with preserved
ejection fraction (HFpEF), their effect on left atrial myopathy
could provide benefit in the subgroup of HFpEF patients with
atrial fibrillation (AF).
Objective: To determine in the national Veterans Administration
(VA) database if there is an effect of AA on mortality in HFpEF
patients with AF.
Methods: We identified AF patients with ejection fraction  40%
who were admitted with HF between 2002-2015. Baseline
characteristics were determined by ICD-9/10 codes. Ejection
fractions were collected from echocardiogram reports and
database records. Records were reviewed for 5 years after the
index hospitalization. Propensity score matching was used to
create balanced groups.
Results: A total of 3,797 patient admitted with HF and had AF at
baseline or during follow up were identified - 1,233 (age 69.2 6
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10.2 years, CHA2DS2-VASc 4.9 6 1.5) and 2,564 (age 73.9 6
10.5 years, CHA2DS2-VASc 5.2 6 1.4) treated/not treated with
AA. Survival analysis showed a significant mortality reduction
with AA adjusting for CHA2DS2-VASc and anticoagulation status
(HR 0.65, 95% CI 0.60-0.72, p,0.001). Using propensity score
matching, there was a lower mortality rate in patients treated with
AA (Figure – HR 0.80, 95% CI 0.71 - 0.90, p,0.001).
Conclusion: There was an association between lower mortality
rates in HFpEF patients with AF treated with AA. This may be
due to an improvement in the atrial myopathy that complicates
both AF and HFpEF as AA have been shown to reduce atrial
fibrosis, dilation, and AF severity.
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inducibility (OR 0.15 [0.026-0.91], p50.03) compared to nonARNI groups (100%, 75%, 50% and 50% for groups 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively), representing a 30% relative risk reduction.
Treatment with empagliflozine (group 2) did not reduce VT
inducibility (p50.704). Baseline ceMRI data showed a mean
core and BZ scar mass of 5.463.1 and 6.163.1 grams,
respectively, without significant differences in the percentage of
core scar. The mean number of corridors was 2.161.2 with a
mean mass of 1.361.0, without significant differences across
groups. Treatment with ARNI and empagliflozine significantly
reduced the number (+1.0, -1.1, -1.2 and -1.7 corridors for
groups 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively; p50.021) and mass of
corridors (+0.3, -1.6, -0.8 and -0.4 grams for groups 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively; p50.012) at the follow-up ceMRI. ARNI and
empagliflozine groups tended to reduce overall BZ mass
compared to the control group (reduction of the BZ percentage
-1.264, -4.962, -5.662, -3.864; p50.102).
Conclusion: Treatment with ARNI reduced VT inducibility by 30%
after MI, likely driven by a significant reduction of the number and
mass of BZ corridors. Empagliflozine reduced the number and
mass of BZ corridors, without impact on VT inducibility.
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EFFECT OF ANGIOTENSIN RECEPTOR NEPRILYSIN
INHIBITOR AND EMPAGLIFLOZINE ON ISCHEMIC
VENTRICULAR TACHYCARDIA SUBSTRATE: A
HIGH-DENSITY MAPPING AND MRI STUDY
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Background: Angiotensin receptor neprilysin inhibitor (ARNI)
and empagliflozine reduce cardiovascular death in heart failure,
but mechanistic data on this effect are scarce.
Objective: To assess the effect of ARNI and empagliflozine on
scar remodeling and ventricular tachycardia (VT) inducibility in a
swine model of chronic myocardial infarction (MI).
Methods: Left anterior descending artery MI was induced in 40
Landrace Large X White pigs. Thirty-one animals (78%) survived
the MI induction procedure and were randomized to receive
treatment with beta-blocker (BB) only (group 1, n57),
empagliflozine+BB (group 2, n58), ARNI + BB (group 3, n58) or
empagliflozine + ARNI + BB (group 4, n58). Contrast-enhanced
(ce)-MRI were performed at 2-day (baseline) and 1-month postMI and were post-processed with ADAS 3D; ventricular scar
subtypes and borderzone (BZ) corridors volume were measured.
EP study with endo-epicardial high-density mapping was
performed 1-month post-MI.
Results: VT was inducible in 21/31 subjects (68%). Treatment
with ARNI (groups 3 and 4) showed a significant reduction of VT
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LEFT BUNDLE-BRANCH PACING POSTATRIOVENTRICULAR JUNCTION ABLATION FOR ATRIAL
FIBRILLATION: PROPENSITY-SCORE MATCHING WITH
HIS BUNDLE PACING
Weijian Huang MD, FHRS; Mengxing Cai; Shengjie Wu and
Lan Su MD, FHRS
Background: Left bundle branch pacing (LBBP) has emerged as
a promising pacing modality to preserve physiological left
ventricular activation but has limited prospective data evaluating
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long-term safety and efficacy in pacing-dependent patients
following atrioventricular junction (AVJ) ablation.
Objective: This study aimed to examine the long-term feasibility,
safety, and efficacy of LBBP in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF)
and heart failure (HF) after AVJ ablation and provide a
comparison of LBBP versus His bundle pacing (HBP) through a
propensity score (PS) matched analysis.
Methods: We prospectively enrolled patients with AF and HF
who were referred for AVJ ablation and LBBP between July 2017
to December 2019. The control group patients were selected
from HBP implantations performed in the years 2012-2019 using
PS matching with a 1:1 ratio.
Results: A total of 99 patients were enrolled in this study. LBBP
implant success rate was 100%. Significant improvements in the
LVEF were observed in patients with HFrEF and HFpEF
(p,0.05). Threshold rise above 2V@0.5ms occurred in only one
patient. Of 176/215 (81.9%) who received permanent HBP postAVJ ablation, 86 patients were matched to the LBBP group by 1:1
PS (PS-HBP, N586; PS-LBBP, N586). No significant differences
in echocardiographic or clinical outcomes were observed
between the two groups (p.0.05), while lower thresholds,
greater sensed R-wave amplitudes, and fewer complications
were observed in the PS-LBBP group (p,0.05).
Conclusion: LBBP is feasible, safe, and effective in patients with
AF and HF post-AVJ ablation, which has similar clinical benefits,
higher success rate, better pacing parameters, and fewer
complications than HBP.
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COMPARED TO RBBB: A PATIENT LEVEL META-ANALYSIS
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Background: Benefit from cardiac resynchronization therapy
(CRT) varies by QRS characteristics; individual randomized trials
are underpowered to assess benefit for relatively small
subgroups.
Objective: To determine the relationship between QRS
characteristics (morphology and duration) and CRT benefit using
pooled patient level data from pivotal CRT trials.
Methods: We analyzed patient level data from pivotal CRT trials
(MIRACLE, MIRACLE-ICD, MIRACLE-ICD II, REVERSE, RAFT,
COMPANION, and MADIT-CRT) using adjusted Bayesian
Hierarchical Weibull survival regression models to assess CRT
benefit by QRS morphology (LBBB, RBBB and IVCD) and
duration (with 150ms partition). The continuous relationship
between QRS duration and CRT benefit was also examined
within subgroups defined by sex and QRS morphology. Results
are presented using hazard ratios and 95% posterior credible
intervals. The study endpoint was heart failure hospitalization
(HFH) or death.
Results: Of the 6,264 patients included, 25% were women,
the mean age was 65 years, and 61% received CRT. CRT
reduced the risk of HFH/death (HR 0.73, CI 0.65 - 0.84), due
to an effect on patients with QRS 150ms and either LBBB
(HR 0.56, CI 0.48 - 0.66) or IVCD (HR 0.59, CI 0.39 - 0.89).
No benefit for CRT was observed when QRS was ,150ms
(regardless of morphology) or for patients with RBBB and
QRS duration 150ms. Sex specific differences in the QRS
duration threshold at which CRT benefit appeared for LBBB
and IVCD (Figure).
Conclusion: CRT reduces HFH/death among patients with
QRS 150ms and LBBB or IVCD; no statistically significant
benefit was seen among those with RBBB. Aggregating RBBB
and IVCD into a single “Non-LBBB” category when selecting
patients for CRT might be inappropriate.

